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Abstract

Classification of Singularities of Functions and Mappings 

Via Non Standard Equivalence Relations 

Author: Fawaz Alharbi

The thesis is devoted to the classification of simple germs of functions and map
pings with respect to several new non-standard equivalence relations. They are more 
rough than the standard classifications of functions via the group of the diffeomor- 
phisms preserving a certain variety or respectively the group of the diffeomorphisms 
preserving given projection. The goal is to show some useful applications and various 
interesting properties of them.

We obtain the list of all simple “in the sense of Arnold” classes of singularities 
of function germs with respect to non standard equivalence relations and discuss 
their relation with the singularities of Lagrangian projections with borders. Also, 
we describe the bifurcation diagrams and caustics of simple quasi boundary and 
quasi corner singularities and algebraic invariants of simple quasi border classes. In 
addition, we classify all simple classes with respect to quasi projection of graphs of 
germ mappings from the plane to the plane and graphs of parametrized curves in 
the plane.
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Introduction

The famous results of singularity theory and its applications due to R. Thom, V.I. 
Arnold and others are based on the classification of smooth functions and mappings 
with respect to the action of the group of dift'eomorphisms of the source space (right 
equivalence) or the group of diffeomorphisms of the source and the target (left-right 
equivalence). This is an example of infinite dimensional Lie group acting on an 
infinite dimensional space. The germs of diffeomorphisms act on germs of functions 
or on germs of mappings.

The very fruitful idea of V.I. Arnold was to consider so called simple singularities 
(the orbits which have a neighborhood intersecting with finitely many other orbits 
only). Simple classes have nice algebraic and topological properties. For example, in 
the case of functions, they are related to Dk and Ek Weyl group. The complement 
to the collection of simple classes has codimension 7 in the space of germs of func
tions. Starting with 7, some orbits form families depending on modules (continuous 
invariants) and are non-simple.

On the other hand, there is a classification of functions and mappings with re
spect to Thom-Boardman classes . These classes are not the orbits of any
group action and they are discrete. No continuous invariants are involved. Thom- 
Boardman classes represent germs with given values of some invariants like ranks of 
differentials and dimensions of quotient spaces of some ideals generated by deriva
tives of the mappings. One can say that Thom-Boardman classification is rougher 
than the standard right or left right classification since germs from the same standard 
orbit belong to the same Thom-Boardman class.

The idea of the present work is to investigate other possible useful examples of 
classifications of functions and mappings which are rougher than the standard ones

vi



INTRODUCTION vii

and which are defined by some conditions on jets of functions or mappings.

We consider two settings. In chapters 1-7 we consider equivalence relations which 
play an intermediate role between the right action of all diffeomorphisms and the 
action of diffeomorphisms which preserve a given hypersurface in the source space 
(called border).

Then in chapters 8-11 we consider projections of submanifolds embedded into Mn 
to the base and introduce special equivalence for them.

So, in chapters 1-7 we consider the space Mn with some fixed hypersurface F 
(which can be regular, singular and reducible). The hypersurface will be called a 
border. We consider germs of smooth functions on this space and introduce the 
following basic definition.

Two function germs are pseudo border equivalent, if there is a diffeomorphism 
acting as a change of variables, taking one germ to the other and satisfying the 
following condition: if one of these functions has a critical point at the border then 
its image (or, respectively, the inverse image) also belongs to the border. After a 
natural modification, this equivalence relation behaves well when functions depend 
on parameters. The modified definition is called quasi border equivalence.

We use four different examples of borders: smooth border(called boundary), cor
ner, cusp and cone. The union of two transversal intersecting smooth hypersurfaces 
is called a corner. In these cases, we classify discrete (simple) equivalence classes and 
describe corresponding bifurcation diagrams and caustics.

In spite of rather artificial nature of the definitions, quasi border singularities 
have very natural applications. Their discriminants show the behavior of critical 
points of a function (for example, its global extremum) inside and on certain domain 
with a border.

Moreover the above mentioned notion of non-standard equivalence relations have 
direct application in symplectic geometry. They are used in classifying singularities 
of Lagrangian projections with a border [9, 36].

Arnold’s classical boundary singularities of functions depending on n parameters 
are related to projections of a pair of Lagrangian submanifolds (of dimension n) which
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have (n — 1)-dimensional regular intersection and are transversal in complementary 
directions [3]. Our quasi-equivalence relation (introduced for generating families of 
functions) keeps information only about one Lagrangian submanifold of the pair and 
about its intersection with the second component. So, it is more adequate model 
for applications when we need the precise notion of Lagrangian submanifold with 
boundary.

Thus, a pair (L, F) of a Lagrangian submanifold Ln C M ~ and an (n —
l)-dimensional isotropic variety F C L is called a Lagrangian submanifold with a 
border. It arises in various singularity theory applications to differential equations 
and variational problems [8]. Isotropic submanifolds play the role of the initial data 
set with some inequality constraints.

An important example of a Lagrangian submanifold with a regular boundary 
or a corner is presented by a set of Hamilton vector field trajectories issued from 
an initial set being an isotropic submanifold subset determined by some inequalities. 
This construction is needed for various setting in geometry and physics. For example, 
given an initial hypersurface H with a boundary in Euclidean space, the envelope 
of the family of normals to H forms the ordinary caustic and the union of normals to 
H at the points of Hi forms the second component of the caustic of the projection of 
the respective Lagrange submanifold with a boundary. Other motivations to study 
singularities of Lagrange projections with boundaries are mentioned in [20].

More complicated borders appear in various applications in physics. For example, 
the Lagrangian manifold with a corner is the solution of Hamilton-Jacobi equation 
with the initial data embedded into the cotangent bundle of the configuration space 
as a manifold with boundary or corner [3].

We show that the singularities of the projection to the base space of Lagrangian 
submanifolds with border are closely related to quasi border singularities of functions. 
In particular, the list of simple stable classes of these projections is exactly the list 
of simple quasi border classes.

So, as an application of our theory we get the classification of simple classes 
of Lagrangian projections with boundary or corner. We describe the bifurcation 
diagrams and caustics of simple quasi boundary and corner singularities.
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The quasi-border bifurcation diagrams of function germ deformation consist of 
two strata. The first one is the ordinary discriminant which corresponds to all critical 
points of the deformation. The second stratum is the subset of the first one which 
corresponds to the critical points on the border (it satisfies extra equations which 
define the border). So the strata have different dimensions. The caustics of quasi 
border deformation functions also consist of two strata (or more). The first one is 
the ordinary caustic while the other stratum is the projection (to the base of the 
reduced deformation) of the subset of the bifurcation diagram which corresponds to 
the other stratum(of lower dimension). However, their dimensions are equal.

There are series of papers (e.g. [37, 20, 33]) on the classification of caustics and 
Lagrangian projections of different types. Some of our results coincide with the 
known ones but our methods are new and universal and worth to be compared with 
the other approaches.

Standard classification of singularities of functions up to diffeomorphisms which 
preserve a distinguished hypersurface (boundary singularities) is closely related to 
singularities of functions invariant under reflection. Similarly, a classification of func
tions which are invariant under reflections in two transversal hypersurfaces give rise 
to the classification of function germs with respect to diffeomorphisms which preserve 
the corner (union of two transversal hyperplanes). The list of simple and unimodal 
boundary and corner singularities was obtained by Dirk Siersma [29] in 70ths. Later 
the unimodal and bimodal corner singularities were listed in [21].

Comparing with standard corner singularities, obtained by Dirk Siersma (his 
list starts with unimodal singularity), we see that all Siersma’s singularities become 
simple with respect to quasi corner equivalence relation.

The lists of simple quasi boundary and corner classes are clearly organized. Drop
ping the boundary, or the corner, any simple class belongs to some Ak- right equiv
alence class. We get the nice algebraic description of all simple classes. In fact, each 
simple class corresponds to a pair, consisting of a local algebra of Ak type and an 
ideal in it.

In chapters 8-11 we turn to the study of projections of submanifolds.

Recall that the starting point of singularity theory in the middle of the 20th
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century was the classical Whitney theorem stating that generic singularities of a 
generic projection of a two-dimensional surface in 1R3 onto a plane are fold or a pleat
[!]•

However, choosing the direction of the projection in a special way, one can obtain 
non-standard projections of a generic surface. In a more general context, the singu
larities of projections were studied later by D. Shaffer, V.Arnold [7] and V.Goryunov 
[18] as orbits in the space of germs of complete intersections embedded into a given 
bundle space of the action of the diffeomorphisms which preserve the bundle structure
[6],

The classification of singularities of projections of a two-surface embedded into 
RP3 to a plane was a nice generalization of Whitney theorem. The surface is assumed 
to be generic, and centre of projection can vary in RP3. The famous hierarchy of
germs of projections of a surface according to calculations of O.A. Platonova [27], V. 
Arnold [7], O.P.Shcherbak [30] is as follows [6]:

Pi-f = x,
Pa ■ f = a;3 ± xy2,
Pi ■ f = x4 ± x3y + xy> 
Pio-f = x4 + x2y + xy3,

A : / = *2,
P5: f = x3 + xy3,
P8: f = x5± x3y + xy, 
Pu:f = x5 + xy,

Ps • f ~ x3 xy, 
PQ : f = x4 + xy, 
P$ : f — x3 T xy4

where

T T
Pa <- Pit T
p5 p10
t

3 ' Pt P8T
Pn

Pi P2
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Some of these classes are non weighted homogeneous however all are simple. 
The equivalence here is the diffeomorphism of the domain of the ambient space 
containing the germ of the surface and not containing the center of projection. The 
diffeomorphism preserves the fibration over the two dimensional plane base of the 
projection.

This classification was used later by many authors in various applications in 
differential and algebraic geometry [2].

In the 80 th, the singularities of projections of surfaces with boundaries were 
studied and classified by J.Bruce, P.Giblin [13] and V.Goryunov [19].

Giblin and Bruce [13] considered the classifications of singularities when a generic 
smooth surface in three space with a boundary is projected along a parallel beam 
of rays to a plane. The low codimensional normal forms written as projections 
(x,y,z) (y,z) of a graph z = f(x,y) with the boundary z = f{x,y),y(x,y) = 0 
are as follows:

f = xig = x) f = x2 + xy, g^x\ f == xz + xy, g ^ x\ 

f = ±;rG + x4 Txy, g = x; f = ±xy2 -\-x2yg = x; f = x2 + y3x, g = x;

f = Xy2 + x2y + ax3 + x4, g = x; f = x2, g = yx3; f ^x2, g^y + x5;

f = xy o.x3 ± ,t5, g = y± x2.

In the paper [38], another idea of a non-standard equivalence relation related to 
projections of submanifolds was introduced. Namely two surfaces are called pseudo
equivalent if there is a diffeomorphism of the domain of the ambient space mapping 
one sumanifold onto the other and satisfying the following property: if the projection 
ray is tangent to one of the sumanifold at a point then at the image (or at the inverse 
image, respectively) of the point the other surface is also tangent to the ray passing 
through it.

After a modification of this equivalence to get better properties with respect to 
parameter dependence in J. Damon’s sense [16], the following list of generic quasi
singularities of projections QiU = 1,... ,9, of surfaces embedded in R3 is obtained 
in [38]:
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Qi Q2 <— Qs ^ Qc> Q&
t t 
Q4 ^ Qr 
t
Qb

t
Qq

where

Qi‘ f = %,
Q4-f = x3± xy2, 
Qr ■■ f = xA + x2y,

Q2lf = X2,
Qb’- f = X3 + xy3 

Qs ’ f — x3 T xy,

Qs'* f = x3 + xy, 
Qe- f = x4 + xy, 
Qq : f = x3 ± xy4.

Comparing these relations, Ps and Pn merge into the single class Q$, while P7 
and Pio merge into Q7. All remaining Q classes coincide with respective P classes 
with equal subscripts.

In chapter 9, we give the details of the previous construction and state all re
sults from [38]. We classify simple classes of quasi projections of surfaces to the 
plane embedded in three space. The results in that paper are outlines, so we aslo 
give the complete proofs as we will use the new idea and results to develop similar 
constructions.

In chapter 10 we introduce similar definition which holds for surfaces with bound
aries (that is curves embedded into surfaces): additionally we require that the diffeo- 
morphisms of the ambient space send boundary to the boundary. Again, we modify 
this equivalence to get a better equivalence which behaves regularly when the func
tion defining the surface depends on extra parameters. The improved equivalence 
relation is called quasi projection equivalence. We distinguish two different notions 
of quasi projection equivalence of surfaces with boundaries: the strong and weak 
equivalences.

Finally, in chapter 11, by similar ideas, we classify simple singularities with re
spect to quasi projections of parametrized curves 7 : (M, 0) —> (M2,0) and quasi 
projections of mappings F : (R2, 0) —> (M2,0).
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Our main results are:

1. Theorems [3.1.6],[4.1.6],[5.1.5],[6.1.4] and [6.1.8] on the classification of sim
ple quasi comer, quasi cusp, quasi cone, quasi complete flag and quasi non- 
complete flag singularities, respectively.

2. Propositions [3.4.2] and [6.2.1] on description of bifurcation diagrams and caus
tics of quasi corner and quasi complete flags singularities, respectively.

3. Propositions [7.2.1] and [7.2.2] on algebraic invariants of simple quasi border 
classes.

4. Theorem [10.2.4] on classification of simple quasi projections of surfaces em
bedded into three-space with boundaries.

5. Theorem [11.1.2] on classification of quasi projections of graphs of parameter
ized curve germs F : (M, 0) —> (M2, 0).

6. Theorems [11.2.2] and [11.2.3] on classification of simple quasi projections of 
graphs of germ mappings F : (R2,0) —> (M2,0).

The brief description of the main results is given in the conclusion of the thesis.

We hope that exploring similar non-standard equivalence relations in other set
tings will help to better understand the geometry beyond standard simple classes in 
various singularity theory problems and applications.

The main technique which is used in the classification is the standard Moser’s 
homotopy method. Also, we use an adopted version of Arnold’s spectral sequence 
method [1]. We prove Lemma 1.3.5 which is valid for smooth C00 and is based 
on Malgrange preparation theorem. This completes Arnold’s description which was 
given for power series only. We apply special criterions and introduce prenormal 
forms of function germs to simplify the classification.

The initial approach to the study of such non-standard equivalence relations was 
given in papers [36, 38] by Vladimir Zakalyukin.

The results of the thesis were published in [9, 10, 11] and presented at the in
ternational conference on differential equations and dynamical systems in Suzdal
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(Russia), July 2008, and at the first workshop on singularities in generic geometry 
and applications in Valencia (Spain), April 2009.



Chapter 1 

Preliminaries

1.1 Basic concepts in singularity theory

In this section we review the standard notations in singularity theory, which we will 
use later.

1.1.1 Germs, jets and ideal of finite codimension

Throughout the thesis we consider C00 (or smooth) maps, that is maps which has 
derivatives of all orders.

Definition 1.1.1 Two maps f,g : E” —> W are said to be germ equivalent at 
a G Mn if a is in the domain of both and there is a neighbourhood U of a such that 
the restricitions to U coincide, fu = gu: that is VT G U, f(x) — g(x).

This relation is an equivalence relation. A map-germ or a function-germ at a 
point a is an equivalence class of germ equivalent maps. If x is such an equivalence 
class then any / G x is called a representative of X- It will be denoted as [f]a and 
written as

[f]a '■ (Rn, a) —» R’’, or [/]<i : (R", u) —> 

where b = f(a). For simplicty we write this as

/ : (R’\ a) W, or / : (Rn, a) -»(R”, b),

1
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Denote by the space of smooth map-germs / : (Mn, 0) —> If p = 1 then we
denote by Cx = the space of all smooth functions-germs / : (Mn,0) M, with 
local coordinates x. Also, denote by Mx (or Mn) the maximal ideal in the space
C*.

Definition 1.1.2 The k-jet space Jk(nt p) is the vector space of all polynomial maps 
of degree k from Mn to Rp.

Definition 1.1.3 Let / € C”. The /c-jet, jkf of / at a point a G M" is the Taylor 
expansion of / about the point a truncated at degree k.

Definition 1.1.4 An ideal / C Ch is of finite codimension if Cx/I is a finite dimen
sional space over M.

This means that there is a finite dimensional real vector subspace V of Cw such 
that Cx — V -\-1, so that any germ f E Cx has the form f = y + h where y E V and 
h E I.

Proposition 1.1.1 [24] An ideal I is of finite codimension if and only if there is 
r eN such that Ad^ C I.

1.1.2 The standard Mather groups and tangent spaces

The standard Mather groups which are denoted by IZ, and /C are defined as
follows.

The group TZ is defined to be the group of germs of diffeomorphisms (Mn, 0) —> 
(K”, 0), £ is the group of germs of diffeomorphisms (Rp, 0) —» (Rp, 0), and A is the 
direct product A = TZ x C. The group C is defined to be the group of germs of 
diffeomorphisms (Rn x Rp, 0) —» (Rn x R25,0) which project to the identity on R™ and 
leave locally fixed the subspace Rn x {0}. Thus, if H EC then H takes the form:

(*)H(x,y) = (x,H{x,y))
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where H : (Rn x ]RP5 0) —> (Mp, 0) and H(x, 0) — 0 for x € M” near zero. The group 
K is obtained by replacing (*) by

H(x,y) = {g{x),H{x,y)).

Mather groups acts on C” naturally. All actions will be given below. We start 
with the following.

Definition 1.1.5 Two function germs /, g : (M”,0) —> M are right equivalent or 
7£—equivalent if there is a diffeomorphism germ (p : (En, 0) —^ (Rn, 0) such that 
f = go(f).

Definition 1.1.6 Two function germs f,g : (Mn,0) —» M are equivalent if there 
is a diffeomorphism germ 4> ' 0) —> (Rn, 0) and b G Rn such that f = g o $ + b.

Let T(Rn,0) be the tangent bundle of the germ (!Rn,0) and 7rn : T(Rn, 0) 
(Mn,0) be the natural projection.

Definition 1.1.7 A vector field along a map-germ / is a map u : Mn —» T(W,0) 
such that to each x G Rn it assigns a vector based at f(x) (so v(x) G

Such vector fields arise from perturbations of the map /. Let ft be a one pa
rameter family of maps /t : > W such that /o = /. Then for each x G ML

let

v(x) — dft(x)
dt t=o

Then, v(x) is a vector field along /. Here we identify the tangent space TqMP 
with the space Rp itself.

Denote by 6(f) the set of vector fields along a map-germ /.

Let 0P denote the module of smooth vector fields on (Rp,0) and 0n denote the 
module of smooth vector fields on (En, 0).
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Example: Let wf : 0P 0(f) and tf : 0n —> 0(f) be given as follows: wf(ri) = 
r} o / and tf(£) ~ df o Then, wf and tf are vector fields along /.

The tangent spaces to the orbits of group actions at a map-germ / are very 
important notions in singularity theory. For example, they are used to classify map- 
germs. Aslo, they are used to determine the versality of a map-germ. The notion of 
versality will be explained below.

Denote by Q one of the groups A, R, C, K and C.

Let </>s 6 C? be a smooth curve in the group acting on C^1. Let <^0 be the identity 
of the group. Then, the set of all tangent vectors

d(f • fs)
s=0

at / to such curves define the tangent space to C” at /. Here / • is the orbit 
under the action of fs of a given / E C”'.

Now, for the 72,-equivalence, let 7(5) — f ° f>s. Then a direct calculation shows 
that the tangent space to the orbit of the 7?,-equivalence at / takes the form

TR.f = M.Jf = tf(Mn0n),

where Vi E C^,.
Here, we require that 0(0) = 0 hence Vi E A4X. However, if we do not require 

that 0(0) — 0, then we obtain the ideal Jf generated by ^ over Ch..

Definition 1.1.8 The ideal Jf is the extended right tangent space an is denoted by

Tne.f = jf = tf(en).

Definition 1.1,9 Two map-germs f,g : (Mn,0) —»• (Rp, 0) are said to be left equiv
alent (or T-equivalent) if there is a difl'eomorphism germ 0 : (Mp,0) —> (Mp,0) such 
that g ~ ip o f.
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The left tangent space is defined to be

TC.f = wf(MpOp) = {w (/) : w e MP6P} C

Remark: The extended left tangent space is TCe.f = wf(Op).

Definition 1.1.10 Two map-germs Ti, F2 : (Mn,0) —^ (Rp, 0) are called right-left or 
^-equivalent if there exist diffeomorphisms ?/; : (Mn, 0) (M", 0) and tp : (W\ 0) —>
(M.p, 0), such that the following diagram commutes:

(ir,0) (IfF,0)

(Mn,0) —(mp,o).

Then, the tangent space to ^4-orbit of / at / is given by the formula:

Ta = w/(^) +t/(^n)-

Definition 1.1.11 Two map-germs f,g : (R”, 0) —> (Rp, 0) are /C—equivalent or 
contact equivalent if there exists a diffeomorphism T : (Rn x W\ (0,0)) —> (Rn x 
R?J, (0, 0)) of the form (x, y) i-> (<j>(x)} ^(x, y)) such that

1. TfTo) = r0 and

2. iz(rf) = rg,
where P/ denotes the graph of /, so Pq is the graph of the zero map, r0 = x {0}. 
More explicitly, these two conditions are equivalent to

1. 'ipix, 0) = 0,

2. g o (j)(x) = i)(xj(x)).
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Remark: If in the previous definition ^>(x) = .t, then we say that / and g are 
equivalent.

There is an alternative definition for contact equivalence.

Definition 1.1.12 Two map-germs ftg : (Mn,0) —> (1^,0) are Xi—equivalent or 
contact equivalent if there exist a diffeomorphism <p : (Mn, 0) (Mn, 0) and a matrix 
M G GLP(CX) such that / o <p(x) — M(x)y(x), where f(x) and y(x) are written as 
column vectors and M(x)y(x) is the usual product of a matrix times vector.

In the definition above, if tp is the identity, then we get the definition of C—equivalence.

If / and g are /C—equivalent (or C—equivalent ) then g(x) = 0 «=> f(ip(x)) = 0, 
so that ^(f/“1(0)) = /-1(0). This implies

Proposition 1.1.2 [35] If f and g are K,—equivalent then their zero sets are diffeo- 
morphic.

The /C— tangent space of a map germ / : (R7\ 0) —> (Mp, 0) takes the form

TlC.f = tf(MnB) + Ife{f)i

where If — {/i,..., fp} is the ideal generated by the components of /, while the 
C— tangent space takes the form:

TC.f = lf0{f).

The extended K— tangent space is defined to be

TK'.f = tf(B) + 1,0(f).
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1.1.3 Versal deformations

Definition 1.1.13 An 6-parameter deformation of a map-germ /0 : (R”,0) 
(Mp, 0) is a map germ

F:(RnxRa,0)->(Rp,0)

(ic. A) i—> A)

such that f0(x) = F(x,0).

Sometimes we write E(x, A) = F\(x).

The notion of versal deformation, introduced by G.Tyurina [34, 5], is a very useful 
concept in many applications of singularity theory.

For shortness, we consider right equivalence case to discuss the versality concept 
and treat by similar method the versality of A and JC equivalences.

Let F : (Mn x Ms, 0) —» (R, 0) be a deformation of a germ / : (Rn, 0) —> (R, 0). A 
deformation F' is right equivalent to F if

F/(x>\) = F(g(x>\)i\)),

where g : (Wl x Ms, 0) —» (Rn, 0) is a smooth germ with g(x, 0) = x.

The deformation F' is induced from F if

where g? : (Rs/, 0) —>■ (Rs, 0) is a smooth germ.

The deformation F of / is said to be 7?.-versal if any deformation F' of this germ 
has a representation in the form

F'(x, A') = F(y(x, A'), V(A')), y(x, 0) = x. V'(O) = 0. (1.1)
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In the case of .A-equivalence relation, we need to replace the relation (1.1) by 

F'(x, X') - k(F(g(x} A'), g(x, 0) = x, k(y, 0) = ij tp(Q) =- 0.

Here /c is a parameter A depending family of diffeomorphisms of the target space Mp.

The AC-equivalence of two deformations F and F' (of one and the same distin
guished germ /) is defined by the condition

F,(xiX) = M(x,X)F(g(xiX),X).

Here M(x> A) is the germ of invertible matrix M : x Rs GL(M.n).

Therefore a deformation F of a germ / is said to be /C-versa! if any deformation 
of this germ can be written in the form in

F'(x, A') = M(x, X')F{a(x, A'), </>(A')),

where M is a parameter depending family of smooth mappings of the source space 
to the space of non-degenerate (m x m)-matrices whose entries depend on x.

Remark: A versal deformation with least possible number of parameters is 
known as a miniversal deformation.

Definition 1.1.14 Let F be a deformation of /. The initial velocities of F are 
the germs

• = dF(x, Ai,...) At)5A, z - 1,...
A=0

Definition 1.1,15 A deformation F of the germ / is said to be infinitesimally versal 
if its initial velocities together with tangent space to the orbit of / generate the whole 
space of variations of /, that is the space of all germs of mappings.

For each type of equivalence this can be specified as follows.
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Theorem 1.1.3 The conditions for the infinitesimal versality of a deformation F 
of f : (Mm,0) —> (M™}0) for right, right-left and contact equivalence consist in the 
existence for each map germ « (variation of f) of the representation

i=l dxi
(Jt-versality;)

1

a(x) hi(x) 4- k(f(x)) + ^ CjFtW (A - versality)-,
i=i \aXif »=i

171 / r) f \ 11 l
a(x) = ^2 ( RT ) + {IC-versality).

i=l J=1 1=1

Remarks:

1. For all three cases (7^- , «4- or /C-equivalence) a versa! deformation is infinites- 
imally versal.

2. A deformation F(x)X) of a germ / : (Mn}0) —> (K,0) (A = (Ai,...,As) G 

(Ma, 0)) is infinitesimally versal with respect to 7^-equivalence if the germs ^^-|A=0 
1,..., 5) generate the local algebra Cw/TTZe.f of the germ / as a vector space.

For each of the three cases (IZ- , A- or /C-equivalence) we have the following:

Theorem 1.1.4 [1] [Versality Theorem,p!51] An infinitesimally versal deformation 
is versal.

1.1.4 Finite determinacy

Finite determinacy is a useful notion in singularity theory when classifying maps. 
For example, it allows one to study a smooth function germ by replacing it with a 
polynomial which is right equivalent to it.

Definition 1.1.16 We say that / G C™ is k — ^-determined if any map germ with 
jkg „ jkj? -g ^equivalent to /.
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The main theorems on finite determinacy with respect to the equivalences TZ, C 
and A are:

Theorem 1.1.5 (Finite determinacy for right equivalence) [35] Let f G C^.
If A4n+1 C M2wJf then f is k — 71-determined.

Theorem 1.1.6 (Finite determinacy for left equivalence) [35] If f £ sat
isfies Ain+19(f) C TC.f then it is (2k + 1) — C-determined.

Theorem 1.1.7 (Finite determinacy for right-left equivalence) [35] If f £ CJ 
satisfies Ai^+19(f) C TA.f then it is (2k + 1) — A-determined.

1.1.5 Arnold’s simple classes

We recall well known result on classification of simple germs of functions with respect 
to right equivalence. This result will be used later for classification of germs with 
respect to the non-standard equivalence relations.

A map / : 1R”' —> Mp has a singularity at a point a if the rank of its differential at 
a is not maximal.

Definition 1.1.17 A smooth function f : (Mn,0) —>■ R, is called quasi homogeneous 
function of degree d with exponents di,... }dn related to the coordinates Xi,... > xn if 
f(\dlXi,..., Xdnxn) = Xdf(xi,..., xn) for all A > 0. The exponents di are also called 
the weights of the variables Xi.

Assume that v = (di,, dn) and k = (k\)... ^ kn). Then, in terms of the Taylor 
series f^xk of / the quasihomogeneisty condition means that the exponents of the 
non-zero terms of the series lie in the hyperplane

L — {k : diki + • • • -f- dnkn — d}.
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Definition 1.1.18 The monomial xk is said to have degree d if < vyk >— d\k\ +
* • ■ H- dnkn — d.

Let / : (Mnj 0) —> (M, 0) be a function germ. Then,

Definition 1.1.19 The local gradient algebra corresponding to / is the algebra

Qf = Cx/Jf or

where M[[.t]] is the ring of formal power series in the variables x over M. If the algebra 
Qf is of finite dimension, these two algebras coincide. The local multiplicity (or the 
Milnor number) /i/ of the germ / is the dimension of the local gradient algebra Qf 
(as a real vector space).

Definition 1.1.20 A germ / : (Mn,0) —> (R, 0) has modality < s with respect to 
right equivalence if all germs close to f are 7£-equivalent to germs from a finite number 
of families each of which depends on less or equal than s parameters.

Remark: Singularities of modality 0 are called simple.

Definition 1.1.21 Two function germs said to be stably equivalent if they become 
7?.—equivalent after the addition of quadratic forms in an appropriate number of 
extra variables.

Theorem 1.1.8 [1] Simple function-germs f : (R”, 0) —> (R, 0) are stably IZ-equivalent 
to the following ones:

1. Ak : it/2, k > 1;

2. Dk : x2y i y*-1, A; > 4;

5. E6:x3±y^

4- E7 : xs + xy3;

5. E8 : x3 i t/5.

Here, (x,y) E M2 and n>2.
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Remarks:
1. In the previous theorem if n = 1, then a simple germ is stably R— equivalent 

to Ak : ±xk+1, k >1.
2. Singularities of different types are not 7^-equivalent to each other.
3. The subscript in the notations is equal to the Milnor number of the germ.

Let X and Y be singularities, with respect to right equivalence. Then,

Definition 1.1.22 We say that X is adjacent to Y (we write X —> Y) if there exist 
a family of germs f\ : (Mn, 0) —> (M, 0), such that /o has type X and f\ has type Y 
for A 7^ 0 small enough.

Remarks:
l* ^ ^ Mx > Ey-
2. Simple ^singularities posses the following adjacencies X^ —> Y^i:

Ak —> Ak-i 
Eq —> D$

Dk ^
Eq —» Aq

Dk —> Ak-i
E7^Dg

and E8 A7.6 Eq —> D7
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1.2 Pseudo and quai border equivalence relation: 
The non-standard equivalence relation

Consider the space Mn — {w = (re, j/)}, where x = (xi,X2, ■ • > ,xm) G Km and y = 
(yitVit • • •, yn-m) € R"“m. Let a hypersurface F be given by the equation /?,(.?;) = 0, 
where h is a smooth function. We call the hypersurface F a border.

In our examples F can be regular or singular (reducible or irreducible). In fact, 
we consider the following shapes of F.

1) The hypersurface is smooth, in which case we set F = Ft = (aq = 0}.
2) The hypersurface is a union of two transversal hypersurfaces, called a corner,in 

which case we set F — Fc = (aqaq — 0}.
3) The hypersurface is a cusp F = rC8p = {x% ~~ x{ = 0 : for some ,s > 3}.
4) The hypersurface is a cone F = Fcn — {x\X2 — x\ = 0}.

Definition 1.2.1 Two functions /0, fi : ^ M are called pseudo-border equivalent
if there exists a diffeomorphisim 9 : —> Rn such that f i o 0 — /0, and if a critical
point c of the function f0 belongs to the border F then 9(c) also belongs to F and 
vice versa, if c is a critical point of fi and belongs to F then ^“1(c) also belongs to 
F.

Similar definitions can be stated for germs of functions.

We consider germs at the origin of (7°° -smooth functions / : (Mn, 0) R, with 
local coordinates w as above. Denote by Cw the ring of all these germs at the origin 
with a unit.

Remarks:

1. In the definition above, the difleomorphism 9 will be called admissible.
2. The general statements below are valid for reasonably good hypersurfaces. 

For rigorousness, we assume that the hypersurface F is a stratified set, and the 
stratification satisfies Whitney condition 1. Also, we assume in the definition that if 
the critical point c belongs to some stratum / then 6(c) belongs to the same stratum.

3. Pseudo-border equivalence will be also called pseudo-boundary or pseudo
corner, etc ... for respective type of F.
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4. Clearly, pseudo border is an equivalence relation: If fi f2 and /2 ~ /3 then 
fi ~ /a- However, this relation is not given by a group action as the set of admissible 
diffeomorphisms depends on a function.

5. The ideal I generated by ^i, p2> • • • > Pfc be denoted as / = {<71,02j • • • > <?&}•

Definition 1.2.2 [24] Let J be an ideal in Cw, then we define the radical Rad(J) 
of the ideal J as the set of all germs in vanishing on common all zero points for 
germs in J\

Rad(J) = I(V(J})

where
V(J) — {w = (x, y) : h(w) = 0 for any h G J}

and
I(V(J)) = {(/? G Cw : tp(w) — 0 for all w G V(J)} .

Example 1: Consider the ideal J — {(a; — y)2} = (x—y)2A(x, y) with {x, y) G M2 

and A G Cx,y Then, Rad(J) = {(a' — y)}. Note that always J C Rad(J).

Sometimes the radical of an ideal behaves badly when the ideal depends on a 
parameter.

Example 2: Consider the family of ideals depending on s with a constant a G E 

and a variable x G M.

Je = {(# - a)(x - (1 + e)a)} .

Then,

Hence, the dimension of the quotient space Cx/Rad(J£) varies with e:

2 if £ ^ 0, 
1 if e = 0.
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Remarks on properties of the radical of an ideal[24]:

In fact, there is another definition of a radical of an ideal I in the space of 
algebraic or analytic functions:

Rad(I) = {h € Cw : hn E I for some positive integer n} .

In general, this definition is not equivalent to the previous one for an arbitrary ideal 
in the space of smooth functions. However, the definitions coincide foran ideal J 
with finitely generated quotient space Cw/J.

Recall that the vector field v preserves the hypersurface P = {h(x) = 0} if the 
Lie derivative Lvh belongs to the principal ideal {h(a;)}. Vector fields v are tangent 
to P. The module Sr of all vector fields preserving the hypersurface F is the Lie 
algebra of the group of diffeomorphims preserving P. The module Sr is called the 
stationary algebra of P.

Let Pa; — {h(x) = 0} C be a hypersurface with an isolated singular point at 
zero, defined by a quasi-homogeneous function h(x) with weights of variables (k and 
degree d. Then the following holds:

Lemma 1.2.1 (O.V. Lyasko) [22] The module of tangent vector field Sp is gen
erated by the Euler field Vq = diWi-^C + • • ■ + dnwn^— and the Hamiltonian field
<1).. — TT. _5_ 
u%3 Hj-£r, where Hi

+
_ dh

dxi '

Using the previous Lemma, we deduce the following.

• If Pf, = {aq = 0} then

n—1

for arbitrary function germs hj, /q E Cty. Here E M, E M™_1.
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If rc = {x\X2 — 0} then

0 d d
Sr= “ (Xl/l1^ + X2h2d^ + Ek'dViy

for arbitrary function germs /zi, /i2) h ^Cw. Here x = (a;i. x2) G R2,j/ € Kn“2. 

If the border is a cusp Tcsp — {x\ - a;f = 0 : for some s > 3} then

Sr„p = {(> + + (> + + |>|:},

for arbitrary function germs hi, hit h € Cw. Here x — (xt^i) E M2} y G Mn"2. 

If the border is a cone Fcn = {x’ia;2 — rr2 = 0} then

f d^Fcn — (xihi — X1I12 + 2rr3/?,3) ——\- (.?;2/?a + ^'2^2 + 2x^h^)•

^ Tl 3 ^ ^
+ (x^hi + X2I13 4- X1J14)—--------b ki~— > ,

dXa dyi

d
dx2

i=l

for arbitrary function germs h,!, h2, h3JiA, hi G Cw. Here x = (xi,x2,X3) G 

E25t/ EM”"3.

Suppose that all function germs in a smooth family /t are pseudo-border equiv
alent to the function germ /0,i-e. ft ° 0t = fo, t £ [0,1] , with respect to a smooth 
family Qt : (Mn, 0) —> (Mn, 0) of germs of diffeomorphisms such that 0o = id and 
t £ [0,1]. Then we obtain the derivative equation:

dt dx dy '

where the vector field ^ + T^ generates the phase flow 0t.

Denote by VRad{ft) the set of vector field germs, each component of which belongs 
to the radical of the gradient ideal I of the function ft. We have the following
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Proposition 1.2.2 The vector field v generates the family of admissible diffeomor- 
phisms 9t as above if and only if

V G Sr + PRad(ft) •

Proof. If m is not a critical point of ft then Rad{^-} coincides with the space 
of all function germs at m so v could be any vector field and therefore there are no 
conditions on v. In fact, at least one of derivative is ^ 7^ 0, hence ^

We have assumed that V is a stratified manifold satisfying Whitney condition 1 
(this covers all the cases we need and in all our settings this condition holds). Also, 
we assumed that the factor algebra Cw/Rad{^f} has finite multiplicity. This implies 
that there are finitely many isolated critical points of ft.

Denote by Ylt ~ {mi> • • • > ms} the set of critical points of ft- Some of m* belong 
to F and others do not.

For simplicity we consider the boundary case only. The other cases can be treated 
similarly using the stratification properties. So, we suppose that F = {iti! = 0}. In 
this case u € Sr takes the form

d n' q
v = wi$i(w)q^- + ^2 Wd(w)—, where w = {wi,w2,..., wn),

^ i=2 *

for some smooth functions Wi(w).

Let mo € Fn^o then by definition of pseudo equivalence the trajectory Of,(mo) = 
mt lies in F, so the vector field has the form:

O n
v = W1(w)~- + YlWi(w)

1 i=2

with VFi(mo) = 0 (and also Wi(mt) — 0 for all t). 
function W\ which vanishes at 'mt G F fi J]f.

d
dwi

Thus, we have a component

For other examples of borders considered in the thesis the proof is similar. In 
the proof we use the following fact: any finite number of vectors tangent to strata
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of the border can be extended to a smooth vector field from the stationary algebra 
which is tangent to the border everywhere and coincide with given vectors where 
they are attached. Obviously this property holds for corner, cusps and cone shape 
borders. In particular, this property implies Whitney 1 condition: the tangent space 
to a smaller stratum must be in the limit of the tangent spaces of the larger strata. 
However this is not sufficient.

To prove “the only case” it suffices to prove that for given function Wi(w) with 
Wi(m0) = 0 there exists a smooth function $i(w) and x € 80 that

Wi(w) = + x-

Since the set critical points of ft is finite then there is a polynomial of
the form

Pjiw) = WiAiO)... Aj-1(w)Aj+1(w)... As(w),

where Ak(w) is an affine function Ak(w) in w which vanishes at rrik and does not 
vanish at other points rm (i ^ k). That is Pj{mk) = 0 and ^ 0 for j = 1,..., 5
except for nij = nio.

Consider a linear combination of these polynomials

S

j=i

with coefficients Aj, so that P(,/rti) = Vlfi (nii). On the other hand

^ = U'1 = «>!$(«>)•

Now we have that Wi(w) — P vanishes at each critical point of ft. Hence Wi(w) — 
F = x € Radiyt}' we ^le ^rslj component of the vector field as vy = 
Wi^{w) + X? where G Sr*

The following proof of the “if’ claim is valid for any border. We know that 
ft °0t = /o, then such that ^ ^ §r + VRad{fl). Let
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Vi € §r and V2 G VRad{ft)- Consider the trajectory mt = 6t(mo). At each t, we 
have v(mt) = Vi(mt) as mt remains critical for ft. Thus, the trajectory Ot(rna) is an 
integral line for both vector fields (vi and n^). So consider only vi G Sr- Then, if 
mo G F then a trajectory of mo lies on T.

We modify pseudo equivalence relation to have better properties with respect to 
parameter dependence, replacing the radical Rad{^} by the ideal {§£7} itself in the 
definition of pseudo border equivalence.

Denote by Vj the ideal of the algebra of germs of vector fields, each component 
of which belongs to the gradient ideal I of the function ft-

Definition 1,2.3 Two functions /o,/i : Mn —> M are called quasi border equivalent, 
if they are pseudo border equivalent and there is a family of function germs ft which 
continuously depend on parameter t G [0,1] and a continuous piece-wise smooth 
family of diffeomorphisms 6t : M.n W1 depending on parameter t G [0,1] such 
that:/( o 6t = fo , 9q = id and the vector field v generated by 9t on each segment of 
smoothness satisfies the inclusion

v G Sr T V/-

The diffeomorphisms 9t generated by the vector field v as well as the vector field 
itself will be called admissible for the family ft.

The previous definition implies that the formulas of the quasi border tangent 
spaces TQTft to the quasi border orbits at an admissible deformations ft are given 
as follows:

• If Ft, = {aq = 0} then

TQBft -
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for arbitrary function germs hi,Ai,ki 6 Cw. Here X\ <ER,y £ Rn 1. 

• If Fc = {xiXz = 0} then

TQC7a =

n—2

Xlhl + dJLAl +
OX\ OX2

dh
dx2

X21I2 + q—El + -x—E2 uXi OX2

+

for arbitrary function germs hifAi,Bi,ki e CV Here x — {xuXz) € ,
y e Rn-2.

If the border is a cusp rcsp = {x\ — x’f = 0 : for some <5 > 3} then

TQGUf‘ - ^X^h+2x2k+^Ai+^A2

4" ^('fh++mBi+|Ab2)+e
dx2 V 2 ^1 dx2 J “ dVi J

for arbitrary function germs h,k, A{, Bi,Ci E Cw. Here x = (04, £2) € M2 , 
2/ G Mn"2.

• If the border is a cone Vcn — {xix2 “^3 = 0} then

TQCOft =

+

+

for arbitrary function germs hi, Aiy Bi,Ci> Ei G Cu;. Here x — {xi,x2,Xz) G 

K2, y G M71-3.

Uft! - + 2x-3/i3 + ElBi + ^B2 + EtB3

OXi \ OX 1 OX2 OX3
Tr~ (x2h\ + X2J12 4- 20:3/14 + + -xf—C2 4 -J—C3
0X2 \ OX\ OX2 OX3

dft f 1 , / , 7 , ^ n 1 ^ n ^ n
—— I 0,3/11 4 0,2/13 4 0:1/14 4 q—Di 4 7^—jD2 + q—D3 
0x3 \ 0x1 dx2 0X3

n—3y- 9/t p
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1.3 Basic techniques and prenormal forms

1.3.1 Moser’s homotopy method and spectral sequence

Moser’s homotopy method is the main technique we use to prove quasi border equiv
alence between two function germs /0 and /i. The idea is as follows: introduce a 
family of function germs ft with t G [0,1], joining /0 and /i. We are trying now to 
find a family of admissible diffeomorphisms 0t with t G [0,1], 0o = id and fto0t = fo-

We differentiate this relation with respect to t to get

dft
dt Y—m^ dw, "

where all and the components of the vector field v — ^ are evaluated at
$t(w). Therefore 6t is the phase flow of the vector field v. If for a given function 

we can find a decomposition in the above form, then the vector field v with 
the components Wi in the (uq £)-space can be integrated to obtain the family of 
diffeomorphisms 0t. Of course, we need to be sure that the germs of diffeomorphisms 
are defined on some neighborhood of the base point. This is usually achieved if at 
the base point the vector field vanishes.

Recall now some basic results in singularity theory which will be used intensively 
in the following sections.

The Malgrange Preparation Theorem and Nakayama Lemma are important tools 
to prove some results on prenormal forms. Here we state them.

Theorem 1.3.1 ( Malgrange Preparation Theorem) [24] Let Cb be the alge
bra of germs at the origin of smooth functions in x G Rm. Let M be a finitely 
generated Cx- module and f : (rr, 0) —> (y(x),0) be a germ of a C00 mapping from 

to R’h If If is the ideal in Cb generated by the components of f and the quo
tient algebra M/IfM is isomorphic to some finitely generated real vector space, with 
generators [#i(&)]>••• b*:(x')L ^ien M regarded as an Cy(xymodule is generated by 
pij • • • }<?*• Here Cy(x) is the algebra of smooth function germs at the origin composed 
with the components of the map f, i.e. Cy(x) — {h(yi(x),... ,yn(x))}, where h is a 
smooth function germ at the origin n in variables yi,... }yn-
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Let A be a commutative ring with a unit. Let I C A be an ideal with the 
following property: for every « G /, 1 4- tv is invertible in A. For example, A = Cx 
and I is any proper ideal of A.

Lemma 1,3.2 (Nakayama Lemma) [13] Let M be a finitely generated A-module 
and let N be a submodule of M. Then, the condition

N + LM — M

implies that N = M.

Lemma 1.3.3 ( Hadamard’s lemma) [13] A smooth function f{x,y) with local
coordinates x = {x\,... ,x,f) <E and y E which vanishes on the coordinate 
subspace &• = 0 can be written in the form f = y) for certain smooth
functions hi.

The following property of quasi border multiplicity is needed to prove further 
results.

Proposition 1.3.4 If a function germ f has a finite (right) multiplicity for some 
border, then f has finite quasi border multiplicity. In other words, the quasi border 
tangent space has finite codimension over R in the space of all germs.

Proof. Let / = {be the gradient ideal of /. As / has finite right multiplicity, 
its local algebra Q = Cw/I = R{p0 = 1, Pi(w),..., p/cftf)} for some smooth functions 
pi{w) is finitely generated over R.

This means that for any function germ <p(w), there is a decomposition of the form

n k

where Cj are constants and Ai(w) are smooth function germs
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Now, for any Ai, we can write

5=1 m=0

This yields

AL n k psf k

= E +£ E +E. dwidws"*' '*,s=l 1=1 m—0 j=0

74

Notice that the square of the gradient ideal I2 = belongs to the
t,s=l

quasi border tangent space TQf. Therefore, we see that
C/TQf C Cw/I2 = R{1, pi,..., , £Lpa,..., ... }, where 5 = 0,..., fc.

This completes the proof.

Recall that a smooth function / : (Mn, 0) —> M, is called quasi homogeneous 
function of degree d with exponents di,... ,dn related to the coordinates sq,..., xn 
if f(XdlXii..>i\dnxn) = Xdf(xi,... ,xn) for all A > 0. The exponents di are also 
called the weights of the variables X{,

Let v — (di,..., dn) and k — (fti,..., kn). Then, in terms of the Taylor series
/k£k °f / the quasihomogeneisty condition means that the exponents of the non

zero terms of the series lie in the hyperplane

L — {k : diki + • ■ • + dnkn — d}.

The monomial xk is said to have degree d if < v, k >= diA;i + • * ■ + dnkn = d.

The Newton polyhedron Vj of a power series may be defined as the convex hull of 
the union of the positive quadrants with vertices at the indices of the monomials 
belonging to the series with non zero coefficient. The Newton diagram F is the union 
of the compact faces of this polyhedron.
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Let F be a Newton diagram. Then, each face specifies quasihomogeneity type 
V.,-, in which the degree of the monomials with exponents lying on Fj is equal one:
< k, Vj >= 1 [1].

Let us fix a Newton diagram F. A monomial xk is said to have Newton degree 
d if d — mirij < k, Vj >. In other words, the Newton degree of a monomial is the 
smallest of its degrees in any of the quasi homogeneous filtrations defined by the 
faces of the diagram F.

The Newton order 7* of a function is the smallest of the Newton degrees of the 
monomials that appear in it.

The functions of order at least 7* form an ideal Syi in the ring C^. The ideals S^j 
yield the Newton filtration in the ring of C^. The sum f0 of the terms of Newton 
degree 7^ of a function / of order 7^ will be referred to as the principal part of /.

Assume that So D S7l D ■ ■ ■ D Slp D ... is a semi quasi homogeneous filtration 
on Cw defined by the Newton diagram ([!]). Let / — /0 + /* be a decomposition of 
a function germ / into its principal part /0 of the fixed lowest degree terms defined 
by the diagram and higher terms /* € S~n and /0 has a finite multiplicity.

Lemma 1.3.5 Suppose that ei(w)}e2(w),... ,es(w) are quasi homogeneous polyno
mials of various degrees iV T where Pi > 0, M-generating the quotient space 
Cw/TQfo, where TQfo is the tangent space to the orbit of fo with respect to quasi 
border equivalence.

Suppose that for any term <p € S-lr\S>lp:

1. There is a quasi admissible vector field W — where

and
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with x — (xi,, xm) € Sr and A^^w) G such that

<f,=iL +?+e cm™),

i=l 1 i=l

where (p G S>lp and q E R.

2. Moreover, for any Sli and ip G the expression

i=l ^

belongs to S>7i.

^ Aj(i) dip

3=1 dwj
+ 2 VZ_/

i=l
dfo
dxi

E4
j'=i

(0 ^
i=m+l

sr^ dip .+ £

T/ien an?/ germ f is quasi border equivalent to the germ /o + cie*> where Ci G
i=l

3

Proof. Consider the family Fq — f0 T Kei(w) of functions with parameters
? —1 5

A G Ms. Consider a homotopy Ft = f0 + tf* P t e [0,1]. We will
i=l

prove that the homotopy is quasi border admissible. The homological equation takes 
the form

m

Ot
dFt . + ^A^O), (1.2)

where w = Wi{x, A)^ is quasi border admissible and = ki(\,t).

Due to Alalgrange preparation theorem, it is enough to solve (1.2) for A = 0 (we 
show the details below). For A ~ 0, the homological equation becomes

■/* = £ dk | t df*
dwi dwt Wi + A^O^e^w).

Since the quasi degree d(/*) > d(fQ), then according to the conditions of the 
Lemma, there exists a quasi border admissible vector field wq) = '^(i) afr an^ a
function <pi(w) G 57l with d(ipi) > d(f*) such that

^ H + X)6i1)eiW + W*
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This is equivalent to

-/* = (1-3) 

Since Wi(i) is admissible for /0 we see that

Wi(i) = ±i(i) = Xi(1) + ^ A%)d^. for ^ e )m} and £i(i) e sr

j=i 5

and

Denote by

^i(i) = 2/*(i) for z e {m + 1,..., n}.

t(i) — ^(i) -!- '^2 J2( <9(/o + i/*)
(i)

j=i dwj for i G {1,..., m}

and
^£(i) = Wi~ i/qi) for z € {m + 1,..., n}.

So we have that the vector field is admissible for /o + tf* and we get using 
(1.3):

-/• = E(|J++ E ‘f +viM -ts; (L4)
where

1=1
.r

I A(i) df*
•w + ETd^t

J=1 J

dfo

i=l

>1(0 d/* 
Z-> 1(1) Qw 
.1=1 '

^ a/*.+ 52 WiVim
i=m+l

The expression E is exactly the expression E — E(f*} t/*). So by second condition 
of the Lemma we see that E(f*,tf*) € S>71. Thus, the equation (1.4) implies that

-/* = + S ^1)ei +
where <?i = v?i - tEtf^tf*) G 5>71.
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Now again consider a similar decomposition for (pi

~ dFi
dwi i(2) +E^< <P2,

where ^ and 72 > dep(^i). Thus, by induction after several steps, we will 
have

Tp __
^ + ^i(2) +•••]+ + ^‘2) + • • • lei + ^>

with the degree of CI> being sufficiently large. Since /0 has a finite multiplicity then 
/o + tf* also has a finite multiplicity. Hence, for some large power N of the maximal 
ideal TWjf, we have that MN C Moreover, we have M2N C {|~}2 = I2.
Thus, M2N belongs to the quasi fixed tangent space. So (IJ = JD (We shall 
give the details below). Therefore, we see that

f* = ^2 + ^i(2) ------ h Wi] + + b\2) + . . . je*.

Thus, we have shown that the homological equation (1.2) is solvable.

Now consider the family of quasi border equivalent germs Ft o Qt — Fq or equiv
alently Ft = Fq o Q-1, where

0t:(«;,A)t)^(t,Wi(w,A))At(A)).

Thus, in particular Fi — FqoQ^1, Consider the restriction of ©fi1 to the subspace 
A = 0. We obtain

fo{w) + f,:(w) - fo(W{wtO)) + A^O^WKO)).

The Lemma is proven.
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Lemma 1.3.6 [24] Assume we have smooth functions and 6j(w). If for
any tp(w,0) there is a decomposition (p(w,0) — ^(L^w^Oydj^w) + J2cjej(w)> ^ien 
for any smooth function (p(w> A) there is a decomposition

(p{w, A) = ^ ®i(wt \)wi(w, A) + ^ cj(A)ej(w),

with Wi(w, 0) = Wi(w) and Cj(0) = Cj and for A close to zero.

Proof Consider the mapping

M : (w, A) i-> (4>i, Ai,..., As).

By H’Adamard Lemma we have

(p(w,A) = (p(w, 0) + ^ XiHj(w, A)

= ^t10’ + Y2 cjej(w)a) - $i(w, a) Wi(w).

This is exactly the form we need to use Malgrange theorem as ej form a basis 
for the local algebra Q = CW)\/Z, where T is the ideal generated by Tj and Ai (the 
components of the mapping M above). Applying Magrange preparation theorem for 
the mapping M, we obtain that for any smooth function <p{w, A)

(p{w,A) - A)‘

Therefore, using H’Adamard Lemma we see that

<p{w, A) = Y2 X) + Y2 (Y2 ej(w)Cij(w, A)) .

as required.
I

Remark: In fact, in lemma 1.3.5, we have used Tougeron’s theorem which states 
that:
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Theorem 1.3.7 [1] If a function f has finite multiplicity fj,, that is the local algebra 
A = Cw/{If} — M{<5i,..., 5^} is of dimension f.i, then A4N C If for any N > p,.

Proof. Suppose that the local algebra A — Cw/If = M{^i,..., is of dimension
p.

Consider the ideal MN — {w^w^2... w^1} with = N-

Take some monomial h^^.kn) = hN = w’fi w^2 ... w^n, where = ^- Take a 
sequence hj — hj-i.bj where bj G M.

Denote by [a(u;)] = [Cw/If] the class in the factor algebra A and consider the
sequence

[/h]> • • • [/hv]-

So ‘d N > p, then the classes [hi] are linearly dependent . This means that

0!p[hp\ + ap+i[hp+i] + • • • + aiv^iv] = [0]

for some [hp], where ap ^ 0. Since hp+i = hp.bp+i with bp+i £ M, we get

This yields that [hp] = [0]. So hp £ If. Hence, hN = hp.B £ If.
I

Remark: Dropping the condition that /0 has finite multiplicity, the proof of
Lemma 1.3.5 implies the existence of similar prenormal form

for any function /o + /* up to the addition of an error term f) which belongs to a 
sufficiently large power of the maximal ideal.
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1.3.2 Quasi fixed equivalence

In this section we introduce another non-standard equivalence relation. It is “weaker”
than quasi border equivalence. However, it is universal and does not depend on the 
border germ.

Consider the space with local coordinates x = (x‘i,X2)..., xn). Let 
/ : (Rre, 0) —> (R, 0) be a function germ defined on the space Mn.

Definition 1,3.1 Two functions /o,/i : Mn —> R are called pseudo fixed equivalent 
if there exists a diffeomorphisim 0 : Mn —> Rn such that fi o 0 = /o, and if c is a 
critical point of the function /0, then 0 fixes the point e (maps it to itself) and vice 
versa if c is a critical point of the function fi then f?-1 also fixes c.

Now assume we have a family fi of function germs which are pseudo fixed equiv
alent: fi ° Ot — fi) t £ [0,1] with respect to a smooth family 0t : Rn —> R?1 of 
dilfeomorphisms, then we have the derivative equation:

?A = ®fix
dt dx

where the vector field n = + • • • -1- Xn^~ on Rn generates the phase flow
6t and its components satisfy the conditions:

As before we replace Rad{^} by the ideal {§y} itself and get the following 
definition.

Definition 1.3.2 Two functions /0 and fi are called quasi fixed equivalent, if they 
are pseudo fixed equivalent and there is a family of function germs fi which continu
ously depends on parameter t G [0,1] and a continuous piece-wise smooth family of 
diffeomorphisms 0t : Rn —> Rn depending on parameter t £ [0,1] such that: fio0L = f0 
and 0o — id and the components of the vector field v satisfy:
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Let / : (M”, 0) —>■ (M, 0) be a function germ of the form / = /2(^) + f ' where 
/2 is a quadratic form in x and /* G A^,. We start with redducing the quadratic 
form /2.

Lemma 1.3.8 ///2(a;) is a non-degenerate quadratic form with a critical point at
n

the origin then fifa) is quasi fixed equivalent to

Proof. The proof is straightforward. However, we give full details as simple example 
of application of Moser homotopy method.

n

Take a homotopy Ft joining /2 and standard quadratic form dox? such that
i=l

Ft is a non-degenerate form in x for any t G [0,1] and Ft is of the form Ft =
n

aij(t)xiXj, where F\ = Q2 and F2 — f2-
*d=i

We now use Moser’s homotopy method and consider the homological equation

Note that all are independent linear forms. Therefore, let Xi — §0 and up to 
linear transformation we get the equivalent homological equation

m
dt = Xl T T Xr

i=i i=i

On the other hand, we have

m
dt

bi;j(t)xiXj.
*3=1

Thus, given bij(t) for any i,j G {1,... ,?^} one can find easily solutions for the 
homological equation. Hence we conclude that the previous homological equation is
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solvable. Thus all Ft are quasi fixed equivalent. In particular /2(;r) is quasi fixed
n

equivalent to Txf.

The previous Lemma implies the following 

Theorem 1.3.9 Let f : (Mn, 0) —> (M, 0) be a function germ at the origin with a
n

non-degenerate quadratic form f2{&) then f is quasi fixed equivalent to dcxf.
i=i

Proof. Lemma 1.3.8 shows that / is quasi fixed equivalent to a germ

n

G{x) — Exf -}-Q(x), where Q(x) £ A4^x.
i=l

71
Consider the quasi homogeneous part y) — ^ ±xf being the principal part

i=l
with weights wXj = | for all i. The tangent space at Q2 with respect to quasi fixed 
equivalence takes the form

TQFq, = ±2*! I ]T ±2xiAf’ ^ ± • ■ • dz 2a;„ < y" ±2a:nylf‘)
\i=l ) K )

Then for any monomial of degree greater that 1 for example g* — xjxf ... x^, 
divisible by xf, there is such that g* = EIx^A^ with A^ = ... x1̂ £ Mx.
Similar argument holds for other monomials g* = XiXjA. Now using Lemma (1.3.5) 
we see that that the germ

ct, = , MdQiW
1 dxi dxi 1 dxi dxi5

has quasi degree d($) greater than the quasi degree d(g*). Hence we conclude 
that G is quasi fixed equivalent to the germ Q2 as required. I
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1.3.3 Quasi partially a;-fixed equivalence

Consider a version of quasi fixed equivalence. This yet another special equivalence 
relation happens to be useful in many proofs. It allows us to get a prenormal form 
of a function germ with respect to quasi border equivalence. So, we introduce the 
following:

Consider the space Rn = {u> = (a;, 2/)}, where x — (aq, :r2,...,and 
V = (yii'Uit • ■ •) Vn-m) € Let / : (Mn, 0) (M, 0) be a function germ defined
on the space W1.

Definition 1.3.3 Two functions /o,/i : Mn —* R are called pseudo partially x-fixed 
equivalent if there exists a diffeomorphisim 0 : > Mn such that fi 0 0 = fQl and
if c — (xo,yo) is a critical point of the function f0 , then 6 sends c to the point 
c — (.To, T(rro, Vo)) and vice versa if c = (xq^jq) is a critical point of the function fi 
then 6C1 sends c to c — (xq, y(zo> t/o))- In other words, it is pseudo border equivalence 
when the border is the (0,y) coordinate subspace.

Now assume we have a family ft of function germs which are pseudo partially x- 
fixed equivalent: fto8t = f0, t £ [0,1] with respect to a smooth family 6t : Rn —> 
of diffeomorphisms, then we have the derivative equation:

where the vector field v = X-^ on Wl generates the phase flow 9t and its
components satisfy the conditions:

As before we replace Rad{ } by the ideal itself and get the following
definition.

Definition 1.3.4 Two function /o and /1 are called quasi partially x-fixed equivalent 
if they are pseudo partially x-fixed equivalent and there is a family of function germs 
ft which continuously depends on parameter t € [0,1] and a continuous piece-wise
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smooth family of cliffeomorphisms 0t : Mn —» En depending on parameter t G [0,1]
such that: ft ° @t = fo and — id and the components of the vector field v satisfy:

Remark: Apparently, quasi partially re-fixed equivalence implies quasi border 
equivalence, as the quasi border tangent space contains the quasi partially :e-fi.xed 
tangent space, provided that the border contains the (0,y)~ coordinate subspace. 
Hence, all quasi re-fixed partially equivalence properties are valid for quasi border 
equivalence. The simple classes for quasi partially re-fixed equivalence (e.g Morse 
functions) remain simple for quasi border equivalence.

Lemma 1.3.10 Let f : (M^jO) R be a function germ with an isolated critical 
point at the origin. Then, f is quasi fixed (or quasi partially x-fixed equivalent) 
for each t £ [0,1] to the function germ gt(w) = f(w) + th{w) with h(w) £ { 
provided that the rank of the second differential dlgt of gt at the origin is constant.

Proof. At first we claim that if the rank of dlgt is constant then for different t the 
gradient ideals A — coincide. In fact, this claim does not depend on the choice
of local coordinates so we may assume that the second differential at the origin of /
has diagonal form d^f = YO Zi'wf, where — ±1 for z = 1,..., r and = 0 for i > r.

i=i
The second jet of gt at the origin takes the form

r 7‘

where J\j, i,j — 1,... ,n, are coefficients of the decomposition

n

of the function /?., did is the Kronecker symbol, and j T Itsisjhj j (0). We
can assume here that hij = hj-i.
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The r X r matrix with entries D-j at any t is invertible since the rank of d^gt is 
Reversing signs of some rows of this matrix D® we see that the n x n matrix with 

the entries tlfj — dig + AtSjhij(0) for z, j — 1,..., r and — dij otherwise, is also 
invertible.

The derivative

dgt
dwi dwi

+2tE,

/c,m=l

0 7, d2f , dKm df
o o o oOWkOWi OWi OWk

df
dwm

implies that {f^} C This derivative can be written as

dgt
dWi 3=i dwj

where the functions Rig vanish at the origin. So in some (smaller) neighborhood of 
the origin Ap + Rig is invertible. This implies that {|£} C {§g}

Therefore the derivatives J^- also form a basis for the gradient ideal Iq = {§£■} 
as claimed.

Now the homological equation can be solved for the unknown
i=l

functions Vi belonging for any t to the gradient ideal It, since the left hand side 
belongs to the square of this ideal. The phase flow of the vector field £ leaves 
all critical points of gt fixed.

In fact, we have proven also the following useful Lemma.

Lemma 1.3.11 IfGt{w) is quasi fixed (or quasi partially x-fixed ) admissible family 
of germs then for any function H(t,w) € {§^}2 the family Gt(w) = Gt(w)pH(t,w) 
is also admissible and Gt is quasi partially fixed equivalent to Gt for each value of 
t provided that the rank of the second differential of Gt + tH is constant for any 
t,r £ [0,1].
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Lemma 1.3.12 If is an admissible deformation with respect to quasi par
tially x-fixed equivalencefor quasi fixed equivalence) andw — {x,y) h-> (Xt(x)iYt(x,y)) 
is a family of diffeomorphisms ofW1, which preserve thefibration ((x,y),0) ^ (xy 0), 
then Gt(x,y) = <&t(Xt(x),Yt(x,y)) is also an admissible family.

Proof. The claim that the deformation Y) is admissible means that

MtiX, Y) ^ dMX, Y)\ iyr d$t(X, Y) ■
m dXt dXi 1 + 2^ dYi Y"

with some smooth functions Ai,Yi.

The matrices and ^ are invertible and ^ = Hence,
the decomposition can be written in the form

mt(X(x),Y{x,y))
dxi

t ^ d<bt(X(x), Y(x, y)) ~ 
dXi i ^ 9Vi

with some smooth functions Yi, Ai. This means that the family Gt is admissible. I

{]T A(X(:r),y(£,;y)T)
dt E

Let / : (Kn, 0) M be a function germ with a critical point at the origin. Denote 
by f*{y) — f\x=0i the restriction of function / to the y coordinates subspace. Denote 
by r* the rank of the second differential df^f* at the origin and set c — n — m — r*.

Lemma 1.3.13 (Stabilization) The function germ f(x,y) is quasi partially x-fixed
r*

equivalent to + pfeUO; where y & W and g* G Ai~. For quasi partially
i=l

x-fixed equivalent f germs, the respective reduced germs g are quasi partially x-fixed 
equivalent.

Proof. Since the rank of the second differential (cftf*) is equal r';, then after an 
admissible linear transformation the function germ / can be written as:
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r* n—m m

a = ^ + S X] OrijijiXj + Q2(x) + Mx, y)}
i=l i=l

with /s G A4l>y and Q2 is a quadratic form in x only.

Let # = (2/1,3/2,, 2/r*) and y = (^-*+1,..., 3/„_m) G Then, the previous
form can be written as:

= ±^? + V, y) +
i=l

where
r* n r*

^ = XI aiTyiXj + X yw(x> y) with ^ G
i=l 7=1 1

and

n—m ?x
/1 = Q2(^) + X X kjyify + Mt, S) with / G A^.

i=7’* + l j—1

Now we try to find the family of diffeomorphisms which preserve the fibration 

0£ : (x, y) ►-> (x, F(t, x, y), Y(x, y)^ .

Take the family

/t = X ±?A2 + 2/» 5) + Afe y),
i—l

which joins /1 and /0 = + fo(x, y) with t G [0,1] and f = fi. Here, ft
and f0 are unknown. So, we want to solve the homological equation for y and also 
for ft simultaneously.

The homological equation takes the form
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Note here that — 26 = 0 for j = r* + 1,..., n — m as they do not depend on t. 

Thus the previous equation can be written as:

dtp
dt

i=l dyi

Set Wi — L2yi + i = 1,... which are the known functions. Note that 
the matrix (||) has the maximal rank at the origin for any value of t . Hence we 
can take the new coordinates Wi instead of y. Let w = (wi,W2,. •., wr*). Thus the 
previous equation takes the form:

-((P + ^-) = T,Wiyi

i=l

Using ITAdamard Lemma, we can write this as:

r* qJ r*

Y] Wii)i(x, w, y, t) + yit) + -Z7- = Y] ~WiVi 
•1 eft 1=1

By taking ^ = —yi and ^ = —(j), we have shown that the homological equation
n

is solvable. Note that the vector field v — Vi defined in some neighborhood of
i=l

the origin as ^(0) — 0. Hence all ft are quasi equivalent. In particular, the function 
germ fi is quasi partially rc-fixed equivalent to /0. The last step is to find /0. This 
can be done using the following relation:

The second claim can be deduced directly using Lemma 1.3.12 as Ot : [xpy) i—^ 
(x^Y{t)X^y)^Y(x^y)\ preserves the projection (x,y,y) ^ (x,y).

In fact, Lemma 1.3.11 implies the following improved stabilization splitting 

Lemma 1.3.14 There is a non-negative integer s < r — r* such that the function
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r * +s
germ f{x,y) is quasi partially fixed equivalent to Lyf + fix^y), where y E Mc-S

and f is a sum of a function germ from ~ and a quadratic form in x only. For 
quasi partially fixed equivalent f germs, the respective reduced germs f are quasi 
partially fixed equivalent.

Proof. After the stabilization procedure via Lemma (3.1.1) the quadratic form
r* n—m n—m , .

/2 - Z) ±2/? Txi Y, Vi “I-------h xm Y + IhiY with some coefficients
i=l £=r*+l

a\^ and quadratic form g2 in x only. Let some of these coefficients, for example 
otji+n 7^ 0, then summing up the function / with 5 {§^j for sufficiently small (5, 

Lemma 1.3.11 yields a new function / which is quasi partially fixed equivalent to f 
and has non-zero quadratic term with y^+1. Therefore the rank of the restriction of 
f to x = 0 subspace becomes larger that r*. Repeating the procedure several times, 
if needed, we get the function germ with some larger value of r* and without any 

coefficients. This is exactly the required form.



Chapter 2

Quasi boundary singularites

2.1 The classification of simple classes

Following Arnold [1], we discuss the description of simple classes. A function germ 
is called simple if its neighborhood in the space of function germs contains only a 
finite number of quasi equivalence classes.

Apparently the quasi border classification of critical points outside the bor
der F coincides with the standard right equivalence. Hence the standard classes 
Ak,Dk,Ee, E7 and E8 form the list of simple classes in this case. Also by definition 
non-critical points are all equivalent wherever they are. So we classify only critical 
points.

For a function germ / : (Mn) 0) —> (IK, 0), which has a critical point at the origin, 
denote by f2 its quadratic form. So we assume that / has the form / = /2 + /a and
h e Ad3.

In this chapter the coordinates are as follows: Mn — where
x = (x1,x2> ■ ■ • >xn-i) € IR71-1 and y e M. We consider germs of C00 -smooth 
functions / : (Mn, 0) —» R, with the boundary given by the equation 1/ — 0.

The quasi boundary tangent space to an admissible deformation ft at the origin 
takes the form

n—l

£=1

40
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for arbitrary smooth functions Ai)B1,B2 and Ai.

For convenience, we rewrite the auxiliary Lemmas of the section 1.3 in chapter 1 
and specialise properties of quasi border equivalence for the case of quasi boundary 
singularities in the new coordinates.

Let / : (Mn, 0) —> R be a function germ with a critical point at the origin. Denote 
by /*(£•) = f\y=o, the restriction of the function / to the x coordinates subspace.

Denote by r* the rank of the second differential dlf* at the origin and set c = 
n — 1 — r*. Let r be the rank of the second differential d^f and k = n — r the 
respective corank, then

Lemma 2.1.1 (Stabilization) The function germ f(x}y) is quasi boundary equiva-
V*

lent to Y2 + $/), where £ £ Rc and the restriction g*(x) = g(x, 0) £ A4|. For
i=l

quasi boundary equivalent f germs, the respective reduced germs g are quasi boundary 
equivalent

Lemma 2.1.2 There is a non-negative integer s < r — r* such that the function 

germ f(x,y) is quasi boundary equivalent to ^2 + fix/y), where x £ Mc-S and
i=l

/ — ay2 3-\-g(x, y) , here y £ A4| and a £ R. For quasi boundary equivalent f germs, 
the respective reduced germs f are quasi boundary equivalent.

The main prenormal forms of quasi boundary singularities are given in the fol
lowing:

Lemma 2.1.3 1. If k = 0, then f is quasi boundary equivalent to Morse function
&2 : Yy2 + .

2. If k ~ 1, then f is quasi boundary equivalent to either + f(y) with
f £ A4y or to +a2/2+/(^i) y) with some a 7^ 0, a £ R and f £

3. If k > 2, then f is a non-simple germ.
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Proof. For A; = 0, we have n = r. By Lemma 2.1.2, there is a non-negative
number s such that s < r — r* — n — r*. We shall consider all possible choices
for s. If s — n — r':, then c ~ s — n — 1 — r* — n -h r* = — 1. So this choice is 
not possible. Next, if s = ?2 — r* — 1, then c = s. Hence / is quasi boundary
equivalent to the germ F = XTiu 4- ay2 4- f{y) with a ^ 0, a G M. and / G Mfr
By standard boundary equivalence (also, the germ is quasi simple fixed singularity, 
hence simple with respect to quasi boundary equivalence), we see that F is quasi 
boundary equivalent to i&f ±2/2. If s = n — r* — 2, then c — 8 = 1. Hence / is 
quasi boundary equivalent to the germ G = YHZ2 + ay2 + ffaiyV) with a G M 
and f G A4^Xl. However, the germ G has total rank equal to n — 1. The total rank 
is quasi boundary invariant for equivalent germs. Hence, the choice of s < n — 2 — r* 
is not possible in this case.

For A = 1, we have r = n — 1. If s — n — l — r*, then c — s. Hence / is quasi 
boundary equivalent to the germ F — ia-f+^(2/) with g € My. If s = n—2—r*, 
then c—s = 1. Thus / is quasi boundary equivalent to G — ^iYay2 Y'g{xi) y)
with a 7^ 0, a G M. and g G Mluy. Finally, if 5 = ?2 — 3 — r*, then c — s — 2. Thus / is 
quasi equivalent to H — JTlTg1 ±x2 ay2 + 'g(xi,X2, y) with a ^ 0, a G E. However, 
H has total rank r equal to n — 2. Hence, the choice of s < ?2 — 3 — r* is not possible 
in this case.

For k >2, consider first the case k = 2. If s = n —2 —r*t then c — s = 1. Hence 
/ is quasi boundary equivalent to the germ J27=2 + f(xhy) with / G Mluy.
If s — n — 3 — r|:, then c — s — 2. Hence, / is quasi boundary equivalent to the 
germ + f(xi>X2,y)i with a 0, n G E and / G M3Xl>X2>y. The
choice of 5 < ?2 — 4 — r* is not compatible with k — 2. Following the procedures 
similar to the case k = 2 we see that for any k > 2 the function germ / is quasi 
boundary equivalent either to the germ G = Ys'iYk+i ±#i + ay2 -\- f(x\, x2>..., Xk> y) 
or to the germ F = + f(xux2,.. ^Xk-uV) where / G MluX2^Xk y and
a 0, a G E. The germs G and F are non-simple by the following Lemma.

Lemma 2.1.4 The function germs of the form:
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1. F(x, y) - £?=* inf + /(m, n2)..., Xk-i,y) ,

2. G(x, y) = Y!i=k+i ±x2i + ay2 + ^‘i, x‘2).. •, x'jfc, 2/),

■n/iere / G A^®li:C2>_ia.fc_1)y, ^ G and a 7^ 0, a G M are noa simple with
respect to quasi boundary equivalence, for k>2.

Proof Consider the function germ F. Then, the tangent space to the orbit of 
quasi equivalence at the germ / at the origin takes the form:

k-l

£=1
yBi +

Consider the projection of TQBj to the 3-jet space at the origin. The cubic terms 
in TQBj depend only on Yli=i iuAi> where A{ = a0y + and §jjyB1}
where ao,ai,Bi G R. So the projection coincides with the projection of 3-jet of 
the tangent space of standard orbit of Arnold boundary equivalence. They form a 
subspace of dimension k(k — 1) + 1. This dimension is less than the M =
Here, M stands for the dimension of all homogeneous cubic terms of the variables 
£1, '£21 • • •) Xk-i and y. Hence cubic terms can not belong to finitely many orbits.

Consider the function germ G(x, y) = Exf + ay2 P'g{xi,X2>.. • >Xk, y). Let
G$ = YA=k+i ~\-a(y + dxt)2P'gixi, x2y ■ ■. pxk. y) for sufficiently small 5. Note that 
all G5 are in the same orbit and G is in the closure of G$. By stabilization lemma, 
G is quasi boundary equivalent to the germ F — fTfi^k :r2)..., xk_i,y).
The germ F is non-simple. I

Lemma 2.1.5 The function germ F(x\, y) = ay2 -I- f(xu y) with some a 7^ 0, a G M 
and f G ^ is quasi boundary equivalent to the germ Ey2 + y<f)i{xi) + faixi), 
where G and fa G AdJ .

Proof. By scaling a to ±1, the germ F can be written in the form F(xi, y) = 
Ey2 E f(xi, y) . Consider the deformations Gq = Ey2 -1- y\\ -1- A2 and G\ = Ey2 E 
y{xi->y) + yX\ E A2, where g G Ad^ y. We deal with y as a variable and a;i,Ai
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and A2 as parameters. Take the homotopy Gtj = Go + tg(xi,y), joining Go and Gj, 
where t € [0,1]. We want to prove that all Gt are quasi boundary equivalent as 
deformations. So we need to find a family of diffeomorphisms of the form

■ (&u y> Ai, A2) (X(xi, Ai, A2, t), Y(xi,yi Ai, A2! t), Ai, A2, t), A2(y;1, Ai, A2, l)), 

such that: Gt o <l>t = Gq. The respective homological equation takes the form:

dGt
dt -9(xi>y) d°t A r _ dGt „ dGt „ . , x

■A + < yBi + ^zrB2 + -^-£3 } +y^i + A2,dx dy dx dy

where A* = ^ for z = 1, 2.
Set B2 — B3 — A = 0 and solve the homological equation for Bi, Ai and A2. Let 

P = Ca;i)y)A1,A21t- Consider the mapping:

H '• (xuy, Ai, A2, t) 1—> (hi — y
dGt
dy

, h2 = xi, ho — Ai, 1m — A2, h$ — t).

Then, P/7P = {0:1 T CY2y} where cvi, cv2 G M and 7P is the ideal generated by the 
components of the mapping H. Thus, by Malgrange preparation theorem, we get, 
for any P G P, the following decomposition:

P — 1.7Li(/ii, nq, Ai, A2, £) + 2/.7C2(/ii, aq, Ai, A2, t)

— hiKi(huXi, Ai, A2,t) + yK2(x\) Ai, A2,t) + 7^3(a;i, Ai, A2, t).

Thus the homological equations is solvable by setting B\ — K\, Ai — K2 and 
A2 = Ko. The restriction of iq to the subspace {Ai = A2 = 0} provides a quasi 
boundary equivalence of G\ with the family ±y2 + yAi(xi) + A2(a,q).

The full classifications of simple quasi boundary singularities is given in the fol
lowing:
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Theorem 2.1.6 [36] A simple quasi boundary singularity class for the boundary 
(y = 0) is a class of stabilizations of one of the following germs:

1. Bk : ±xj±yk, k>2 k,

2. Fk,m : ±(y ± xk)2 ± x™, 2 < k <m k + m — 1.

The orbit codimension in the space of germs is shown in the right column.

Remarks:

1. The classes Dk,i listed in theorem 2.6 in [36] are in fact uni-modal.

2. The germs with corank greater or equal to 2 of /2 are non-simple. The germs 
of corank 1 which are non-simple belongs to a subset of infinite codimension.

3. The classes Bk can be written in the form ±(y ExQ2 ±xk and can be included 
in the series F^m as Flik.

4. Notice that classes F3i4 and 1^,4 are pseudo equivalent but not quasi-equivalent. 
In fact, the transformation y) (xi^y + xl) is pseudo equivalence between 
y2 + x\ of F^ type and {y + x^)2 xf which is of F2)4 type. However their 
codimensions of quasi-tangent spaces are different, and the classes are not 
quasi-equivalent.

Proof of Theorem 2.1.6.

Lemmas 2.1.3 and 2.1.5 show that we need to consider the function germs of the 
form F = Ztl xi + f(y) and y) - ±y2 + Mxi) + bm.x'i + (foQh) to discuss
simple quasi boundary germs. Start with the germ F, then properties of standard 
boundary equivalence imply that the germ F is quasi boundary equivalent to some 
class of the simple series of classes Bk : Px\ Eyk, k>2.

Now consider the germ Gi and let

Gi(xuy) - ±y2 + akyxk + y(fii(xi) + bmx™ + ^(aq), 

where ak ^ 0, bm ^ 0 and G 6 A4™+1.
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We distinguish the following cases:

1) If A: > to —1, then Gj is quasi boundary equivalent to the germ G0 = ±y2±xr{ . 
To prove this, consider the germ Gq = ±y2 + Assign weights wy = | and
wXl = The tangent space to the quasi boundary orbit at Go takes the form:

TQBGo = ±2y {yB0 + yBi} + mbmX™ 1C1.

There exist solutions for any term gl — anyXi, where n > k with quasi degree 
d{gl) = | ~ by setting

= By = 0 and C\ — <xnyx\.
,m—1

an m+l
mbmXi mbr

-yxi

Then, the germ ^-Gi = g^f-y2xln m has quasi degree equal to 1 + which
is greater than d{y\).

Similarly, for any term g^ — pix[ where l > m with quasi degree dig^) = T. one 
can find solutions for by setting:

Bq — Bj — 0 and C\ Pix[ Pi -x1
mbmX™ 1 mbr_

The germ |f^Gi = ^-xfl~m has quasi degree equal to 2l~m which is greater than 
d(t/|) when l > to.

Thus, by Lemma 1.3.5, we conclude that Gi is quasi boundary equivalent to the 
germ Gq. Note that there is a solution for the term g% = bmx™. This means that the 
orbit is simple with respect to quasi boundary equivalence. Rescaling bm to ±1, we 
get the classes: G0 = zty2 ± x'"1 with to > 3.

On the other hand, Go can be written in the form ±i/2 ±x2<'m~1‘> zkx™ =
A:(y i xf-1)2 ± Xjh

2) If to > k A 1 and ±a2 + 46m ^ 0 when to = 2k then Gi is quasi boundary 
equivalent to the germ Go — Ay2 ± yx^ ± x^b To prove this, consider the tangent 
space to the quasi orbit at Gq — Ay2 4- (ik'yxi + bmx‘i‘.
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TQBGo = (±2y + dkX1!) {yB0 + (±2y -1- + (ka^x1! 1 + mbmx™ 1)B2}
+ (kdkyx^1 + mbmXi'l~1)Ci.

This space is equivalent to

TQBGo — (±2y + dkXi) |2/Bo + aJiBi j + (kdkyx^1 + mbmX^^Ci.

We have mod TQBGo:

kdkyx\ 1 + mbmX™ 1 = 0, (2.1)

±y2 + d/tyx* = 0, (2.2)

and
±2yxi + dkx2k = 0. (2.3)

If we multiply the equation (2.1) by rci, we get:

kdkyxi + mbmX'J1 = 0. (2.4)

If we substitute yx^ from the equation (2.3) in the equation (2.4), we get:

kn2
+ mbmx™ - 0. (2.5)

The relation (2.5) yields that x™ = 0 and xf* = 0. Hence yx^ = 0 and y2 = 0. 
Thus, there exist solutions for any term of the form gl = anyxT with n> k oi of the 
form r/2 = Pixi with l > m. In particular, assign weights ivy = wXl — Then, Gq 
is semi quasi homogeneous and the germs yl and y% have quasi degree d(gl) = | + — 
and d(gl) — respectively.

Assume that 2k > m (similar argument holds when 2k < m). Then, for any 
monomial of the form g^} we can set Bo ^ 0 and take B\ and C\ such that

etnyx* = (±2y + dkxDxlBx + {kakyx\ 1 + mbmx™ l)C\.
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This yields that

otnyxi = ±2yx}lB1 + kauyx^ 1Ci and akxlkBi + mbm%? 1C1 = 0. 

Hence,

Ci = ^2k-m+l
mb.

B\ and Bi =
OinljYl k

i2

The germ <I>i = anXi.xkBi + (±2y + akXk)anXi .Bi (nanyx^^Ci has quasi 
degree greater than d(gl) when n > k.

Similarly, for any monomial of the form = Pix\ for l > rn, we can set B0 = 0 
and take B\ and C\ such that

Pix[ = (±2y + akX^x^Bt + (kakyxk 1 4- mbmx™ l)Ci.

This gives

~ 2 ~ ~ PiX\ m
~~ ^ 1"Cl; Xl^1 an<^ ~ n pth-m -j-- 2mbm '

akx1 + kak

The germ <I>2 = lpixlj~1Ci has quasi degree greater than cpg^) when l > m.

Thus, Lemma 1.3.5 shows that Gi is quasi boundary equivalent to the germ G0. 
Rescaling ak and bm to ±1, we get the classes: Go : Yy2 ± yx\ ± x™ . The classes 
can be written in the form G : Ty2 ± 2yx\ ± x™ ± x\k — E(y ± ) ± x™ .

Note that if m — 2k then Gi is quasi boundary equivalent to the germ Go ~ 
±y2 ± yxk.

3) If m > A: + 1 , ±a2 + 46m — 0 and m = 2k. Then, the germ Gi takes the form 
Gi = ±(y ± yxi)2 + y$i{xi) + ?2(xi) with (pi e and (p2 G Mf^1. Let ck =

The function germ Gi can be reduced to the form G2 = ±('i/ + ckxk)2 + (f>{xi) 
where <f> G M2k+1. To prove this claim, consider the principal part /0 — E(yckxk)2 
and take the tangent space to the quasi boundary orbit at /q.
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TQBf0 = ±2(y + ckXi) {yB0 ±(y + CkX^Bx} + [±2kckXi 1(y + Ckx\)\C.

Then we have mod TQBfo: y2 + ckyx\ = 0 and yx1^1 + ckx\k~l = 0. This 
yields that Cw/TBf0 — ajJ,...}. Assign weights wy = ^ and wxi =
Let g* = dsyxs, where s > k + l with quasi degree d(g*) ^ | Then, we
see that y* belongs to TBQf0 up to higher quasi degree terms. In particular, y* = 
y(y + ckXi)Bo — j^y2xs1~k where B0 = ^xs1~k. Now the germ

$ = d8yxlAo - —igxj8^, 
ck

has quasi degree d($) = | 4- which is clearly greater than d(g*).

Now normalize ck to ±1 and let (f)(xi) = esxl + (j>(xi) where e3 0, s > 2£ 4-1 
and (f) G A4^+2. Consider the tangent space at /o = E{y ± xk) + esxf.

TQBjq = ±2{y ± {yB0 + ±2(y ± a;{)Bi} + [±2kxk~1(y ± a;{) + sesxsCl]C.

We have mod TQjt):

y2±yx\ = ^, (2.6)

yxk ±xlk = 0, (2.7)

and

E2kxk~1(y Exk) + = 0. (2.8)

Multiply the equation (2.8) by xi to get

±2kyxk + 2kx21k + sesxl = 0. (2.9)

Substitute yx\ from the equation (2.7) into the equation (2.9) to get = 0. This
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means that there exist solutions for any term g* — Pix[ with l > s.

Assign weights wy = | and wXl = Then, g\ has quasi degree d(gl) — One 
can find solutions for any monomial g'l by taking Bi and C such that

EBq + 2Bi — 0, TzXiBq ± Sx\Bi ± 2kC — 0,

4B, + seixt^C = Pixl{-2k.

Now comparing the quasi degree of the germ

with d(gl), we conclude that ±(?/ ± a;*)2 + esa’f + <p(xi) can be reduced to the form 
E(y ± xk)2 ± x\ with s > 2/c + 1.

These classes are the only simple classes. Other germs are either adjacent to 
non simple classes or have codimension infinity. This completes the proof of the 
classification theorem.

2.2 Adjacency of lower codimension classes

The construction of the table of adjacencies is based on Lemmas 2.1.3, 2.1.5 and the 
proof of the theorem 2.1.6.

We describe first the adjacency of lower codimension classes for quasi boundary 
when the critical points lie on the boundary.

Let / — ;//) + y/), where /2 is a quadratic form in y and aq and <p e
If /2 is non-degenerate then / is contained in the class i?2 : -Ex2 ± y2.

However, if / is degenerate of corank 1 then / can be written in the form / = 
±(aiaq + a2y)2 + y{xuy)

If tti ^ 0 then / is quasi boundary equivalent to the germ / = Ex\ + (p{y) with 
(p G Ady. Thus, we get the series of classes Bk *. Ex2 Eyk with k > 3. Hence, we 
obtain the following adjacent classes:
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_£?2 < -£?3 < B4 < Be, < ...

If ai — 0 and a2 7^ 0 then / is quasi boundary equivalent to a germ of the form
F = ±y2 + yfaixi) + ^2(^1). Let

F = ±'</2 + y{c2'x\ 4- ^3^*1 + • • •) "f" c3^’i + dpA + • • • •

If 03 7^ 0 then we get the class F2^ : Ey2 ± x\ ~ E{;y Ex2)2 E x\.

Note that the class J53 can be written as g{;xi,y) — + by)2 Ey^ Ex\. Thus,
when a = 0, we get the class ^2,3. This means that the class F2)3 is adjacent to the 
class 3%.

If C3 = 0, C2 7^ 0 and C4 7^ 0, then we distinguish the following:

If dA 7^ ±^6*2, then F is quasi equivalent to the class F2>a ’ Ey2 E yx\ ~ E{y ± 
xl)2 Ex\. Thus, the class F2)a is adjacent to the class F2^. On the other hand, the 
class IT,4 is adjacent to BA as the class B4 can be written in the form g{xi,y) = 
E(axi + by)2 Ey4 E xf. Hence, when a = 0 we get the class F2f4. So, we get, up to 
this stage , the following table of adjacent classes:

B2 <-- B3 <-- BA <-- Be, <r~ , , .
t T

F2i3 <r~ F2i4

If C4 — ±jc|, then F is quasi equivalent to a germ of the form F — E(y E xir+ 
<f>(xi) with (j) G which is adjacent to the class F2}4:. Thus, we get the series of 
classes F2iTn : E(y E x2) E x^1 with rn > 5. Hence, we obtain the following adjacent 
classes:

tji ._ T? j TP■T2,4 ^ 2,5 t 2,6 F,2,7

Note that the classes Bm : Ex2Eym can be written in the form g{xi)y) — E(axi + 
by)2 Eym Ex™. Hence, when u = 0 then, we obtain the classes F2tTn : E(y Ex2)2 Ex™ 
which adjacent to Bm.
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If C3 = C2 — 0 , C3 0 and C4 ^ 0, then we obtain the class F3i4 : ±y2±yxf ±y4 ~ 

±(y2 ± ^f)2 ± xf which is adjacent to the class -£2,4-

If C3 = C2 ~ C4 = 0 , C3 7^ 0 and C5 ^ 0, then we get the class which 
is adjacent to the class F3i4. On the the other hand, the class has the form 
±(2/ 4- ax2 + bxf) ± a?f. Thus, when a — 0, the we obtain the class This means 
that the class F3)5 is adjacent to the class

If C3 — C2 = 0 = C4 — <4 = 0 and C3 7^ 0 but Cg 7^ 0, then follow the procedure of 
the previous case when C3 = 0, C2 7^ 0 and C4 7^ 0.

Assume now that the second jet of / is zero then / is contained in the non-simple 
class S5 : y3 + + CLy2Xi, where a € M. Clearly,

^2,3 <- 5B.

Therefore, the table of adjacencies of low dimension is given as follows:

B4 <- Bb e— Bq

r T T T
^2,3 - ^2,4 F2b -^2,6

r T T T
S5 ^3,4 ^3,5 A3,6

T T

Now if the critical points lie outside the boundary, then the classes are adjacent 
to the classes A^^i. In fact, the classes : Tx2 ± yk can be written in the form 
G — ±(x'i + y)2 db yk. The germ G is adjacent to the germ Gt ~ ±(^i T s y)2 ±yk, 
for sufficiently small s. Note that Ge has critical points outside the boundary and 
quasi boundary equivalent to a germ contained in one of the series of classes Ak-\. 
Hence, the full table of the adjacency of lower codimension classes for quasi boundary 
singularities is shown in the table.
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Aq <— A1 <— A2 <— A3 <— A4 A$
T t T t t

B3 <-- B4 <- b5
t T t T

^2,3 ^- F2>4 F2l5 F2tQ
T T T T

S5 ^ 1 00
J -£3,5 f3)6

T T

Remarks:

1. The top row of the table of adjacencies consists of standard right singularities 
outside the boundary.
2. Any germ / with corank of /2 greater or equal 2 is non-simple. In particular, the 
uni-modal (a G M) classes S5 : y3 -\-xl~\-ay2Xt and E2>e : (y + x% + ax^)2 + x* + x^y 
are adjacent to and F2>q respectively.

2.3 Comparison of quasi boundary and standard 
boundary singularities

From the definition of pseudo boundary equivalence, standard Arnolds boundary 
equivalence (right action of diffeomorphisims preserving the boundary) implies quasi 
boundary equivalence. So simple Arnolds boundary classes Bk : Ex2 ± yk, where 
& > 2, £4 : xy ± xk, where k > 2 and F4 : Ey2 x3 remain simple for quasi 
classification, but some classes can merge together.

The quasi boundary class B2 : x2 — y2 has another equivalent form C2 : xy (which 
represents a single quasi boundary class containing all ordinary Ck boundary classes ). 
So all Bk classes remain non-equivalent but all Ck classes become equivalent to C2. 
The classes F^k have equivalent forms Ey2 ± xk+1. In particular, F2>2 : Ey2 + x3 

coincides with F4 the ordinary boundary singularity class F4. Other Fi^ classes 
contain non-simple ordinary boundary singularities.
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2.4 The caustics and bifurcation diagrams of sim
ple quasi boundary singularities

The quasi border bifurcation diagram of a function deformation germ F(w,X) de
pending on parameters A is the set of points in the base {A} consisting of several 
strata. The first stratum Wo is the projection to the base {A} of the subset X0 in 
the total space (w} A) given by the equations: F — 0 and = 0. The other strata 
Wi are projections of subsets in X0 satisfying the extra equations which define the 
border h(x) = 0. In other words, the first stratum W0 is the set of parameters which 
correspond to the critical points of the functions F(-} A) with zero critical value while 
Wi are the subsets of Wq corresponding to critical points on the border.

The quasi border caustic of a function germ deformation F(w, A) + Ao, which has 
an additive constant A0 as one of the parameters and satisfies .F(0, A) = 0, is the 
subset of points in the reduced deformation base {A} consisting of several strata. 
The first stratum E0 is the image of the singular points of the first stratum of the 
bifurcation diagram W0 under the projection 7r0 to the reduced base which forgets 
Ao. The other strata of the caustics £* are the images 7To(Wj).

In contrast to pseudo border equivalence we claim (and this is easy to prove 
using techniques of section 1.3) that the versality theorem holds for the quasi border 
equivalence, the versa! deformation of a function germ / with respect to the quasi

m—1
border equivalence can be taken as the deformation F(x,X) — f(x) + ^ Xitpi(x)

i=0
where A — (A0,..., Am_i) £ (Mm,0) and the germs ipi at zero form a linear basis 
of the local algebra Q = Cw/TQf, where TQf is the quasi border tanget space at 
the germ /. The proof of this versality theorem is exactly the same as the standard 
proof of the versality for right equivalence. The tangent space to the quasi orbit 
is a finitely generated module over the algebra of functions in main variables and 
parameters. The complete details based on the application of Malgrange preparation 
theorem, can be reproduced following the proof given in the paper [39].

The dimension fj, of the local algebra Q will be called the quasi border multiplicity. 
It is convenient to choose ipo = l and ifii vanishing at the base point for £ — 1,..., (/i— 
1). The space Mm is the base of the versa! deformation, whereas the space — 
(Ai,..., A^-i) is the base of the reduced versal deformation.
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Here are some properties of quasi bifurcation diagrams for simple quasi boundary 
classes. First note that all the quasi boundary singularities are reduced to Ak sin
gularity with respect to the standard right equivalence, provided that the border is 
forgotten. Hence the first component of the bifurcation diagram of a function germ 
deformation F is a product a generalized swallow tail and Rn^k, where n stands for 
dimension of the base of the versal deformation.

Recall that the versal deformation of the Ak : ±xk+1 + ]T) yf singularity takes the 
form

k~l
F(x, y) - ±xk+1 + +Y1 Xixi>

and the set
a ^ 9F ^ dFA~{(Ao.....................A*-l): ^ = 0'^ = 0}

is called generalized swallow tail.

Proposition 2.4.1 The quasi boundary mini-versal deformations of the simple quasi 
boundary classes are as follows:

1. B2 : ±xj ± y2 + A0 + Aij/,

2. Bk : ±xl ±yk + Ylilo \y\ k > 3;

3. Fktm : ±(2/ ± a^)2 ± ^ + ES2 Ai®! + Eji1 W4 2 < k < m.

Proof. For Bk classes, consider the tangent space to quasi boundary orbit at
f&uy) = ±;r2 ±ykt where k > 2.

TQBf = x\A d= ky^1 {yB + xiG}

Then, we have mod TBf : ^ = 0 and yk = 0. Hence, the monomials
, yk~~l form a b£isis of the local algebra Q = Cxiiv/TQBf.

For the Fktm classes, let f{xi,y) = ±(y ± rrf)2 ±xf. Then we distinguish the 
following cases:
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• If & > m — 1, then / is quasi boundary equivalent to the germ g = ±y2 ± x™. 
Note that g belongs to the class Consider the tangent space to the quasi
boundary orbit at g

TQBg = ±2y {yBo + arJ-'Bi} + xf^C.

Thus, mod TQBg: y2 = 0, and ’1 = 0. Therefore, the monomials

1 'f2 ,..m—2i, ^1, ^2) • • •) ^ y) y^ii' • • g^\

form a basis of the local algebra Q = Cxi y/TQBg

• If 2k > m > k1, then / can take the form / — ±y2 ± yx^ ± x™. Take the 
tangent space to the quasi boundary orbit at /

TQBj = \iikyx\-1 ± mx’l'-'lA + (±2y ± .t{) {yB + ■jfiC) .

Thus, we get the following relations mod TQBj\

±2y2 ± yx'i = 0,

±yx\ = ,

and
±kyx\~l ± = 0.

If we multiply the last equation by aq, we obtain

TkyXi ^ 'n^-r\ — 0.

Substitute yx* from the equation (2.11) in the equation (2.13) to get:

=F~xf ± mx™ = 0. (2.14)

The equation (2.14) yields that: xf = 0 and xlk ~ 0. Hence , yxk = 0 and y2 = 0. 
Now, if we substiute ±2A:^~1 = in the local algebra Q = CXlty/TBj, then

(2.10)

(2.11)

(2.12)

(2.13)
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the monomials:
1, xux\,..., xf-2, y, yxuyxl,..., yx^1

form a basis for Q.

• If m > 2/c + 1, then consider the tangent space to the orbit at
/ = ±(y ± a:J)2 ± x?

TQBf = [±2kxll~1(y =*= ^i) ± ± 2(?y ± x^) {yB + ajfC} .

Then, we obtain the following relations mod TQBf :

±2%.rp1 + 2kxf-1 ± = 0, (2.15)

y2±yxk;=0, (2.16)

and

V-4 = T:(;f. (2.17)

If we multiply the equation (2.15) by xi, we get:

±2kyxl± + 2kxlk ± mxm = 0. (2.18)

Substitute yx\ from the equation (2.17) in the equation (2.18), we see that xm =
0.

If we substitute y2 = and ±2kyx\~l = t2^2/c"1 =f nix”1-1 in the local
algebra Q = CXuy/TQBft then again the monomials:

1, xux2v ..., icj1-2,2/, yx^yxl,..., 2/^_1

form a basis for Q.

Thus the deformation H(xuy) = ±(v/ ± xJ{)2 ± xf + Ya'=q2 is
a mini versal deformation for the classes F^i.
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Remark: Notice that, the deformation H is quasi boundary equivalent to the 
deformation

k-l k-1 ?n~2

H = ±(y±x'i)2±2y^2^'4±2j2Mr4+k^'->:T + E,Xixi>-
j=0 j—o i-

k — 1 m—2
= My ± ± 2{y ± a,^) /Xjxl ± x™ + ^2 •

2-0 i=0

On the other hand, adding the terms A =
ft-i
V u ,U 
2=0

2

to H does not affect the

versality of H as Hence, we get the following alternative form of the versal
deformation of the classes Fk^m\

k-l m—2

G(xi, y) = ±(y dz x^ 4- ^ PjM)2 ± Xi x\.
2=o

The formulas of versal deformations listed in proposition 2.4.1 provide the explicit 
description of simple bifurcation diagrams and caustics.

Before we give the precise description, we introduce the following.

Definition 2.4.1 The image of the mapping

X £

(A, /i) £ Rm; m = &! + &2 — 3 A
\ M /

is called Morin stable mapping or generalized Whitney umbrella mapping. 

Example: The standard Whitney umbrella is the image of the mapping.
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/ x2 \
x2 4- Xx

\ A

Proposition 2.4.2 1. The hypersurface component of the bifurcation diagram for 
Bk series is a product of generalized swallow tail and a line. The second component 
is the maximal smooth submanifold passing through the vertex of the generalized 
swallow tail times a line. In particular, the bifurcation diagram of B2 in 
plane is a smooth curve and a distinguished point on it. The bifurcation diagram 
of B$ C M3 is a cuspidal cylinder and a line in it which is tangent to the ridge.

2. The caustic of singularity Bk is a union of cylinder over generalized swallow tail 
(with one-dimensional generator) and a smooth hypersurface having smooth (k — 
3)-dimensional intersection with the first component In particular, the B3 caustic 
is the union of two tangent lines, for B4 this is a seimicubic cylinder and a plane 
(the configuration is isomorphic to the discriminant of the standard C3 boundary 
singularity). See figures 2.1 and 2.2.

3. The caustic of Fkj singularity is a union of a cylinder over a generalized swal
low tail of type Ai and an image of Morin stable mapping (generalized Whitney 
umbrella) being the set of common zeros of two polynomials of degree l and k. 
In particular, the caustic of ^2,2 is the union of Whitney umbrella which is the 
second component, and a smooth tangent surface which is the caustic of the A2 

singularity. See figure 2.3.

k-l
Proof. Start with Bk singularity. Let F(xi,y,X) — ±£1 ± yk + Xiy1 be its

t=0
versal deformation. Clearly, the versal deformation with respect to quasi equivalence 
coincides with the versal deformation with respect to the standard right equivalence 
with an extra parameter A*_i. Thus, the first component of the bifurcation diagram 
is a product of generalized swallow tail and a line.

Explicitly, solve simultaneously the equations = ±2x = 0, = 0 and F — 3.
Thus, one of the stratum is parametrized by the mapping:
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Aq — i(/c — l)yk A22/2 + 2A3^3 + ••• + (/? — 2)A/c_i'<y/c 1 ^

A: = T^*-1 - 2X2y - 3A3'</2---------(/c - l)Aft_i'/“2

A2

Xk-2 J
On the other hand, the special case which we preserve via quasi equivalences 

occurs when the critical point lies on the boundary. Hence, we can again restrict 
ourselves to the zero level set of the function. Thus, to get this stratum, we have 
to consider an extra equation = 0. The union of these two strata (mind that 
they have different dimensions and the second stratum is a subset of the first one) 
form the required bifurcation diagram. Thus, the second stratum of the bifurcation 
diagram is obtained by restricting the mapping $ to y = 0. This gives the space 
A = {(0,0, A2; A3,..., A/s-i)}.

The critical points of the projection of the first stratum is given by the equation 
Hessian(F) — 0 or equivalently by the equation = 0. Thus, in our case, the 
critical points is given by the equation

Fk(k — l)yk 2 + 2A2 + 6A3'</ + * • • + (/c — l)(/c — 2)Xk-iyk~3 = 0

or equivalently, A2 = =pf- l)yk~2 - 3X3y---------|(/c - !)(& - 2)Xk-1yk~3.
Hence, the critical points of the projection are parametrized by the mapping:

y \
A2

i—>

^ A^_i )

V \
^ Ao = ±(k - 1)(1 - Ik)yk - X3y3 +---- h - 2)(3 - k)\k~iyk 1 ^

Ai = Fk(k — 2)yk 1 4- 3X^y2 4- • • • 4- (/? — 1)(A; — 3)A^_i^fc"2
A2 = 4=|/c(/c ~ l)yk~2 - 3X3y- - - - - - - - - £(& - l)(fc - 2)Xk-iyk~3

A3
V /

V Aft-i

This gives the ridge of the cylinder over the swallowtail which is clearly tangent
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to the space A.

The caustic of consist of two strata. The projection of the ridge along the Aq 
axis gives a generalized swallowtail times a line which is parametrized as follows:

9 :

i'-
'

CO
 

—

f—>

V Aft_i J

Ai = ±k(k — 2)yk~1 + 3A3f/2 H-------1- (A: — l)(k — S)Xk-iyk~2 ^
A2 = =F§A'(A' - l)yk~2 - 2X3y---------I(k - l)(k - 2)\k^1yk-3

A3

^k-l )

This is the first stratum of the caustic. The projection of the second stratum of 
the bifurcation diagram along Ao-axis gives the space A = {(0, A2,..., A^-i)}- the 
second stratum of the caustic.

In particular, consider B2 singularity. Let F(xi,y) A) = ±xj ±y2 P XqP Xiy be 
its versal deformation. Thus, one of the stratum of the bifurcation diagram is the 
parabola A0 — -pA2. For the other strata, we have to consider an extra equation 
y — 0. This gives the origin point in the parameter plane. The union of these 
two strata forms the required bifurcation diagram. Note that they have different 
dimensions 1 and 0 and the second component is a subset of the first one.

For the class B?J : Px\ ± v/3, consider the versal deformation F{xi) y, A) = ±;r2 =t 
y3 + Ao + Xiy + X2'y2' Again, the bifurcation diagram consists of two strata. First, we 
need to solve simultaneously the equations = ±2x = 0, = ±32/2+Ai+2A2£/ = 0
and F — 0. Hence, one of the stratum is the cuspidal cylinder which is parametrized 
by the mapping:

$ : (y, A2) !-> (A0 = P2y3 + X2ij2, Ai - ~ 2A2i/, A2).

The second stratum is obtained by substituting y = 0 in the previous mapping. 
This gives the A2 axis in the parameter space which is tangent to the ridge.

The critical points of the projection (the ridge of the cylinder) are parametrized
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by the mapping:

0 : (y, A2) ^ (A0 = Ai = iS?/2, A2 = t3?/).

This ridge is tangent to A2 axis. Recall that the total bifurcation diagram is 
cuspidal cylinder and a distinguished line in it. If we project this along Ao-axis then 
the axis A2 remains a straight line but the ridge of the cylinder gives a curved line 
(the parabola: Ai = E3y2, A2 = TSj/). Hence, the total caustic of J53 class is a union 
of two tangent lines. The general 3-dimensional sketch of the caustic is shown in the 
Figure 2.1.

We pass now to the class B* : ±x2 ± y4. Let F(xi,y, A) = ±x\ ± y4 + A0 + X\y + 
A2|/2 + A3?/3 be its miniversal deformation. Thus, the standard stratum is a cylinder 
over the standard swallowtail which is parametrized by the mapping:

(I> : (?/, A2, A3) i—» (Aq — i3?/4 + A2?/2 + 2A3y3, Ai = t4?/3 — 2A2?/ — 3A3?/2, A2, A3).

The second stratum is obtained by substituting y — 0 in the previous mapping. 
This gives the A2 — A3—plane in the parameter space which is tangent to the ridge.

The ridge of the cylinder is cuspidal cylinder which is parametrized by the map
ping:

$ : (z/j A3) i—> (Aq — -f3y4 — A3, Ai — ±8?/3 -f- 3A3?/2, A2 — Tb^/2 — 3A3?/).

If we project the ridge along Ao-axis then we get the cuspidal cylinder:

0 : (?/, A3) i-> (Ai - ±8y3 + 3A3y2, A2 = ^6?/ - 3A3?/).

The projection of the second stratum gives the plane Ai — 0. The general 3- 
dimensional sketch of the caustic is shown in Figure 2.2.

Consider Fk>m singularity. It is clear that is equivalent to the standard Am_1 
singularity with respect to the standard right equivalence . As its versal deformation 
takes the form: ±(y±xl[)2 ±x^F XXo2 ^xi + tlie first stratum of the
bifurcation diagram of F^m classes (and hence the first stratum of the caustic) is a
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product of a generalized swallowtail with Rk space.
Consider the alternative versal deformation of the form:

k—l m—2

F{xu y, A, /i) = ±(y ± arf + ± x™ + A^i.
i=0

Let A = ±.i:f + l-h'A and B = ±a;f* + Y!i=N>x\- Then, F(xuy,\,ii) = 
±(y + A)2 + B.

Thus, the second stratum of the caustics is given by the equations:

OF , . SA dB dF /
— = ±2(y + A)— + — = 0 , —= ±2(2/ + A) = 0 and »= 0.

These equations are equivalent to :

dB n j dF A n
—— = 0 and = A = 0. 
ox oy

Thus, the second stratum can be given as the image of the following mapping

F =
/ X\ G R \

Ai'h — • * * ifJ>k-2)
\ A1 = (A2, As, , A;_2) /

^ To — TXi ^

Aj = ^pnix™ 1 —
V*

\ X*

In fact, F is the Morin stable mapping (generalized Whitney umbrella).

In particular, consider the particular class. Consider its miniversal deforma
tion:

tS A) = x3 + y2 4- Aq + Aia; + \2y + ^sxy-

The solution of the equations ^ ~ ^ — F = 0 with respect to the four param
eters gives the first stratum of the bifurcation diagram:

{(A) : A0 = 2x1 +U2 A \3X1y, Ai - -3a;2 - A3?/, A2 = -2y - A3a;} . (2.19)
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Now, we have to calculate the critical values of the mapping:

IS ^s) t—* (2x'j + y2 + Asit'ijf/, —3x*2 — Xsy, —2y — A3X, A3).

The Jacobi matrix is

2y + Axe xy
-A3 -y
—2 —x
0 1

The critical points are determined by the condition rank(J) < 2. This is the 
same as having all its three order 2 minors equal to zero. Thus, the critical points 
are the set A3 — 12a; — 0. We can use A3 and y to parametrize the caustic. By setting

A2x — y|, the critical values are the set:

J =

uu, -r A3<y 

— 6.T 
— A3 

0

|(Ac, A,, A2, As) : Ao - 4^ + j/2 + ^y, A, - -Yz - Asj/, A2 - -2y - 4) .

Project this along Aq. Then, the first component of the caustic is a smooth 
surface:

|(Ai, A2, A3) : Aj — -~^2 — A3?/, A2 = —2y — .

To get the second stratum of the bifurcation diagram, set '// — 0 in the equation 
(2.19). This gives:

{(Aq, Ai, A2, A3) : Ao = 2a:3, Ai = —3a;2, A2 — —Asa;} .

Thus, the second stratum of the caustic is Whitney Umbrella parametrized as 
follows:

{(Ai, A2, As) : Ai — —3rr2, A2 = —Asa.'} .

The smooth surface (the first components) is tangent to Whitney Umbrella along 
a smooth curved line parametrized by Ai = and A2 = where A3 e M.

The general sketch of F2)3 caustics is shown in Figure2.3. I
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Figure 2.1: The bifurcation diagram and caustics of B

Figure 2.2: The caustics of

Ai

Figure 2.3: The caustics of F23



Chapter 3

Quasi corner singularites

3.1 The classification of simple classes

In this chapter the coordinates are as follows: Rn = {w = (x,y,z) : x^y £ R, z = 
(ziy..., zn-2) G Mn“2}. We consider germs of (7°° -smooth functions f : (Mn, 0) —> R 
of the form f = f-2 + f* where /2 is a quadratic form in w and f* £ equipped 
with the comer Fc — {xy — 0}.

Recall that the quasi corner tangent space to an admissible deformation ft at the 
origin takes the form

for arbitrary function germs hi} A:,: £ Cw.

If the function germs base point is at a regular point of the cross Fc outside 
the intersection of the components, then the quasi corner equivalence coincides with 
quasi boundary equivalence . Hence, the simple quasi corner classes in this case are 
the simple quasi boundary classes: FkiTn : ±(y ± x^)2 ± v™, 1 < k < m. Mind that
the classes Bm are included in Fk>m as

The remaining case of the function germ having a critical base point at the

66
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intersection of the components is the main subject of the present chapter.

We now specialise properties of quasi border equivalence for the case of quasi 
corner singularities in the new coordinates.

Denote by f*(z) = f\x=y=0, the restriction of function / to the 2 coordinates 
subspace. Denote by r* the rank of the second differential dlf * at the origin and set 
c — n —2 — r*.

Lemma 3.1.1 (Stabilization) The function germ f(x, y, z) is quasi corner equivalent
r*

to Y) ±zf + g(Xy y>z), where £ Mc and g* E A4f. For quasi corner equivalent germs
i=l

f, the respective reduced germs g are quasi comer equivalent.

Lemma 3.1.2 There is a non-negative integer s < r — r* such that the function 

germ f (x, y, z) is quasi corner equivalent to Y + / fe y> z)f where z G Mc“s and
~ i=l
f is a sum of a function germ from AA% y % and a quadratic form in x and y only. 
For quasi corner equivalent f germs, the respective reduced germs f are quasi corner 
equivalent.

Lemmas 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 imply the following preliminary classification result.

Lemma 3.1.3 Let k — n — r be the corank of the second differential d%f at the 
origin.

n—2
1. If k — 0, then f is quasi corner equivalent to ±a:2 =Ly2 Y

i—1

71—2

2. If k = 1, then f is quasi corner equivalent to either + f(x,y) with
7 = 1

n—2

rank dlf(x,y)) - 1 or to I](±2:.2 ) + /Od y, zi) ± ± y2 with f(x, y,Zi) G
i=2

A43'/Vlx,yizi *

3. If k > 2, then f is non-simple.
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Proof. If & = 0, then n — r. Lemma 3.1.2 yields that there is a non-negative 
number s such that s < r — r* = n — r*. Consider all possible choices for s. If 
s = u ~ t* or s — n — r* then c — s = —2 or c — s = -1, respectively. So these 
choices are not acceptable. Next, if s = n - r* - 2, then c - 5 = 0. Hence / is 
quasi corner equivalent to the germ F = ±zf + Mx> V) + f(x> V) where f2 is a 
non-degenerate quadratic form and f G A4'i y. By quasi fixed equivalence, the germ
— n—2
F is quasi corner equivalent to the simple germ: ±x2 ± y2 + J2 ±zf.

i=i
Let k = n — r ~ 1. Then, the total rank r — n — 1. Thus, there is s such that s < 

r—r* = n—l—r*. Take a1 — n—l—r*. Then c—s — n—2—r*—n+l+r* = —1. So this 
choice is not possible. Take s = n-2-r*. Then c-s = n-2-r*-n+2-Pr* = 0. So f

n—2

is quasi corner equivalent to y). Note that the total rank r — n—1 and
i—l

n—2

the rank of is n — 2. Hence rank dg/fa;, y) = 1. Take s = n — 3 — r*. Then,
i=i

n—3
c — $ — 1. Thus, / is quasi corner equivalent to ^(±2?) T fi(x, y, zn^2) + y)

i—l
where /1 G Ai% y Zn_2 and f2 is a quadratic form in x,y. Note that the rank of
n—3
^2(±zf) is n — 3. This means that rank dlf2(x,y) is 2. Hence, f2 can be reduced
Z = 1
to Tx2 ± y2.

Consider s — n — 4 — r*. Then c — 6’ = 2 and / is quasi corner equivalent to
n—4

+ fi(xf P> Zn-St Zn-2) + f2(x,y) where /1 G MltytZn_2. Note again that the
i—l

?i—4

rank of is n ~ 4. Hence rank dlf2(x,y) is 3. However, this is not true as
i—l

rank dlf2(x,y) < 2. This is not possible either.

Finally, let k > 2. Then, Lemma 3.1.2 and similar argument as above shows that 
the function germ / is quasi corner equivalent to one of the following germs:

!• Ya^+i + f2(%iy) + f(zi,z2,.. .,zk>x,y) , where f2 is a non-degenerate 
quadratic form and / G MguZ2t.,mtZktXty or

2- ESf ±Zi+f2{x, y)Tf{z1,z2>... , Zk-1,%, y) , where f2 is a degenerate quadratic
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form of rank one and / E A4zl)Z2^Zk_1)X)y or.

3- Td^k-i ±zf + f(zuZ2,..., Zk-2> x, y) , where / E MZuZ^..)Zk_2iX,y 

These reduced germs are non-simple by the following Lemma. I

Lemma 3.1.4 The function germs of the form:

1. F1(xiyiz) = Tfi-Li ±zi + /0*i> 22, • • •, 2fc_2, x, y) , where f E MZl>Z2,...>Zk_2tXty

2. F2(x, y, z) = ±zf + f2(xt y) + J(zu 25a,..., Zu-uX, y) , where f2 is a de
generate quadratic form of rank one and f E MZliZ2....zk-i^y

3. F3(x, y, z) = Yll^k+i ±zf + fifa, y) + J{zi,z2,..., zk,x, y) , where f2 is a non
degenerate quadratic form and f E A4zliZ2.....Zkix,y

are non simple, if k> 2.

Proof Consider the germ Fi. Then, the tangent space to the orbit at / takes the 
form:

TQCr
k—2
E

1
df

df . a/ f df n df njr-Ai A— {xB! A ~~B2 A 
ozi ox ox oy

+ ^ + 9da+94Cs}-

The cubic terms in TQCj are obtained from X^=i2 ffrA (^4* = UqX + boy A 
QiZi) , %xBi and j^yCi (aoybo,ai, B1}Ci E R) which form a subspace of 

dimension k(k — 2) + 2. This dimension is less than the M ~ ——--^^^-the dimension 
of all homogeneous quadraic term terms in Zi, x and y.

The function germ F2 can be written in the form F2(x, y, z) = :t2±^±
{ax + by)2 + f{z1,z3,z/,--,, :'c, y). Thus, the germ i'2 is adjacent to the germ
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F2(x, 6zk~i-\-y, z) = ±zfp(ax 4- 6(^-1 + 2/))2+/Ui, ^2,.. •, zk_ux, y) for suf
ficiently small 5. Stabilization Lemma 3.1.1 yields that ^(a;, 5zk-i +2/, z) is quasi cor
ner equivalent to the germ F^x, y, z) = ±zi + /(^ij ^2, • • • > Zk-2, x, y) where
/ ^ M\UZ2...Zk_^Xiy' The germ Fx is non-simple.

Similarly, the function germ can be written in the form F3 = Y^i=k+\ ^
x2±.y23-f {zx, 22> • ■ ■ > Zki a;,2/). The germ F3 is adjacent to the germ F^Sz^Px^ y, z) — 
T,?=k+i :^zi^z{Sz}tPx)2Py2Pf(zi, Z2, ■ • > zk) x, y) for sufficiently small 5. Stabilization 
Lemma shows that Fs(dZkPXi ytz) is quasi corner equivalent to the germ F2(x, y, z) = 
Y^i=k y)Pf(zu ^2) • • •, Zk-uX, y)> where /2 is a degenerate quadratic form
of rank 1 and / e . The germ F2 is non-simple.

I

Lemma 3.1.5 1. Let the function germ f(xt y) with a critical point at the origin
has the quadratic form f2 of rank 1. Then f is quasi corner equivalent to either 
P{xPy)2 Ptpi^y) or up to permutation ofx andy to Px2 P xgi(y) P y2(y) where 
tp, g2 G and gx G M2y .

2. The germ Px2 Py2 P f(x,y,Zi) which is described in Lemma (3.1.3) is quasi 
corner equivalent to the germ Px2Py2pxhi{zi)pyh2{zi)ph2,{zi) with hX}h2 G 

M2Zl ,h3 G M3Z1 and f G Ml^zi.

Proof. 1) By an appropriate scaling of the coordinates we can reduce the quadratic 
part to either ±(a? P y)2 or Px2 (permuting if needed x and y). We treat the two 
cases separately.

i. Consider a deformation

H{x) y, X) ^ P(x P y)2 P ip(x} y) P A

of functions in x with parameters y and A. We shall prove that these deformations 
for any tp are quasi corner equivalent. Take a homotopy Ht(xi y} A) — P(x ± y)2 P 
t<p(x, y) P A between H(x, y, A) and H0(xy y, A) = {x ± y)2 P A, we prove that Ht are 
all quasi corner equivalent as deformations.
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For Ht(x, y, A) = ±(x±y)2 y) + A we seek 0t such that HtoOt = Ho with a
family of admissible diffeomorphisms 9t : (a*, y, A) i—(x(x, y, A, t),y(y, A, t),/\(y, A, it)).

Th homological equation takes the form

, , 9Ht dHt f
-¥>(*. ») = -ftr = -jsr-p

dH* a u

for smooth functions a,6, c,a*^b*, c* and A.

We want solve the previous equation for given (p(x,y,). Note that y depends on 
parametres y and A only. Thus, we should set b* = e* = 0 and mind that a* G C^a- 
Now and try to find a, 6, a*, c and A where A — Therefore, it is sufficient to solve:

-<p(x,y) =

+

[±2(.-c ± J/) +1^] ha + [±2(a; ±y)++ [±2(® ± y) + i^lc|

[±2(a-±y) + i^]{ya*} + A. (*)

We shall use Malgrange preparation theorem. Let P = CX)yt\tt and consider the 
mapping

G : (x,y, A, t) ^ (#i, £2, £3, p4, Ps)
([±2(x ± y) + [±2(x‘ ± it/) + i^].[±2(a; ± y) + t—], A,t,j/)

Let / be the ideal generated by components of the mapping G. That is IF — 
ffihi T 92^2 T A/13 T t/14 T j/hs for some hi, /i2) hs, /14, h.5 G P. It follows that Ff /P — 
{0:1 + rra^} or equivalently P//P — {oq + (2(x Hy) t^)a2} with aq ,a'2 G M. 

Thus by Malgrange preparation theorem we get P = Cg{1, #}. So for any P G P
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we have

P = l'Pi{giig2iKtiy) + [±2(x±y) + t^~].P2(9u92i\t1y)

= 9iA(9u 92j + g2B(gu g2i \,t,y) + Cfatty) + 9iA(gu g2, X,t,y)x
+ 92&(9u 92, A, y)x + 2/[±2(a: ± y) 4- ^]C(A, t} y) + [±2(x- ± y) + A)

= giA -p 92IS + C(A, t,2/) + 2/[±2(re ± y) 4- ^■^]C'(A, t, y) 4- [±2(a: ± 2/) 4- A)

If we replace ip in (*) by P, then the homological equation becomes solvable by 
taking a~A:b = B,\ — Cya* — C and c — 0. Note here that ip 6 A4^,y does not 
depend on t and A. So we can assume that P(t, A) = 0.

Thus we have shown that Ht is quasi corner equivalent to Hq .

The restriction of 9i to the subspace A = 0 provides a quasi corner equivalence 
of Hi with the family H0 + A(y) for some function A.

ii. The proof of the second claim is similar to the previous argument. Consider 
the deformations F0 — ±x2 + Ai£ -H A2 and F = ±x2 p(x,y) + XiX P X2 which 
depend on three parameters Ai, A2 and y, but x is considered as a variable.

We take the family of deformations Ft = F0 P tip(x, y) with t G [0,1] and show 
that all Ft are quasi corner equivalent as deformations.

Thus, we consider Ft o 0L = F0 with

'■ Ai, A2, t) i > {N(x, y, Ai, A2, i), Y{y>XiiX2,t)> Ai(i/, Ai, A2, t), A2('^, Ai, A2, t)).

We solve the homological equation

dFt , . dFtr dFtL 0Ft ^ dFtf * dFt„ dFt ^ • .
Qf — -^y-c}4-+-^-6 +}+ xAi + A2,dx dx dy dy dx ~ ’ dy

where Ai = i = 1,2 and a, b, c, a*, 6* and c* are smooth functions. We want to

solve the previous equation for given <p(x, y). Thus, we set b — c = b* = a* = c* — 0 
and try to solve = (±2x + t$£p Ai){a;a} 4- xXi P A2.
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Let P = Consider the mapping

r\

G : (re, y, Ai, A2, t) i—> (±2a: ++ Ai)a;, Ai, A2, y, t).

Then P//P = Cx/{x2} = {tti + cv2x} with cui, cv2 € E. Thus by Malgrange 
preparation theorem we get for any P eP

P - l.M0i>Ai,A2)2/,£) + ff/i2(0i,Ai,A2,2/,t)

= Ai, A2, y, t) + /i2(Ai, A2, y, t) + xh^Xi, A2> y, t),

where ^ — (±2x + + X^x.

Thus, the previous homological equation is solvable by replacing tp by P and 
taking a — hi, A2 = h2 and Ai = /i3.

The restriction of Oi to the subspace Ai = A2 ^ 0 provides a quasi corner equiv
alence of Hi with the family ±x2 + xAi(y) -I- A2(y) for some functions Ai and A2.

2) Take the deformations Fi = ±x2 ± y2 + Qs(x,y,Zi) + #Ai + yX2 + A3 and 
F0 — Ex2 Ey2 + a;Ai E yX2 E Xs , where x and y are considered as variables but

Ai, A2 and A3 as parameters.

Construct the homotopy Ft = Ex2 E y2 + tQ3(x, y, Zi) E xX1 E yX2 E A3 joining 
Fq and F\, with t G [0,1], We shall prove that all Ft are quasi corner equivalent. Let 
A — (Ai, A2, A3).

Let us consider Ft o 6t = F0 where 0t are admissible and takes the form

6t : (x,y,zuX,t) X(x, y, zu A, t), Y(x, y, zhX, t), Z(zu X,t),

Ai(zi, A, t), A2(zi, A, t), A3(zi, A, t).

We need now to solve the homological equation

7}
dFt f .dFtn, dFt , , dFt r....# , dFt of , dFt n . OF-Q^il,Zl) = —{xa+^ Qv 9!/{'j/ti'+s^/5'+sF7'}+ferj4+xAi+A2j,+A3’

where A^ = &jE., z ^ 1, 2,3.
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Let IP = CXiyjZux,t and take the mapping:

G : (x, y) Zi, A, t) i—> ((±2a; 4- 4- \i)x, (±2t/ + 4- ^2)y, ^i, A, t).

G : (x} y, Zi) A, t) > ^(±2;i; + + Ai):<;, (±2^/ + t~~ + \2)y> A, t

(±2x + t-jQ + Ai)(±2t/ + + A2)^ •

Thus IP//IP = CXjy/{x2,y2} = y}. Here I is the ideal generated by the
components of the mapping G.

Hence, according to Malgrange preparation theorem we get IP = CG?{l,a:, j/}. 
Thus for P £ P

P = Hi(guy2,zu\)t) + xH2(gug2izi,\,t))+yH3{yx,g2iZi,Kt)

~ yiPi{yi>y2') zi, A, t) + y2>zu A, i) + xH^{z\) A, t) +

T A, T gsHfi^gi, g2) z^ A, t) + H^{zi^ A),

where = (±2x- + + Ai)a; , g2 = (±2Yy + + A2)'i/ and - (±2x + +
Ai)(±2j/ + + A2).

Therefore, the homological equation is solvable by setting a: = Hi, (T = jH2, Ai — 
H3, A2 H4, \3 — H5 — 'y = 'yl = A = {) and f3' = He.

The restriction of 9\ to the subspace Ai = A2 — A3 — 0 provides a quasi corner 
equivalence of Hi with the family ±x2 ± y2 + aiAif^i) + yA2(zi) + A3(^i) for some 
functions Ai, A2 and A3.

Theorem 3.1.6 Let f : (M.n,0) —> R 6e a simple germ with respect to the quasi 
corner equivalence. Then the following is true:
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• If /2 is a non-degenerate form, then f is quasi corner equivalent to the Morse
n—2

function B2 : ±x2 ±y2 + ±z2.

• If f2 is a degenerate form of corank 1 then f is stably quasi corner equivalent 
to one of the following simple classes:

1. Bm- ±(tf ± y)2 dt yn\ m>3, m + 1;

2. Tk^x : ±(x ± yk)2 ± ym, m> k>2 , /c + m;

3. 'Hm>ntk ’■ ifx1 ± z™)2 ± (y/ ± Zi)2 db zi, where k> n> m, > 2 m 3- u + k — 1.

The orbit codimension in the space of germs is shown in the right column.

Remark: Any germ / with corank of f2 being greater or equal 2 is non-simple. 
Any germ of corank 1 either is simple (and hence is quasi corner equivalent to one 
of the germs stated in the theorem) or belongs to a subset of infinite codimenesion 
in the space of all germs.

Proof of Theorem 3.1.6.

Lemma 3.1.4 implies that we need to consider germs of the forms stated in Lemma 
3.1.5 to classify possible simple classes. So start with function germ of the form:

= ±(£ dr y)2 4- (p(y) with <p(y) G Assume that <p(y) = akyk 3- <p(y), 
where 7^ 0 and Ip{y) E A/fy+1. Let Hofa^y) = dt(x Py)2 + akyk- Consider the 
tangent space of the quasi corner orbit at H0.

TQCHo = ±2(x ± y) {sAq + yAi} + [db2(a: dr y/) + kakyk 1] {yB0 + xB-i} 

We have mod TQCh0
db(a; ± y)y = 0.

Also,
±2(x dr y)y + kak'yk = 0.

(3.1)

(3.2)

Multiply the equation (3.2) by y/ to obtain
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±2(x ± y)y + kakyk = 0. (3.3)

If we substitute (3.1) in (3.3) then we get yk = 0. This yields the existence of 
solutions of the equations for any term y* — bsys with s>h. In particular, one can 
find solution for g* by setting Aq — Bi = Q and A\ = — —^ys~k- Assign
weights wx ~ wy = Then, g* has quasi degree d(g*) = |. Note if 5 > A: then 
Ai, Bq £ My. The germ <[> — sbsysBo has quasi degree greater than d{g*) when 
s > k. Hence, by Lemma (1.3.5), we conclude that H is quasi corner equivalent to 
the germ Hq. Note that there are solutions for the term g* — (ikyk. Hence the class 
is simple. Rescaling ak to ±1 we get the classes Bm : ±(a? ± y)2 ± y™ with m>3.

Now consider the germ of the form

T\(ir, y) = ±x2 + xipM + (p2{y), (3.4)

where ipi G M2j and c^2 € M\. Let ^(y) = akyk + ipi(y) with ak ^ 0, /c > 2, (pi G 

Mk+l. Let <p2{y) - bmym + (p2^y) with bm ± 0, rn >3,(p2e M™+1.

We distinguish the following cases:

1. If k > rn — 1 then the germ iq is quasi corner equivalent to the germ Go = 
Ex2 ± y m. To prove this claim, consider the tangent space to the quasi corner orbit 
at To = dzx2 + bmym which takes the form:

TQCFo = ±2x {xA‘ + ym-lC) + [yA* + xS\.

For any term g* = esxys with s > k} set A* — A,' = B — 0 and take C —
g-m+l

2 y
For any term — dsys with s > m, set A* = C ■= B = 0 and take A* = ~jj~ys-m- 

Note that A* G My when s > m.

Assign weights wx ~ | and wy = Then, gl has quasi degree d(g*) = | 
Moreover, the germ

'5i = e.y’iy^C + sesxys-lC) = (e,y3+m-' + se2sxy2a~l)C,
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where C is as above, has quasi degree greater than d(g'i).

Similarly, g% has quasi degree ^ and the germ

$2 = sdstf~l(yA:,:) - sday*A*,

where A* is as above, has quasi degree greater than d(p|).

Thus, Lemma 1.3.5 shows that F\ is quasi corner equivalent to the germ To = 
Ex2 + bmym. Moreover, Fq is simple as there are solutions for the term bmym. 
Normalize bm to ±1 to get the equivalent germ G0 — Ex2 ± j/m, m > 3. Note that 
the germ Gq is quasi corner equivalent to the germ Ex2 ± 2xym~1 dh y2^-1) ^ ym — 
±(a; ± ± y™,

2. If m > k + 1 and ^a2 + 46m 7^ 0 when m — 2k, then Fi is quasi corner 
equivalent to the germ G0 = Ex2 ± xyk ± yrn. To prove this claim consider the 
tangent space to the quasi corner orbit at To = ±3;2 + akxyk T bmym.

TQCFo — (E2x + akyk) {arA* + ykB} + {kakxijk 1 + mbmym 1) {■yA,: + xB^ .

We have mod TQGf0'
E2x2 + akxyk = 0, (3.5)

xyk = (3.6)

and
kakxyk + mbmym = 0. (3.7)

If we substitute xyk from the equation (3.6) in the equation (3.7), we get:

E^Y-y2k E mbmym = 0. (3.8)

The last relation yields that y2k = 0 and ym = 0. Hence : xyk = 
This implies the existence for solutions for any term of the form 
s > k and g% — diy1 with l > m.

0 and x2 = 0. 
— esxys with
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In particular, one can set A* = 13 — 0 and take A* and B such that:

9i 92 ~ (=k2o;y/c 4- (iky2k)B + (kakxyk + mbrnym)Ai' 

or, equivalently

9* + <?2 = x[±2ykB + kakykA*] + [aky2kB + mbmymA*].

Assume that 2k > m (similar argument holds when 2k < m).

Thus, the solution for any term y* can be found by setting A* — B = 0 and 
taking A* and B such that

A* =
mbr ■y B,

and

B = esys k

±2-
kal v2k—m
mbm **

Similarly, one can find solutions for any term by setting A* — B = 0 and 
taking A* and B such that

and

A' = ^B,

h>(lk

B = diy1 m
+ aky2k~m ‘

Now assign weights wx — | and wy = ^r. Then the germ g* has quasi degree 
d(0i) = ! + The germ

= esys[ykB + esys] + sesXy^^yA*] 

has quasi degree greater than d(g*) when s > k.
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On the other hand, g% has d(g'' ) — The quasi degree of germ

$2 = ldiyl 1[yA*],

is greater than d(gl) for l > m.

Lemma 1.3.5 shows that Fi is quasi corner equivalent to F0. If we normalize 
and bm to ±1 then we get the equivalent germ Go — Ex2 ± xyk ± ym. Note that the 
germ G0 is quasi corner equivalent to the germ ±x2E2xyk±y2k±yTn — T(x3zyk)2±ym.

Note that if m — 2k then similar calculations show that Fi is quasi corner equiw 
alent to the germ Go = Ex2 ± xyk.

3. Ifm>/u + l,m = 2k and + 46m = 0, then the function germ Fi takes 
the form:

F^x, y) = ±0 ± ^akyk)2 + x<pi{y) + ^{y),

where Lpi £ Mk+1 and € M2k+1. Similar argument to proof of the first 
statement of Lemma (3.1.5) ( or using Lemma 1.3.5) shows that F\ is quasi corner 
equivalent to the germ F = E(x ± yk)2 + (f>(y), where (j) ^ M.2k+l-

Let (j) — asys + h(y) where as Q,s > 2k + l and h £ A42k+2. Then, again 
similar argument to proof of the first statement in the present theorem proves that 
F is quasi comer equivalent to the germ E(x Eyk)2 ± ys.

Finally, consider the function germ Fi = Ex2 E y2 + xhi(zi) E yli2(zi) E 
Let

F\ — Ex2 Ey2 E amxz™ E x(pi{z{) + bnyz™ E 2/^2(^i) E CkZk + ^(^i),

with am ^ 0,m > 2,6n 7^ 0,n > 2, c/; 7^ 0 and k > 3. Suppose that n > m (Up to 
the permutation of x and y, if needed) . Then, we distinguish the following cases:

1) If m,n > k ~ 1 , 7Z,m > 2 and /c > 3, then, Fi is quasi corner equivalent to 
the germ Go = Ex2 E y2 E zk. To see this, consider the tangent space to the quasi 
corner orbit F0 = Ex2 Ey2 E ckzk.
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TQCFo = ±x {xA + yB} ± 2y + xB^ + kckz\ lC.

Then, one can find solutions for any term y\ = aixz[ with l > m, by setting:

j4 = S = J4 = B = 0 and C = ^-xzl{-k+1.
kck

Similarly, one can find solutions for any term cfe — {3syzf with s > n, by setting:

A = B = 2= S = 0andC = p-yzl~k+1.
KCk

Also, for any term — ,yvz\ with p > A:, one can set:

A = JB = J4 = JB = 0andC, = ^-^~k+1.
hck

Assign weights wx = Wy — \ adn wzi = Then, d(g\) — | + ^ and the germ
= IoliXZ^C has quasi degree greater than d{y\). Similarly, — 2 t an(^ ^•Le 

germ 02 = sj3syzsClC has quasi degree greater than d(yl). For (/3, we have d{gl) — | 
and C G M?Z1. The germ 03 — p^pz^~lC has quasi degree greater than d(gl).

Thus by lemma 1.3.5, we see that F\ is quasi comer equivalent to the germ F0. 
Rescaling ck to ±1, we get the classes Ex'2 Ey2 Ezk which has an alternative form 
E(x E zf-1)2 E(y E zf-1)2 E zf.

2) li k > m E 1, n > k — 1 and =Fa2x + 4c* ^ 0 when 2m = k, then the function 
germ Fi is quasi corner equivalent to the germ Go = Ex2 E y2 E xz™ E zk. To see 
this, consider the tangent space at Fq = Ex2 =t y2 E amxz™ E ckzk.

TQCFo — (i2rc + Q/mZ™) T (A2.t + o,mZil)Ai + ^A2}

E2y {yB0 E (±2a; 4- amz^)B1 + yB2} + (mamXZ™^1 + kCkZ^Ci.

Assign weights wx — rwy = | and wzi = For any term of the form g* — dixz[ 
with l > m, there are solutions for the homological equation with respect to Fq by 
setting A2 = j30 = i?i — i?2 = 0 and taking Aq, Ai and C\ such that
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±^40 + 2Ax = 0, kckZi 1C1 + a™z2mAi = 0, A = diz^ m+1,

where
A timZ^Ao i 4:(xmz-[Ai niUin%C\.

Note that A0, A1} C\ 6 A4Xty}Zl. Now we have the germ

0i ~ diz[[xAo + {±2x + (imzli')Ai + + (3z2x + (imz™')[diz[Ai\ 4- ldiXz^~^Ci,

For any term of the form g% = esyzf with s > k — 1, there are solutions for the 
homological equation with respect to Fq by setting A2 = B0 — Bi = Bz = 0 and 
taking A0, A1 and Ci such that

timZiAo =t AtimZiAi -f- 'ffi(imC\ — 0, ivlo "F 2A\ — 0, C\ = -—k+i.
KCh

Note that gl belongs to TQCp0 up to higher quasi degree term. That is g% = 
amzim+ kCkZi^Ci. Also, note that and A0iA1)Ci G Now we have the
germ $2 = sesZ^Cj.

Finally for any term y^ = eiz\ for i > k then set A2 = B0 — Bi = B2 = 0 and 
take Aq, A[ and C'i such that such that

'niamGi ± 4Ai + QjmziAQ — 0, ±2Aq + A\ — 0, C\ = /£+1-
kck

Note here also that A0, A], CiMy^. Now we have the germ $3 = ieiZlflCi.

Comparing the quasi degree of 0i, $2 and 0s with the quasi degree of c/^, yl and 
#3, respectively we conclude that F is quasi corner equivalent to the germ Fq which 
can be written in the form ±(x ± z™)2 ± {y ± z^1)2 ± after rescaling am and ck 
to ±1.

3) If A; = 2m , n> k — 1 (so n > 2m — 1) and + 4cft = 0, then F[ takes the 
form

Fi = ±y2 ± (xFaz™)2 + + bnyz* + ^2(^1) +

where a = ±\am, (pi G M™+1,(p2 G M^1 and y>3 G M^+1. Let ^3(^1) = eszf +
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$>3(21) where s > 2m 4- 1 and (p3 G Ms+1. Consider the germ F0 — ±y2 ± (x + 
az™)2 4- bnyzi + esz*. Then the quasi corner tangent space to the orbit at F0 takes 
the form:

TQCp0 — ±2(;t: 4" (iz™){xAo 4“ [Hh2(y; T ciz^jAi + (rb2'i(/ 4- bnz^)A2y 

+ (±2y + bnz?){yB0 + [±2(x + + (±2y + bnz\l)B2}

+ [±2amz™~~1(x + az™) 4- nbnyz^1 + ses^-1]^!.

Set A2 — Bi — 0 and consider the subspace

(p = x2(E2A0 4- 4y4i) + xz™ 1[8a2ij4i ± 2^iy40 ± 2a??iCfi] 

+ y2(±2BQ + 4^2) + 2/^i_1[?i6nCi ± 4bnZiB2 ± ^i50]

+ [^z2mAx + b2nz2nB2 +

Then any term of the form pj — dixz[ with l > m can be obtained from the 
subspace cb by setting:

A) = T2A Bo - =f252j Ci = —z^^n

Ai = -[b^zl11 2m1
a

_2n—2m

256s „s—2m] 
Z-t

'll
B, diZ{l—m

l-A =pr. 1
4am

where A = b2zfx 2m ^zl 2m. Note that if l > m, then A0, Ai}B0i B2 e M 
and Ci € M2. Now the respective germ takes the form:

Zi

tjq ~ (T’-Aq T 2:{Ai] 4" 4" az^^ZiAi 4" ldixz± ^Ci.

Similar argument can be carried out for any term of the form fj2 = ai-yz^ where 
k > 'll or of the form = pkZj where k > s. Comparing the quasi degrees of the 
germs y- and the respective germs <I\;, i = 1,2,3 with respect to weights wx =wy = ^ 
and wZl = 2P7 we conclude that the germ Fi is quasi corner equivalent to the 
germ F = ±y2 ± (x ± z™)2 ± yz™ ± z*. Note that F can be written in the form
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±(a; ± z™)2 ± (2/ ± Zi)2 ± z*.

4) If /c > 72 + 1 > m + 1 and ^ 4- Ac* 7^ 0 when 2m = 2n = k, then,

the germ Fi is quasi corner equivalent to the germ F0 — Fx2 d= y2 ± xz'C ± yz™ ±
To prove this claim, consider the tangent space to the quasi corner orbit at Fq — 
±x2 ±y2 F amxz™ + bnyz™ + c^f.

TQCFq — (±2x + amz™){xA0 + (±2x + amz™)Ai + (±2t/ +

T {E2y + bn2”)+ (3z2x + T (±2?/ + bn2™)i?2}
+ (ma^nX'^J71-1 4- nbnxz1̂ 1 4-

Set ^42 = -£?i = 0 and consider the subspace

O ~ x [42ylo 4" 4j4i] 4~ xz™ ^\(imZiAQ 4 4:<imZ\Ai F n2(im(7i]

4-2/2[±2i?o + 4^] + 2/^r 1\bn.Z’iBQ ± 4bnZiB2 + nbnCi]

F[kCkZi 1C1 4- q^z^Ai F b^lzfnB2]

Thus,the term gl = esxzf is obtained from Q by choosing A0, Ai, Bo} B2 and Ci 
which satisfy the following relations:

A0 = f^Ai, Bq = 42-02, Ci “ —%iB2,n

"F 72 z^B2 4 a^z^Ai 4 bliZinB2 — 0,

and
±2amA1 4 —02 = esz{~m. n

Note that if 5 > m then A0l Al7 B0, B2 € MZ1 and Ci G Ml .

Assign weights wx — wy = | and wZl — p Then the respective germ takes the 
form

Ti — sesxz^ 1C1 4 es^^[xAo 4 (42x 4 dmZ^^Ai] 4 (42x 4 cimz^l)eszfAi.
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By similar argument we can show that any term of the form = diyz\ is obtained 
from H.

Finally, let — esz\ where s>k. Choose Aq,Ai>Bq)B2 and C\ such that

Ar
ip2 777

=F2.Ai, Bo = =p2-B2 ,Ci = —Z1B2, A\ — —B2
n n

and
2kck ma

eszt = [T—zi + -^ztm + b2nzfn}B2n n
Note that if s > m then Ao)AitB0)B2 € MZl and Ci G A4^. The respective 

germ takes the form

$3 = seazZ 1Ci.

Comparing the quasi degrees d(ch) with d(g-), i = 1,2,3, we conclude that Fi is 
quasi corner equivalent to the germ F0 = Fx2 ± y2 ± xz"1 ± yz™ ± z± which can be 
written in an alternative form as d=(x‘ ± z”1)2 db (v/ ± z™)2 ± z^.

5) If 2m = 2n = k and ^ _p kCk — o; then, the function germ Fi can
be written as

Fi = ±(x ± ^z?)2 ±(x± + + m(zi) + ^(zi),

where ipi,<p2 G A4™+1 and <p3 G M2™+1. Let am — bm = and consider 
F0 = ±(.:/; + zf1)2 ± (rr^nZ'f1)2. Then the tangent space at F0 takes the form

TQCp0 — ±2(:r T dmZ™) dr 2(x + amz™)Ai ± 2(y + bmz™)A2^ 

± 2(y + bmz™) {‘ijBo ± 2(x + ± 2(y + 6m^)jB2}

+ [±2maTn^“1 (a: + am^jm) ± 2m6m2:[n_1 (y + bmz™)]C.

There are 6 relations mod TQCp0:

x2 + amxz^ = 0, xz? + amzjm = 0, y2 + bmyz? = 0, yz? + bmz2m = 0,
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(x+OmZ^iyAbmzT) ^ 0 and [±2mamz™ 1(x+amz™)±2rtibmz™ '(y+bmZ™)] ~ 0.

These relations yield that CXiytZl/TQCF(i ^ M {1, This means that
there are solutions for any term of the form — esxzl or of the form y^ = diyz1 
where s,l > m (some terms belong to TQCf0 up to terms of higher quasi degree).

In particular, consider (similar argument holds for the any term g$) and take 
Aq,Ai such that

4am21mJ4x + = ^(±2^0 + 4Ai) 4- 2Q,myz™(3zAo + 4j4j) + AamZ^Ai — 4amZimAi.

Thus we need to set A0 = and Ax = T^A0. Note that gf € TQCFo up
to the term 4dn)4fr'Vli of higher quasi degree. Also note that Aq} Ai G A4Zl when 
s > m.

Assign weights wx = wy — \ and wZl = Then y{ has quasi degree d(g*) = 
2 2n7’ Consider the germ

<I>i = eszl[xA0 + e3zfAi] ± 2(x + a^)[es^Ai].

Comparing the quasi degree d(<I>) of the respective germs with d(g*)t we conclude 
that Fi is quasi corner equivalent to a germ of the form Fi — ±(x ± z™)2 ± (y ± 
z?)2 + Ip{zi) where (p G A42m+1.

Let (p = csz\ + <i>{z\) where a > 2m 4- 1 and (j) G M8^1. Consider the germ 
Fq = ±(rc ± z™)2 ± (y E z™}2 Fc3Zi. Then

TQCh = ±2(x±z?){xA0±2(x±zr)A1±2(y±zr)A2}

± 2(2/ ± z?) {yB0 ± 2{x ± zT)Bx ± 2(y ± z?)B2}

4- [±2m^_1(a; ± z™) ± 2mzxl~1(y ± zj71) 4 sCsZ^jC.

Let g£ = eiz[ where l > s. Set A2 = I?! = 0 and choose Aq, Ai, J9o, i?2 and C 
such that

A0 = =f2A1) B0 = ^2B2, Ax = B2, C — — zii?2,
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and
Z-2m

b2 = ——--------
8 i ^SCl< zs~^m

Note that A0, Ai.Bq, B2, C € MZl . The respective germ is $3 = seiz^C. 
Comparing the quasi degree rf($3) with d(g%) with respect to weights wx — wy ~ ^ 

and wZl = we see that F\ is quasi corner equivalent to the germ ±(x ± z™)2 ± 
(y±zF)2±zl

These are the only simple classes. Other germs are either adjacent to non-simple 
classes or have infinite codimension. This complete the proof of the theorem.

Proposition 3.1.7 The singularities following special cases Fktm can be written in 
the alternative way as follows:

1. The class JOn-i,™ is quasi corner equivalent to Ex2 Ey™, for m > 3.

2. The class is quasi corner equivalent to Ex2 E xyki for k> 2.

3. The class is quasi corner equivalent to Ex2 E xyk d= ym, for 
3<kEl<m<2k — 1.

Proof
This result follows immediately from the proof of the theorem 3.1.6.

Remarks:

1. Stabilization Lemma 3.1.1 yields that for specific small values of c these simple 
classes can be written alternatively, for example:

For c = 1, the simple function germs Ezi{x Ey) Eyk,k > 2, Ez\{x ± ym) ± 
yk)m> k>2, are stably quasi corner equivalent to Bk and respectively.

For c = 2, the simple function germ

Ez\X Ey2 E yz? E zxzf ± 4 

is stably quasi corner equivalent to
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For c = 3, a simple function germ

Ezix ± Z2’l) ± ziz™ ± Z2Z3 ± Z3 or EzixE Z2V +

are stably quasi corner equivalent to Hm^k and B2 respectively.

Any germ with c > 4 is non-simple with respect to quasi corner equivalence.

2. The rank r of the second differential d2f(x,y,zi) is quasi comer equivalence 
invariant while the ranks of the second differentials d2/(0,0, zQ and d2f(x, y, 0) are 
not. For example, the function germs f{x^y^Zi) — zx and gix^y^Zi) — z2 — x2 are 
quasi corner equivalent. However, rank d^f(0t 0, z\) == 0 but rank do^(0,0, Z\) = 1.

3. Notice, that the formulas for quasi corner classes B coincide with quasi 
boundary classes F, B. However they have larger codimensions since the quasi corner 
equivalences preserve the origin and is finer than the quasi boundary one.

3.2 Adjacency of lower codimension classes

The construction of the table of adjacencies is based on the proof of the theorem 
3.1.6.

Let f(x,y) = f2(x}y) + tp{x,y) where ip e and f2 is a quadratic form.
If /2 is non-degenerate quadratic form, then / is contained in the class B2. If /2 
is a degenerate quadratic form of rank one, then / can be written in the form 
/ = ±(a.T + by)2 + (p(x, y) where <p G which is adjacent to the class Thus, 
if a 7^ 0 and 6 7^ 0 , then , / is contained in the adjacent classes Bk with k > 3.

B2 B3 B4 B5

If a = 0 and 6 7^ 0, then / is quasi corner equivalent to a germ of the form 
F = ±?/2 + y<Pi(x) + where tpi G A42 and (p2 C Let F(x)y) = ±y2 + 
y(c2x2 + c^x^ + ••■-)- CiX* + ...)+ ds.x'3 T d4x^ -f •.. + ....

If d3 7^ 0, then we get the class F2,3 : ±y2 ± x3 ^ ±(2/ ± x2)2 ± x3. Note that the 
class B3 has an alternative form h(xt y) = ±(ax T by ± x2)2 ±y3 ± x3. Thus, when 
a = 0, we obtain the class This means that F2(3 is adjacent to the class B3.
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Next, if (ig = 0, c2 7^ 0 and ^ 0, then we distinguish the following:

If d4 7^ ±"6*2, then F is contained in the class ^2,4 : ±y2±yx2 ^ ±.(y ±x2)2 Px4. 
Hence, the class ^,4 is adjacent to the class On the other hand, the class J^2)4 
is adjacent to B4 as the class £>4 has the an alternative form h(x, y) — ±{ax + by ± 
x2)2 ± ?/4 ± xA. Thus, if n — 0 we get the class ^4. Hence, we get, up to now, the 
following table of adjacent classes:

B2 ^ B3 4- Ba *- Bb

T T
•^2,3 ^— J~2 4

If d4 — ±jC2, then F is quasi equivalent to a germ of the form F = ±(y ± x2)2 -i- 
(j){x) where <p e Ml which is adjacent to the class ,F2)4. Therefore, we obtain the 
series of classes : ±('1/ ± ^,2)2 ± xm with m > 5. Hence, we get the following 
adjacent classes:

^2,4 d~2t5 ^2,6 *— F2i7 • • •

Note that the classes Bm : ±x2 ± ym can be written in an alternative form as 
h(x, y) — ±(ax by P x2)2 ± ym ± xm. Thus, if a — 0 then we obtain the classes 
J~2,m : H(y±x2)2±xm. This means that the classes are adjacent to the classes 
Bm with m > 5.

Suppose now that ds — c2 — 0 and 63 7^ 0 but d4 7^ 0, then F is contained in the 
class F3t4 : ±y2 ± yx3 ± y4 ~ ±(y2 ± x3)2 ± x4 which is adjacent to the class F2>4-

If c2 = d3 = d4 = 0 = and c3 7^ 0 but d5 7^ 0, then we get the class F3j5 which 
is adjacent to the class F3t4. On the the other hand, the class ±'2,5 has the form 
±(2/ + ax2 -f bx3) ± x5. Hence, when a = 0 then we get the class

If c2 = d3 = d4 — d3 = 0 and c3 7^ 0 but de 7^ 0, then follow the previous 
discussion of the case d3 = 0, c2 7^ 0 and d4 7^ 0.

Therefore, the table of adjacencies of low dimension is as follows:
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Bz ^ £4 *-- B, <- Bq

T r T t
*^2,3 ^2,4 ^- ^2,5 -^2,6

T t t
^3,4 *-

T T

Remarks:

1. In the previous discussion, note that any adjacency between simple classes is 
a consequence of the following ones:

/ctm /c,m+l ■

2. Similar argument shows that any adjacency of singularities Ttm^k is generated 
by the following basic ones:

Hm.n+l.k ITm,n,k H■m+l,n,k

IIm,n,k+\

3.3 Comparison of quasi corner and standard cor
ner singularities

The standard classification of singularities of the standard action on functions of 
diffeomorphisms preserving the corner rc — {xy — 0} was obtained by D.Siersma 
and others in [29, 21]for functions on the corner. There are no simple classes and 
the classification starts with unimodal singularities. The comparison between these 
singularities and quasi corner singularities is given in the following table.
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The unimodal and bimodal 
corner singularities

The normal form with respect to 
quasi corner equivalence

±o;2 + axy ± y2, a2 7^ 4 b2
xn ym + axy^ a^Q b2
±(x + y)2ay3, a^O Bs
±(x 4- y)2 + ay4, a^O Ba

±x2 + axy2 Ey3, a^O ^2,3

±z(x ±y) P z3 + ay2, a ^ 0 b2
±z(x ± y) + + ay3, a 7^ 0 B3
Pz(x dty) P az4 P y2, a 7^ 0 B2
Pzx P az2y Py2 P z3, n 7^ 0 b2
z3 P zx ± y2 P axy, a =4 0 b2

zm + zx P zy P axyn, a 7^ 0, m >2 Bn-\-i
Py4 P ±£2 + axy2 + bxy3, a2 7^ 4,6 7^ 0
Pxn P yx2 P ay2 P byx3, a ^ 0,n > 4

P(y2 + x)2 P (a P by)xyn~2, a 7^ 0, n > 4 F2in
y5 P x2 + (a + by)xy3, a,b ^ 0 ^3,5

Pz4 + zx P Py2 p ayz2 P byx, a2 ^ 4,b ^ 0 b2
Pzn P zx P yz2 P ay2 P byx, a ^ 0,n > 4 b2

P(z2 P y)2 P zx 4 azyn P byx, a ^ 0, n > 2 b2
z3 Py2 P zx 4 ayz3 4 byx, a,b ^ 0 B2

z3 4 x2 Py2 P axy 4 bxyz, a2 ^ 4,b ^ 0 ^2,2,3
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3.4 The caustics and bifurcation diagrams of sim
ple quasi corner singularities

We start with the following.

Proposition 3.4.1 The quasi corner mini-versal deformations with parameters A, /?, 7 
(of the respective dimensions) of the simple quasi corner classes can be chosen in the 
following form:

1. H2.' i t/2 -j- Ao 4" Ai# + A2I/;
m—1

2. Bm : ±(x ± y)2 ± ym + Xix + £ fay1, m > 3;

k—l m—l
3. Tk^m : ±{x ±yk \yj)2 ±ym + Y) M m > k > 3;

j—0 i=0

m—l n—1 . fc—2
4- Hm,n,k : ±{x ±z?+ E XiZl)2 ± (3/ ± ^ + E Pj4)2 ± + E 7*4>

*=0 j=0 *=0
k > n> m > 2.

Proof

1. For £>2 class, the quasi corner tangent space to the orbit at /(:/;, 1/) — ±:r2 ± y2 
is

TQCf = ±o;{a;y4 + ’i/5} ± 4- xB}.

Then, x2 = 0, ajj/ = 0 and y2 = 0. Thus, clearly ltx and y form a basis of the 
local algebra Q — Cx>y/TQCf.

2. For Bm classes, let f(x,y) — =t(a; ± y)2 ± ym. Then, the tangent space of the 
quasi corner orbit at / takes the form

TQCf - ±2(x ± y) {xAq + yAx} + [±2(a; ±y)± mym ^ {yBQ + xBQ . 

Thus , we get the following relations mod TQCf

x(x ±y) = 0, (3.9)
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y{x±y) = Q, (3.10)

and
±2y(x ± y) ± mym = 0, => ym = 0. (3.11)

Thus, if we use the two relations (3.9) and (3.10) in the local algebra Q = 
CXly/TQCf we see that monomials 1, y} y2,..., y™-1 form a basis for Q.

3. For Fkw classes. Let f(x}y) — ±(x ± yk)2 ± j/m. Then, the quasi comer 
tangent space to the orbit at / has the form

TQCf = ±2(x ± ^){xA0 + sM} + [±2kyk-\x ± yk) ± + xB,}

Thus, we obtain the following relations mod TQCf.

xyk ±y2k ^0 => xyk ~ Ty2k, (3.12)

x2 ± xyk = 0 a;2 = =F^fcj (3.13)

zk2kxyk + 2ky2k i mym = 0, (0-14)

and
±2kx2yk~1 + 2kxy2k~1 ± mxy711-1 = 0. (3.15)

If we substitute xyk = ^y2k in the equation (3.14), we obtain ym = 0. Also, 
substituting x2 = =fxyk in the equation (3.15), we get xy™-1 = 0.

Now we distinguish the following cases:
i) If m < 2k, then we see that y2k = 0 and hence xyk = 0 and x2 = 0. Thus, the

monomials: 1, y,y2,..., a;, xy, xy2,..., form a basis for the local algebra
Q - CxJTQCf.

ii) If m > 2k, then use the two relations x2 = Txyk and xyk = Ty2*1 in the local 
algebra Q. Thus, again the monomials: l,y,y2,..., j/"1-1, jc, xy, xy2,..., xy^1 form 
a basis of Q.

k—l m—l
Thus, the deformation F(x,y) = E(xEyk)2 +a; X) ±t/m+ Pit)1 is a mini

j=0 i~0
versal deformation with respect to quasi corner equivalence for the classes Ffm.
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On the other hand, the deformation F is quasi corner equivalent to the deforma
tion

k-i k—i m—1

i=0
F = ±(x ± yk)2 =h 2x Yj Xj'if + 2 y~^ Xjy3+k ± yrn F fiji/

j=0 j=0

k—l m—l
= ±(x ± ykf ± 2(x ±yk)^2 ± + X! ^

j=o £=0

k~l
Notice that adding the terms A = ± ( Aj2/5' to F does not affect the ver-

\j=o /
sality of F as J^|a=o- Hence, we get the following an alternative form of the versal 
deformation of the classes

G(x, y) = ±{x ±Vk + E XFf ±ym + E
3=0 i=0

For 7im,n,k classes, consider the tangent space to the quasi corner orbit at g(x, y, Zi) 
±(x ± z™)2 ±(y ± Zi)2 ± Zi-

TQCg = ±2(x±zY){xAo + z?Al + (y±zZ)A2}

±2{y ± Zi){yBa + (x ± 21")/?! + z"B2}

[±2'm21m“1(* ± z?) ± Inz^iy ± zj*) ± kz^lC.

Thus, we obtain the following relations mod TQCf

x2 ± xz™ ^0 x2 ~ ^xz™, (3.16)

xz™ ± z2m = 0=> xz? = (3.17)

y2 ± yz? = 0=>y2 = T2/^, (3.18)
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yzi ± zfn ==0 => yz™ = =F^in, (3.19)

xy ± yz? ± xz't ± z?+n = 0, (3.20)

and
±.2mxz™ 1 + 2mz\m 1 ± 2nyZi 1 + 1 ± 1 = 0. (3.21)

If we substitute and 2/2" using the relations (3.17) and (3.19) respectively in the 
equation (3.21), we get z^1 = 0.

Now we distinguish the following cases:
i) If 2n > 2m > k , then we see that xz™ = 0 and yz™ = 0. Therefore, we get 

x2 = 0 and y2 = 0. If we use the relations (3.20) and (3.21) in the local algerba 
Q = Cx>ytZjTQCf we see that the monomials

form a basis of Q.
ii) If 2n > k and 2m < k% then we see that yz™ = 0 and y2 = 0. Thus, if we use 

the relations (3.16), (3.17), (3.20) and (3.21) in the local algebra Q we see that the 
monomials

form a basis of Q.
iii) If /c > 2m + 1, 2n + 1 , then using the relations (3.16), (3.17), (3.18), (3.19), 

(3.20) and (3.21) in the local algerba Q we see that again the monomials

form a basis of Q.
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Similar arguments as in the previous case, we can take the deformation:

m—1 n—1 k~2
G(xt yt zi) = ±{x ± ^ (V + PjZ3)2 ± ^

i—0 ,7=0 1=0

as a mini-versal deformation for the classes Ttmtn,k •

The geometrical description of the bifurcation diagrams and caustics of some 
simple quasi comer singularities is given in the following:

Proposition 3.4,2 1. The first stratum of the bifurcation diagram (caustic) of
any simple quasi comer singularity is a cylinder over standard bifurcation di
agram (caustic) of the standard right A^ singularity of function. In particular, 
the bifurcation diagram of B2 is a smooth surface with two transversal lines 
in it. See Figure 3.1. The first stratum of the bifurcation diagram of B3 is 
a product of a cusp and a plane in M4. Two other strata are smooth surfaces 
inside the first one. They are tangent to the cuspidal ridge.

2. The caustics of Bk is a union of a cylinder over a generalized swallow tail 
and two smooth hypersurfaces tangent to the first stratum. In particular, the 
caustics ofBs consists of three strata which are smooth pairwise tangent surfaces 
in 3-space. See Figure 3.2.

3. The caustics of a union of a cylinder over a generalized swallow tail, a
smooth hypersurface and a generalized Whitney umbrella multiplied by a line. 
In particular, the caustics of is a union of two smooth hypersurfaces in M4 
and a Whitney umbrella multiplied by a line.

4. The caustics ofTtk,m,n is a union of a cylinder over a generalized swallow tail 
and two generalized Whitney umbrellas of respective dimensions.

Proof.
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Figure 3.1: The bifurcation diagram of Bo ■

Figure 3.2: The caustic of 83 .

1. In fact, any simple quasi corner singularity has corank 1 of the second differ
ential and is reduced to Ak singularity. So VVq is a product a generalized swallow tail 
and R,n~k, where m is the quasi corner multiplicity.

For B2 class, consider its versa! deformation F(x, y) — ±x2 ±7/2 + A0 + Apr + X^y- 
Then, the first stratum is given by F1 = = ^ = 0. Hence Wo is the smooth
surface {(Ao, Aj, A2) : Aq = ±x2 ± y2,Xi = =f2;c, A2 = t2;v}- The two other strata 
Wi, W2 are the subsets of Wq which satisfy the extra equations x — 0 and y = 0,
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respectively. Thus, Wi = {(Aq, Ai,A2) : Ao = ±i/2,Ai = 0, A2 = and W\ —
{(Ao, Ai, A2) : Aq = ix2, Ai = ^2^, A2 = 0}.

For B3 class, let F{x> y) = (x + y)2 + ^/3 + Aq + Aix + A2y + X&y2 be its mini-versal 
deformation. Then, clearly that S3 can be reduced to A2 singularity with respect to 
standard right equivalence. Therefore, the first stratum Wq is a product of a cusp 
and a plane in (Aq, Ai, A2, A3)-space. Explicitly,

Wo — {(Aq, Ai, A2, A3) : Aq — (x T y)2 + 2ys + 2A32/2, Ai = —2(x + y), 

A2 - ~2(x Fy)- 3y2 - 2A3y}.

The ridge of Wq satisfies the following

d2F d2F
dx2 1 dxdy .__ n
d2F d2F ~ 
dydx5 dy2

This gives A3 = —3y. Hence the ridge is the smooth set:

R — {(Ao, Ai, A2, A3) : Ao — (x+2/)2—4?/3, Ai — —2{xJty)) A2 — —2{xA-y)3-3y2) A3 — —3y}.

The strata corresponding to x = 0 and y ~ Q are smooth and are given respec
tively as follows:

Wi — {(A0, Ai, A2, A3) : Ao — f/2 + 2y3 + 2A32/2, Ai = —2y, A2 = —2y — 3y2 — 2A3^},

W2 — {(Ao, Ai, A2, As) : Aq — x2, Ai — —2x, A2 = —2x].

The ridge TZ intersects the second stratum Wi when x — 0 and A3 = —3y. Hence 
their intersection is the smooth line Li — {(Aq, Ai, A2, A3) \ \q — y2 ~~ iy3:Xi = 
—2y) X2 = —2y + 3'//2, A3 = —3y}. This means that the ridge is tangent to Wi along 
the curve L\,
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Similarly, the ridge 1Z is tangent to W2 along the line L2 = {(Ao, Ai, A2) : Ao = 
'jA) Ai — —2x, A2 — —23/', A3 — Oj-.

Now if we project the ridge and the two strata Wi and W2 to the space (Ai, A2, A3), 
we get the configuration of the caustic of £>3 singularity.

2. Consider the mini-versal deformation F(x,y, A,/i) = (x 4- y)2 + ym + Aa; +
771—1

fay1 of the singularity Bm. Clearly, Bm is reduced to standard Am_i singularity.
i=0
Hence the first stratum of the caustic is a cylinder over a generalized swallowtail.

For the second stratum, we need to consider the following conditions = ff — 
x — 0. This yields that this is a smooth hypersurfaces, given as follows:

{(A, ^1, M2, • • •, Mm-i) : A = -2y, Mi = -2y-mym~l-2^y- - - - - - - - (m- l)Mm-i2/m“2}.

Similarly, we see that the third strttum is a smooth hypersurfaes given by :

{(A, Mi, M2, • • •, Mm-i) : A = -2a;, Mi = -2a;}.

3. Consider the mini-vesaral deformation of classes:

k—l m —1
F(x, y, A, m) = (# + Xiyi^ + + ^yj‘

i=o j—0

Then clearly that F;Cj,ni can be reduced to the standard Am_i singularity. Hence 
the first stratum of the caustic is a cylinder over a generalized swallowtail.

Let Qk(y, \) = yk Am/ and Pm(y,iT) = ym + Bpf ■ Then,

F(x, y, A, m) = + Qk)2 T Pm.

The second stratum satisfies = “ 0- That is = 2(x + Qk) ~ Qk — ^

™d if = ^(^ + <30 + ^ ^ = o-
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Thus the second stratum is given as follows:

Ai = {(A0, Ai,. • .,\k-uRi,R2, • • • : A0 - -yk - Xtly-X2y2----------Xk-iyk'

Mr = - 2^2--------- {m - l)Mm-i2/m“2}.

The set Ai is the image of the Morin mapping with one extra parameter /im_i.

The third stratum is the set, satisfying — 2/ — 0. Hence, it is the smooth
hypersurface, given as follows:

{(At)) Al, . . . , A/;—!, p.1, jj>2y ■ • • J Rm—l) : Aq == 2:}.

4. For 'Hm,n}k classes, consider its mini-versal deformation

m—1 n—1 k-2

F(x, zltXt Ai, 7) = (x + ^ XiZ^2 + ^ ^ + XI^^i)2 ±zi+Yl '̂
i=0 3=0 1=0

Then is reduced to the standard singularity Ak~\. Hence, the first stratum
of the caustic is a cylinder over a generalized swallowtail.

On the boundary {x = 0}, we can use the following transformation:

n—l

Y = y + zn + X X — xt A = A, ju = Ah 7 = 7>
3=0

to get the equivalent versal deformation:

m—1 k—2

F(x, y, zu A, Ai, 7) = (a + ^ + X A<2i)2 + '2/2 + X
r=0 ;=o

Hence, by similar argument to ^Fk,i case, we see that the second and the third 
stratum of the caustic are images of the cylinder over the Morin mappings. I



Chapter 4

Quasi cusp singularites

4.1 The classification of simple classes

In this chapter the coordinates are denoted as follows Rn = {w = (x}y, z)}, where 
x,y GR and z = (zi,,.., £,1-2) 6 Mn_2. We consider germs of C00 -smooth functions 
/ : (En,0) -4 E, with a distinguished cusp rcsp = {:fs — y2 = 0 : for some s > 3}. 
Notice that if s — 2 then hypersurface {x2 — y2 = 0} is diffeomorphic to the corner 
xy = 0.

Recall that the quasi cusp tangent space to an admissible deformation ft takes 
the form

TQCUft -

+

—-/r -j- 2yk -\- 
,9

dA
dx

A\ +

dft
dy
^[~h + sx- -'k + ^B

OX dy

for arbitrary function germs A:, Ai, Bi, Ci E Cw.

Let / : (En, 0) -4 E be a function germ with a critical point at the origin.

If the base point of the function germ is at the regular point of the border rc7J 
outside the cusp point (the origin), then the quasi cusp equivalence coincides with 
quasi boundary equivalence. Hence, the list of simple quasi cusp classes in this case 
is the same as the list of quasi boundary classes. The remaining case of the function

100
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germ having a critical base point at the cusp component is main object of the current 
chapter.

Denote by f*(z) = /|a;=y=o1 the restriction of function / to the £ coordinates 
subspace. Denote by r* the rank of the second differential d§/* at the origin and set 
c — n — 2 — r*.

We restate the prenormal forms in the new coordinates.

Lemma 4.1.1 (Stabilization) The function germ f(x,y,z) is quasi cusp equivalent
r*

to + 9{x>y,z), where i G Mc and g* e M% For quasi cusp equivalent f
i=l

germs, the respective reduced germs g are quasi cusp equivalent.

Lemma 4.1.2 There is a non-negative integer s < r - r* such that the function
r*+s _

germ f(x,y,z) is quasi cusp equivalent to Y) ±2? + f(wiyi'z)} where z G Mc-S and

f is a sum of a function germ from M\ y ~ and a quadratic form in x and y only. 
For quasi cusp equivalent f germs, the respective reduced germs f are quasi cusp 
equivalent.

These Lemmas imply the following preliminary classification results.

Lemma 4.1.3 Let m = n — r be the corank of the second differential d$f at the 
origin.

n—2 „
1. Ifm = 0, then f is quasi cusp equivalent to Y + h(w, y) + f(x, y), where

~ i=1
/2 is non-degenerate quadratic form and f G A4ly-

n—2

2. If m = 1, then f is quasi cusp equivalent to either + f($,y) with
i=l

n—2

rankd§/(£,2/)) = 1 or to J](±zt2) 4-2i) ± .t2 ±y2 with ffay^!)) G
i—2

M3

3. Ifm > 2, then f is non-simple.
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Proof. Lemmas 4.1.2 and 4.1.1 imply that any germ can be reduced to one of the 
following germs form:

n—2

1. Fx = (±zf) + f(x, y, zu 22,, Zm-2) where / G M3Xiy>ZuZ2...or
i=m—l
n—2

2- F2 = + /zfe V) + 22,..., zm_i) where / G

and f2 is a degenerate quadratic form of rank one.
n—2

3. F3 = (±zi) + fzfay) + /fey, 21,22,...,^) where / G MltytZl)Z2^fZm
i=m+l

and /2 is a non-degenerate quadratic form.

Thus, the results follow for the first two statements.

Suppose that rn > 2. Consider the germ Fi. Then, the tangent space to the 
quasi cusp orbit at the germ / takes the form:

df I x df
TQCUf ~ dl\P + 2yk + faAl + ~A2

d£
dy

df d£
dy

m—2
df

i=l

The cubic terms which belongs to TQCUj are obtained from YfiLi2 (if f + 
|£§)/i and (|f2?/ + |f«sa:s_1)/c, where Q are linear forms and h, k eR. These terms 
form a subspace of dimension m{m — 2) 4- 2 which is less than M = m(m+d('m+2)_ 
the dimension of all cubic terms in the variables x}'//, Zi, z2 ..., zm_2. Hence all cubic 
terms can not belong to finitely many orbits. This means that the germ Ft is non
simple.

The germ F2 can take the form F2 = ±(ax + by)2 + /3(a’, y, Zi, z2,..., zm_i). Note 
that F2 is adjacent to the germ F2 = ±(ax + by + dzm„i)2 + f3(x, y, Zi, z2,..., zm_i), 
for sufficiently small 6. Lemma 4.1.1 shows that F2 is quasi cusp equivalent to the 
germ G — ±zSl_1 + /(a*,y,Zi,...,zm_2) where / G previous
argument, the germ G is non-simple. Similar argument shows that F3 is adjacent to 
the germ F2 and the result follows.
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Lemma 4.1.4 Let f : (M3,0) (R) be a function germ with critical point at the
origin. If the quadratic form f2 of f has rank 1 then f is quasi cusp equivalent to 
either -Ex2 + tp(y) where <p e or ±y2 + ip(x,y) where <p e M3x y. Moreover, if
,9 = 3 then ±y2 + (p(x, y) is quasi cusp equivalent to ±y2 + where <f> e M3X.

Proof The function germ / takes the form / = ±(ax + by}2 + f(x,y) where 
/ e Ml#. Consider the quadratic terms Q = ±(ax+by)2. Suppose that a ^ 0. Take 
the homotopy Qt = ±(ax' + tby)2 where t e [0,1]. Then the respective homological 
equation takes the form:

zf2by{ax P tby) = ±2a{ax P tby){-h +2yk P (ax+ tby)A} ±2tb{ax + by) (^h
<9 L 2

+ sxa~lk P (ax P tby)B}

This is equivalent to:

p2by — P2a{—h + 2yk P (ax + tby)A} ± 2tb{^-h + sxs~1k + (ax P tby)B}. 
s 2

The homological equation is solvable by setting h^ B = 0 and taking A, k such 
that:

±2aM d= 2tbsxs~2k = 0 and ± 4ak P 2atbA = ^26.

Thus, all Qt are quasi cusp equivalent. In particular, Q = P(ax + by)2 is quasi 
cup equivalent to Q0 = P%2-

Now, consider the germ F = ±£2 + f3(x,y) where /3 e M3x>y. Let F0 = ±x2. 
Then, the quasi cusp tangent space at Fq takes the from

TQCUp0 = ±2x |“/i + 2yk P .

Thus, we get mod TQCUF<3 : x2 ~ 0 and xy = 0. Hence, CX}y/TQCUFo = (f>(y). 
Lemma 1.3.5 shows that F is quasi cusp equivalent to the germ G — ±x2 P (p(y) 
with (p £
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Now, if a = 0 and b ^ 0 then / takes the form / = ±y2 + /(#, y).

Suppose that 5 — 3 and consider the germ /0 — ±y2. The quasi cusp tangent 
space to the orbit at /o takes the form

TQCUf0 = ±2y ||/i + Sx2k + yBoj .

Then, we obtain mod TQCUfo: y2 = 0 and yx2 = 0, Hence, CX)1j/TQCUf0 = <p(x). 
Again Lemma 1.3.5 shows that / is quasi cusp equivalent to G = ±y2 (f)(x), where
$ € Ml

Lemma 4.1.5 The function germ fix.y^Zt) ± x2 ±y2 where /(x.y^z-i) E M3x>yiZ1 

is quasi cusp equivalent to the germ Ex2 ±y2 + xh\(zi) + yh,2{z{) + ha(zi) where 
hi, J12 E A4^ and /13 E M?Zy-

Proof. Let / = ±.x2 ±. y2 -\- f(x,y,Zi). Consider the germ /0 = -Ex2 ± y2. Then, 
the quasi cusp tangent space to the orbit at /0 takes the form

TQCUJo = ±2x + 2yk + xA, + yA2} ± 2y ffh + sxs~lk + xBi + yB2\.

Thus, we get modTQCUfo\ x2 = 0, y2 = 0 and xy = 0. Hence, Cx>y>Zl/TQCUf0 = 
X(fii(zi) +^^2(^1) Lemma (1.3.5) yields that / is quasi cusp equivalent to
G = dhrc2 ±y2 + xhifa) + yh2(zi) + h3(zi) where hi, h2 e M2ZI and h3 E M3Z1. 1

Theorem 4.1.6 Let f : (Kn, 0) —> M 6e simple with respect to the quasi cusp equiva
lence. Then, either f2 is a non-degenerate form and hence f is quasi cusp equivalent

n—2
to £2 : =t:r2 ±y2 + or $2 is a degenerate form of corank 1 and hence f is

i=l
stably quasi cusp equivalent to one of the following simple classes:

& + 1.A £k : ±x2±yk, 

2. Mk : ±xj2 ±xk,

k > 3;

k > 3, when 5 = 3; A) T 2.
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3. Ads : 4zy2 + when <s > 4; 5.

4- ^2,2,3 ■ A:(x±z2)2 E(yEz2)2 EZ}, when s > 3; 7.

3- Afm&k ■ E z™)2 E(yE z2)2 Ez^, k>m> 2, when 5 = 3; m + ft + 3. 

The orbit codimension in the space of germs is shown in the right column.

Remark: The non-simple classes f either have corank of /2 greater or equal 2 
or belong to a subspace of infinite codimension in Cl0.

Proof Theorem 4.1.6

We shall use Lemma 1.3.5 and prove the theorem only for necessary the condition. 
That is the homological equation is solvable for £ = 0.

Lemmas 4.1.3, 4.1.4 and 4.1.5 shows that all possible simple germs can be ob
tained from one of the following germs Gfi = ±x2 -1- ip(y) or G2 = Ey2 4- cp(x, y) or 
Gs = Ex2 Ey2 + xhi(z\) + yh^izi) E hs(zi).

Consider the germ Gh. Let ip(y) = akyk + (p(y) where ft > 3 and (p G Mk/1. 
Consider the germ f/0 = Ex2 + Then, the quasi cusp tangent space to the orbit 
at

TQCUg0 — E2x "h ^J/ft + xA\ + yk ^A-^Tkciky^ 1 + sxs~^k + xB\ + yk~~1B2

Thus, we get mod TCCUf0: x2 ~ yk = 0, xy ~ 0. This means that the 
simplified homological equation is solvable for a given germ akyk + <p{y)- Thus, Gh 
is quasi cusp equivalent to the germ Ex2 ± yk with ft > 3. Note that the monomials 
1, y) y2,..yk~1 form a basis for the local algebra Q — CXtylTQCUGi ■

Suppose that s = 3, then G2 is quasi cusp equivalent to G = Ey2 + <j)(x) by 
Lemma 4.1.4. Similar argument to the previous one shows that G is quasi cusp 
equivalent to the germ Ey2 db xk where ft > 3.

Suppose that 5 > 4. Then, consider the germ H(x,y) = Ey2 E ip(x, y). Let 
<p(x,y) = ax3 E bxy2 + cx2y E dy3 + <p(x,y) where (p G A4f. y. If a ^ 0, then H 
is quasi cusp equivalent to the germ Ey2 + x3. Again, the proof of this claim is 
similar to previous cases. If a = 0, then consider the quasi homogeneous terms
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Ho — Ey2 + cyx2 + ere4 with respect to the weights wx = | and wy — The quasi 
tangent space to Hq takes the form

TQCUhq ~ (%cyx + 4ea,'3) ‘/i + ‘Zyk T (2cyx + 4e^3)^4i T (E2y + ct2)j42 j*

+ (E2y + cx2) |+ sx^k + (2cyx T 4ex3)51 4- (E2y + ex2)62^ •

Then, the terms which belong to Hq and obtained from TQCUh0 are Xi = 
[(2cyx + 4erf3) J + (E2y + cx2) |]h and X2 = (±22/ + cx2)2B2 where /i, i^2 € M. Hence, 
Xi and X2 form a subspace of dimension 2. This means that H is non-simple germ 
in this case.

Finally, consider the reduced germ G3 = Ex2 Ey2 E xhi(zi) E yh2(z1) + ha(zi). 
For simplicity, consider the the equivalent form

G = ~(x + Hi(z))2 E -(y E Hi(z))2 + Ha(z).

Let a = xE Hi(z) and b — yE H2(z). Consider the deformation within functions 
in z of the form:

Et — 2 [:£: ± Hi(zu 0]2 + 2 ± n2(zut)]2 + H^zi, t).

Then, the respective homological equation takes the form

- ^ - [2a Vi {z1,t) + 2bH2 (Zl, t) + H3 (Zl, i)] = TQCUFt,

at
where

TQCUpt — fl ^ [fl — Hi]—E 2{b ~ H2)k E dAi E bBi^j

E b^[b-H2}^Es{a-Hi)s-1kEaA2EbB2^

, (dH3 , Hi , udH2 , 
\ azi dzi ozi

To solve the homological equation , we need to find functions in TQCUpt of the
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form
— aa(z)-P b@(z) + ^(z) (*).

Thus, let h = h0(zi)Pahi(a, b, zi)Pbh2(a, b, zi)y k = fco(2i)afci(a, 6, Zi)+bk2(a} b, zi)} 
and V = Vq(zi) + aVi(a)6, ^i) + bV2(a,b, zQ. Hence, the quasi cusp tangent space 
takes the form:

TQCUPt = a2 — — —Hihi — 2H2k\ + ■ • • + /l,
. 3 S

+ b2 Y - + --- + B2

~i~ db 2k + (s(a - H2y-1 - k + . . Hi + A2J

T (JL

dl-h

-Hp - 2H2ko + ^V0
S OZ\

+ b -hP + si-Hiy-'ko + ^-Vo
Z UZx

+
dzi

Vote).

with some smooth functions /io> ^23 /ci, ^2> Vo, Vi, 14- To get terms in the re
quired form (*), we always can set

Ai = - — - -1-hln - 2H2ki + ... ,s s

A2 = — [2k + (s(a - Hz)*-1 - s(-H2y-1) k + ...} ,

B2 =
Hq
~2

-IT2/1-2 + • • • and B\ — 0,

Let Hi = CmZj" PtHi(zi) , H2 = (hz™ Ptli2(zi) and Hs(zi) = ekZ^ +tH2(zi), 
where cm ^ 0, bn ^ 0, ek ^ 0 and FR e H2 € M^1 H3 e M^1.

Consider the germ F0 = ±(x + c2^)2 ± (y + d2zf)2 + 6kZk with k > 3.
Thus, we get mod TQCUf0 '

-ac2zl - ^bd^hoizR = 0, 
s z

(4.1)

[-2ad2zl ± i'^-16z“<^1)]fc0(2I) = 0 (4.2)
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and
[2c2(izi + 2^26^1 + Vo(2i) = 0. (4-3)

Clearly, the equations (4.1) and (4.2) yields that azf = 0 and bzf = 0.
Hence, we get that zf ~ 0. Therefore, we get the series of classes

J\f2)2,k • ±(^' ± Zj)2 ± (y ± z2)2 ± zf, with A: > 3, for any a* > 3.

However, the classes A/2,2,4 f°r <5 > 4 are adjacent to the classes zty2 + ayx2 + a;4 
which are non-simple. Hence, the only simple class we get in this case is A/2,2,3 for 
a > 3 (mind that this class is adjacent to the simple class

Assume that s = 3. Consider the germ Fm,n>k = (% + cmz™)2 -h(y + dnz™)2 + e^z^. 
Then, we obtain mod TQCUf0 :

-icvnttzj71 - ^bdnz” = 0, (4.4)

—2adnZi + Sbc2mz2m = 0, (4.5)

and

amCmZ™"1 + fenc^z"-1 + ftejtzf"1 = 0, (4.6)

The equation (4.4) implies that az™ = ~f^&zj\ Thus, we obtain

3 < 622„-m + 3c2mbz2™ = Q (4.7)
Cm

j2

If we consider the germ ^2,3,3 and suppose that + 3c2 = 0 , then the left hand 
side from the equation (4.7) vanishes. This yields that the germ F2^ is non-simple. 
Other germs with different values of m and k are discrete set of orbits in the
stratum. However, all these germs Fm^k are adjacent to the non-simple germ ^2,3,3. 
Thus, germs Fnh2tk with m > 2 and k > m are the only simple ones in this case. 
Hence, we get the class: Mmt2,k with fn > 2 and k > m. This completes the proof of 
the theorem.
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The proof of the theorem yields the following

Proposition 4.1.7 The formulas of quasi cusp versal deformations of the simple 
quasi cusp classes are listed as follows:

k-l

1. Ck : ±x2 ±yk P (ax + ^yl> h>3.
i=0

k-l
2. Mk : ±y2 ±xk P piyP 'yxy P Y & > 3.

i=0

3. ^2,2,3 : ±(^±^i)2±(y±^i)2±^ + A0 + Aia; + A2a;^i+/ii?y + /Li22y^i+7i^i+72^i.

m—l k-l
4- Afm&k ■ ±(x±z™)2P(yPz%)2PzkP Y YxzlPfaoP/.iiyzi Y 7^i> k>m>2.



Chapter 5

Quasi cone singularites

5.1 The classification of simple classes

Assume that rcn = {xy - z2 = 0} and the local coordinates are Rn = {(a;, y, z, tw)} 
where (a;, y, z) e M3 and w — (wi,..., iy„_3) G Mn_3.

If the function germ base point is at the regular point of the border Fm outside 
the singular component, then quasi cone equivalence coincides with quasi boundary 
equivalence. Hence, the list of simple quasi cone classes in this case is the same as 
the list of quasi boundary classes. In what followed we consider the remaining case 
of the function germ having a critical base point at the cone component is given in 
the following theorem.

Let / : (Rn, 0) R be a function germ with a critical point at the origin.

Recall that the quasi cone tangent space to an admissible deformation ft takes 
the form

with some arbitrary smooth functions hi, I12, /13, B;, Ci, Di and Ai.

110
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Denote by /* (w) = f\x=y=z=o, the restriction of function / to the (wi ,W2> ■ ■ •, Wn-s) 
coordinates subspace. Denote by r* the rank of the second differential d$f* at the 
origin and set c — n — 3 — r*.

We restate the prenormal forms in the new coordinates.

Lemma 5.1.1 (Stabilization) The function germ /(x/y^z^w) is quasi cone equiva-
7'*

lent to Yl iwf + (?(£, y, z, w), where u) £ and g* £ AA^. For quasi cone equivalent
i=l

/ germs, the respective reduced germs g are quasi cone equivalent.

Lemma 5.1.2 There is a non-negative integer s < r — r* such that the function
7’*+S __

germ f(x, y, z, w) is quasi cone equivalent to ±wf-\- f(x, y, z, w), where w £ Rc~3
_ i=l

and f is a sum of a function germ from $ and a quadratic form in x, y and
z only. For quasi cone equivalent f germs, the respective reduced germs f are quasi 
cone equivalent.

The main preliminary classification results are the following.

Lemma 5.1.3 Let k — n — r be the corank of the second differential d^f at the 
origin.

3
1. If k — 0, then f is quasi cone equivalent to dtx2 Ty2 dz z2 -+■ Y2 Azw2.

i=i

n—3

2. If k = 1, then f is quasi cone equivalent to either + f(x,y,z) with
i—l

n~3

rank dlf(x,y,z) = 2 or to y^(±w2) + fix^y^/wx) ± x2 ± y2 ± 2:2 with
i=2

g MltVt Z,wi •

3. If k > 2, then f is non-simple.

Proof. Using properties of fixed and partially ir-fixed equivalences, the dimension 
of the intersection of the kernel subspace of f2 with the coordinate subspace x = y — 
z — {) is the only invariant for second order jet. So, Lemmas 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 yield 
that / is quasi cone equivalent to one of the following germs:
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n—3

1. (±wt2) + 2/, ^1, W2} • • •, Wa-s) where / G MliytW)W2^tWk_3l or
i=k—2 

n—3

^2= Yl (^i )+/2(^> 2/> ^)+/(a;, 1/, 2, ii>i, u>2> •. •, u;ft_2) where f2 is a quadratic
i=k~l

form of rank one and / G A^*,Vi2i1Wlit£>2i.„|tl)/e_2, or

3
3. F3 = Y(±wf)±f2{x>y>z)+f{x>y,z, Wi,W2,... ,Wk~i) where f2 is a quadratic

i=k

form of rank two and / G M3x>y^wltW2...... .. or

n—3

4. F4 = + f2(x>y,z) + f(x,y,ziwitw2i...iWk) where /2 is a non-
i=k-\-l

degenerate quadratic form and / G Ml)ytZiWliW2i_)Wk.

Hence, the first two statements follow.

Now, suppose that k > 3. Consider the germ Fi. The quasi cone tangent space 
to the orbit at / takes the form:

TQCOj = £ ^ + 2**3 + §h?i + U-B2 + UBz}
1 L J

+ -J-{yhi + yh2 + 2^/14 + —Ci + -J-C2 + “Cs}
dy dx

+ -J~{zhi + yh3 + xIm + ~^~Fi + Tr-D2 + -J-D3}. 
oz dx dy dx

vyi
The cubic terms in the tangent space are obtained from:^=13 §^Ai , (a;|~ + 
+ Zl&)h^{-Vl& + V%)h2, Off + Z/iO/kn and (2z& + x%)hA. Note that A\s are

linear forms and hi, h2, h3, J14 G M. Thus, These terms form a subspace of dimension 
k(k — 3) + 4 which is less than M = k('k+1^k+2^-the dimension of all cubic terms in 
the variables x, y, z, wi,w2,..., Wk-3. Hence, Fi is non-simple.

Standard argument as before shows the following adjacencies
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This yields that F?, F3 and F4 are non-simple.

If k — 2. then / is quasi cone equivalent to one of the following germs:
n—3

1- Hi = + f2(x,y,z) + f(x>y,z) where /2 is a quadratic form of rank
i~l_

one and f(x, y, z) E M3Xiy>z} or
n—3

2. H2 == y^(±w^) + /2(a:; ?/, z)Jrf{x, y> z, wQ where /2 is a quadratic form of rank
i=2~

two and f(x,y,z/uji) E A43, or
n—3

3- = + f2(x> y> *) + y> z> WijWz) where f2 is a non-degenerate
i=3 _

quadratic form and / E M3Xiy)Z>Wl>W2.

Again comparing the dimensions of the orbits with their quasi cone tangent space 
and constructing adjacencies between them yield that Hi,H2 and H3 are non-simple. 
For example, consider the germ #1 and let H0 = ax2 + bz3 + cy3 + dyz2 + ey2z be the 
lowest quasi homogeneous part with respect to the weights wx — ~}wy = wz = ^. 
Then, the dimension of the subspace which contribute to the quasi homogeneous 
part is 3.

Lemma 5.1.4 1. Let f : (M3,0) (M) be a function germ with critical point
at the origin. If the quadratic form f2 of f has rank 2 then f is quasi cone 
equivalent to either ±x2 ±y2 tpi{z) or ±(x - y)2 ±z2 + ^2(^) or Ex2 ±z2 + 
xfaiy) + Md) with Pi e M3Z} <f>i E Ml, € M3y.

2. The germ f(x, y, z, Wi)±x2±y2±z2 with f(x, y, z, wQ E Ml Wl is quasi cone 
equivalent to the germ: ±x2±y2±z2jrxHi((Wi)+yH2{;wi)+zHz{;wi)PHA{;u)i), 
with Hi,H2, H3 E M2Wx and /f4 E .

Proof Let / : (K3, 0) 1—> (M) be a function germ with critical point at the origin.
Suppose that the quadratic form f2 of / has rank 2. Then, f2 can be written as

f2(x,y,z) = ±Ll±L22,
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where L\ = a\X + b\y + C\ Z and L2 — o^x + IhV + C2Z are linearly independent linear 
forms. Then, the line {L1 = 0, L2 = 0} is the kernel subspace of f2. By quasi-fixed 
equivalence we can replace Li and L2 by their linear combinations L\ and L2 with the 
same kernel subspace. Then, the kernel subspace by cone preserving transformation 
can be reduced to a fixed normal position. More precisely, up to permutation of x 
and y, we distinguish the following cases:

1) if tti 7^ 0 and b2 7^ 0, then /2 can be reduced to the form /2 — Ex2 Ey2. To 
proof this claim, take the family ft = + t(biy + ciz))2 ± {b2y + t(a2x + c2z))2

. ( (ii tbi \ m
and that the matrix I is non-degenerate and belongs to a connected

\ ta2 b2 J
components of identity matrix in the set of non-degenerate matrices. Then, it can 
be proven that the homological equation — ^ = TQCOft within the quadratic form 
is solvable for any t.

Now consider the germ F = ±x* ± y2 + f3(x, y} z) where f3 e Take the
quasi cone tangent space to the orbit at f0 — Ex2 ± y2.

TQCOf0 — ETx {xhi — xli2 E ^zh^ -1- xA\ T yAyQ 

E2y {yhi E yh2 E 2zhA E xB1 + yB2} .

Thus we obtain mod TQCOf0: x2 = 0/y2 = 0,xy = 0,ifz = 0 and yz = 0. Hence, 
Cx,y,z/TQCOf0 = G(z). Therefore, the germ H — ipi(x,y) + z<p2(x,y) belongs to 
TQCOf0 where (pi € MliV and <p2 € Ml>y.

In particular, let ipi(x}y) = x2K1(x,y) E y2K2(x,y) where Ki,K2 G Mx,y. Let 
<P2{x,y) = xK3(x, y) -I- y2K4{x, y) where K3 G Mx-y and K4 E Then, the terms
which are divisible by x2 (divisible by y2, respectively) in the germ (pi can be solved 
by setting hi = h2 = h3 = hi = A2 = Bi = B2 — 0 and taking 
IQ = E2Ai (hi = h2 — h3 — lu — Ai = A2 = Bi — 0, K2 = E2B2: respectively).

Also for the terms which are divisible by x in the germ Z(p2(x)y) (divisible by 
y2, respectively), one can set hi = h2 — h4 — Ai ^ A2 = Bi = B2 ^ 0 and take 
h3 = ElK3 (hi = h2 ~ h3 = Ai = A2 — Bi = B2 ^ h4 = respectively).

Now assign weights wx = wy — wz = Then any term monomial in the germ
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(p^x^y) of the form g* — a2+ijx2+tyj lias the quasi degree d(g'i) = 2+2+j- The germ

d5! — (2 -1- i)a2+i!jX2+i 1y:i[xAi + (2 + i)a2+ijx2+t~1y^Ai] 4- (2 4- i)a2+i)jX2+1,y:’Ai,

clearly has quasi degree dq greater than d(g{).
Similar argument can be carried ou for all terms which belongs to TQCOf0-

Hence, Lemma 1.3.5 shows that that F is quasi cone equivalent to a germ of the 
form F — ±:£.*2 ± y2 + <pi(z) with ipi E In this case, the kernel line {L^ = 0, L2} 
is outside the cone.

2) if tq 0, c2 ^ 0 and 6i = a2 = 62 — 0(or &! = &2 — 0 but ai 7^ 0, c2 7^ 0), then 
/2 can be reduced to the form /2 = 4a;2 ± z2. In this case, the kernel line is in the 
cone.

Now consider the germ F = ±x2 ± z2 + h{;xpy,z) with /3 E Take the
tangent space to the orbit at /o — ±a;2 ± z2.

TQCOf0 — ±2x' {xhi xli2 4 ‘Izhs 4 xA\ 4 zA^

42^ {zh] 4 yhs 4 xhz 4 xCi 4 zCs} .

Thus we obtain mod TQCOfo: x2 = O,^ = 0,z2 = 0 and yz = 0. Hence, 
CXtViZ/TQCOh = xHM 4 H2(y).

Now assign weights wx = v)y = wz = Then,comparison of the quasi degrees 
d{g*) of g* E TQCOf0 with the quasi degrees of the respective germs d(d>i) yield 
that F is quasi cone equivalent to a germ of the form F = ±x2 4z2 4x<f>i(y) 4 <h{y) 
with <pi G M2 and ^2 € My.

3) if ai 7^ 0, 61 7^ 0, c2 7^ 0 and a2 =: 62 = 0, then /2 can be reduced to the form 
/2 = ±(x 4 y)2 4 z2. Hence, considering the principal part f2 yields that the germ 
F = 4(4 4 y)2 ±z2 + f3(x, y, z) with f3 E Ml^ z is quasi cone equivalent to the germ 
F = ±(x±y)2dt:z2-\-(p\ (y). The argument to prove this claim is similar to the previous 
cases 1) and 2). Notice that the germ F~~ — T(x — y)2 4 z2 4 <Pi{y) corresponds to 
the case when the kernel subspace of the quadratic form of F~ lies inside the cone. 
It can be reduced to normal fixed position by cone preserving transformation.
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For the second claim, consider the tangent space to the orbit at fo — ±x2dty2±z2.

TQCOf0 — PTx {xhi ~ xli2 “b Qzhs -b xA± -b yA2 P zA^y 

±2^ {yhi 4- yh2 + 2zhA + xBx + yB2 + zB^} 

di2z {zhi + yhz + xh<i + xCi + yCz 4" zCs} .

Thus, we obtain mod TQCOfQ: x2 = 0,y2 = 0,z2 = Qtxy = 0,xz = 0 and 
yz — 0. Hence, CXty)Z)Z1 /TQCOf0 — xGi(wi} 4 yG2(wiJ 4 zG^^Wi) 4" l?4('aJi).

Similar argument as in Lemma 4.1.5 (by quasi partially .T-fixed equivalence) shows 
that F — dzx2 ±y2 ± + /(x, y> z, Wi) is quasi cone equivalent to a germ of the form
F = ±x2 ±y2 ±z2 + xH^W!) + yH2(wi) TzHalwj) + with F/j, /42, ffs €
and H4 E .

Theorem 5.1.5 Let f : (Mn, 0) —^ IR 5e simple with respect to the quasi cone equiva
lence. Then, either /2 is a non-degenerate form and hence f is quasi cone equivalent

n—3

to V2 ' Px2 Py2 P z2 P ^2 Pwf or /2 is a degenerate form of corank 1 and hence f
i=l

is stably quasi cone equivalent to one of the following simple classes (up to a possible 
permutation ofx, y coordinates and up to the addition with a quadratic form in some 
extra variables):

LVk- ±x2±y2±zk, k > 3; k.

2. Om : Pz2 ± {x — y)2 P ym, m > 3; 771 + 2.

3.Sk>m- Pz2 P(xPyk)2 Pym, m V IV Js
p kPmPl.

4. yr. Px2Py2Pz2Pwl, l > 3; 41 — 4.

5. V\4)Z : ± x2 ± y2 P (z P wk)2 P zl, V ?r 3/c 4 / — 1.

6. Qmii : P(xPw™)2P(yTw™)2Pz2Pwlv l> m> 2; 3777+/"!.
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I- Vmin,i : ± (a; 4- w™)2 ±y2 ±(z-]- w*)2 ±w[, l > n > m; 2m + n + / — 1. 

The orbit codimension in the space of germs is shown in the right column.

Remark: The non-simple classes / either have corank of /2 greater or equal 2 
or belongs to a subspace of infinite codimension in C^.

Proof of Theorem 5.1.5

We prove the theorem for the necessary condition (the first condition in Lemma 
1.3.5). The second condition is straightforward.

Consider the reduced germs in Lemma 5.1.4.

1) Consider the germ F = Px2 ± y2 + <pi{z). Suppose that (fii(z) — (ikZk + tpi{z) 
where a* 7^ 0, ^ €= A4k+1 and k >3. Let F = fo + tpi(z) where /0 = ±x2±y2 + akZk. 
The quasi cone tangent space to the orbit at /0 has the form

TQCOf0 ~ Al2x {xhi xli2 T ‘Izhs T xAi -{- yA2 T zk ^7l3J•

±2y {yhi + yh2 + + xB^ + yB2 + z^Bs}

kakZk 1 {zh\ + yhs T xli4 -1- xC\ + yC2 -I- zk ^ .

Then, we get mod TQCOf0: x2 = 0,2/a; = H,yz = O,?/2 = D^xz = 0 and zk ~ 
0. This implies existence of solutions of the homological equation of the given ip\. 
Note that the monomial 1, z, 22,..., form a basis for the local algebra Q =
Cx,y,z/TQCNf0.

The simplified homological equation is solvable for the term akZk. Hence /0 is 
simple and after rescaling ak to ±1, we get the classes Px2 ±y2 A: zk with k > 3.

2) Consider the germ F = Az2 A x2 + X(j)i(y) A (faiy). Assume that (fh(y) = 
akyk A <j>i(y) and faiy) = bmym A f2(y) where ak 7^ 0,5m ^,/c > 2,m > 3 and 
4>i G A4k+1,4>2 G A4™+1. Then, we distinguish the following cases:

i. If k > m—1, then F is quasi cone equivalent to the germ Az2Ax2Aym. To prove 
this claim, consider the tangent space to the quasi cone orbit at f0 = Az2Ax2Abmym.
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TQCOf0 — Tilx {xhi — xh,2 + 2zh^ + xAi + ym ^A2 A

Ambmym 1 {yhi + yli2 + 2zJi4 + xB\ + ym 1B2 + zB^

±2z {zhx + yhz + xh^ + xCi + ym~1C2 A zCz) .

Then we get mod TQCNf0 : a;2 = 0, xy™-1 = 0, xz = 0, i/m = 0, z2 = 0 and yz = 0.
Thus, the germ x<f>\{y) A faiy) belongs to TQCOf0. Note that, the mono

mials 1, z,y>y2,..., yTn~1tx,xy,xy2,...yxyTn~2 form a basis for the local algebra 
Q = Cx>rjtZ/TQCNf0. Thus, we get the classes Az2 A x2 Aym which is equivalent to 
the form ±z2 A (x ± ym~1)2 A ym with m > 3.

ii. If m > & +1 and +4&m 7^ 0 when m = 2k, then F is quasi cone equivalent 
to the germ iz2 Ax2 Axyk Aym. To prove this claim, consider the tangent space to 
the quasi cone orbit at /o = Az2 ± x2 A (ikxyk A bmym.

TQCOfo = (A2x A akyk) {xhi - xh2 A 2zh3 A {A2x A akyk)Ai 

A (kakxyk 1 + mbmym l)A2 A zA^}

+ (kakxyk~l + mbmym~l) {yhx A yh2 + 2zh4 A (A2x A a*/)#!

-j- (kakxyk 1 + mbmym 1)B2 A zB^}

A2z {zhi + yhs + xh4 A (i2:t: + o,kyk)Ci A (k<xkxyk 1 + mbmyTn 1)Cf2 + zC^ 

Thus, we obtain mod TQCOf0\ z2 = 0. Also,

±2a;2 + akxyk A kakxyk A mbmym = 0 (5.1)

and
A^x2 - akxyk A kakxyk A mbmym = 0. (5.2)

The equations (5.1) and (5.2) yield that

kakxyk A mbmym = 0, (5.3)

and
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±2x2 + akxyk = 0 x2 = ^akxyk- (5.4)
Jmii

Also, we have
(±2^ + akyk)2 = Ax2 ± Aakxyk + aly2k = 0. (5.5)

Substitute x2 from the equation (5.4) in the equation (5.5) to obtain

±2akxyk A a2ky2k ee 0 ^ xyk = T~aky2k. (5.6)

Substitute xyk from the equation (5.6) in the equation (5.3) to get y2k = 0 and 
ym = 0. This yields that xyk = 0 and x2 = 0. Thus, there are solutions for the 
homological in the simplified case.

Notice that the germ Az2 Ax2 Axyk Aym can be written in the form zLz2 ± (re ± 
yk)2±ym.

Also, note that xz = 0 and yz = 0. Hence, the local algebra Q — CX)y>z/TQCOF 
is generated by the monomials 1, z,y,y2,..., y™-1 and x} xy,xy2>..., xy^1.

iii. If m = 2/c and =fa2 + 46m = 0 , then F takes the form F — ±z2 ± (x ± 
^kVk)2 + sfaill) + <fa{v) where <jA(y) E Mk+1 and (faiy) G A42k+1. Suppose that 
h(y) = dsySj\~(p(y) where .9 > 2A:+1 and tp e A4J+1. Then, F is quasi cone equivalent 
to the germ Az2 ± (x ± yk)2 ± ys. To prove this claim, consider the tangent space to 
the quasi cone orbit at /0 = ±z2 ± (a; + dkijk)2 + dsys where a = ^ak.

TQCOf0 — T.2(x + (iky ) {x/ii xh,2 + 2zh^ + (x 4- (ikyk')Ai ys 1A2 +

+ [±2dkkyk~1(x + akyk) + sdgy8-1] {yhi 4* yh2 4- 2z/i4 + (x + akyk)Bi 

+ ys~1B2 + zB3} ± 2z {zhi 4- yh3 4- xh4 + (x + dkyk)Ci + ys~1C2 4- zCs} ■

We have mod TQCOf0 : z2 =0, zy~Q and zx = 0. Also,

±2a;2 ± dkxyk ± 2akkxyk ± 2akky2k 4- sdsys = 0, (5.7)
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and
T^x2 t akxyk ± 2akkxyk ± 2akhy2k + sdsys = 0. 

The equations (5.7) and (5.8) yields that

(5.8)

+ akxyk = 0 =:> £2 = -akxyk (5.9)

and

±2akhxyk ± 2af.ky2k + sdsys = 0. (5.10)

Also, we have
(x + dkyk)2 = x2 + 2dkxyk + a?y2k = 0.

Substitute x2 from the equation (5.9) in the equation (5.11) to obtain

(5.11)

xyk + dky2k = 0 ^ xyk = -aky2k. (5.12)

Now substitute xyk from the equation (5.12) in the equation (5.10) to get ys ~ 0.
If we use the two relations (5.9) and (5.12) in the local algebra A = C^^^/TQCO/o, 

we see that the monomials

form a basis for A.

3) Consider the germ F = ±z2 ± (x ± y)2 + (p2(y)- Suppose that ^2(2/) = 
£sys + (^2(1/) where 5 > 3, es 7^ 0 and (fi2 € M3*1. Take the tangent space to the 
quasi cone orbit at /o = Pz2 ± (xzty)2 + esys. Then, the proof is a special case from 
2)-iv when k — 1. Hence, we get the classes ±z2 ± (x ± y)2 ± ys where 6‘ > 3.

4) Finally, consider the germ F = ±T?±y2±z2+xHi(wi)JryH2(wi) + zH?,{'Wi)Jr 
H4(wi), where Hi, H2,H3 G and H4 G

Following similar methods to the last case in the proof of quasi cusp classification 
theorem, consider the equivalent deformations form

Gt = ±(a; 4- Hi(w, t))2 ± (2/ + H2(w,t))2 ± (2 + H3(w,t))2 +
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Let A =■ x + B = y + and C = z + Ha(w,t). Then, the
homological equation takes the form:

dG—Qf = -2[M + BH2 + GH3} + = TQCOo. ■ (*)

Consider the subspace T*QCOGt C TQCOot

T*QCOGt =

+

+

for some smooth functions /ii(wi), h2{wi)y h^Wx), h^Wx), A B, C) and V0(w).

Let Hi = amw™ P ..., H2 = 0nWx + ..., LTs = jkWi + • ■ • and H4 = 5iw[ + .... 
Assume that at least some of the coefficient am, 7/; and 5; are non-zero.

If l — 1 < m, n, k, then working for example with the initial coordinates we get 
the simple classes -to;2 ±y2 ± z2 ±wl where l > 3.

For the sake of simplicity, we describe here only the lowest case like m = 2.

Consider the germ ^2,2,2,3 = ±(a; + cv2^?)2 ± (y + fowfi2 ± {z + 72w2)2 + Sawf. 
Then, we obtain mod T*QCOf2^2>3

5$w\AVx{w) = 0, SsW^BV^w) = 0, = 0,

S^s'a;2 + 4ci2'UJiA + 4/?2-Bu>i + 472'iai = 0.

Multiplying the last relation by u;, yields that the deformation AHx + BH2 + 
Cn^ + Ht is contained in the space T*QCOf2<2^- Hence, we obtain the simple class 
^2,2,2,3 : B = ±(a; ±wf)2 ± {yEw2)2 ± {zP.wl)2 -Ew^. Notice here that if we consider 
the function F = ±.x2 ±y2 zt z2 + Swf, then we get the same conclusion. That is

A

B

C

lh h2H1 + 2Hihi + 2^V0 + ^-V1
2

hx + h2
dwx dwx 
dH2ir dl-ho—H2 + 2H3h4 + 2—Tl/0 +

2 OWi OWi

dH3„ dH4h\H3 — h3II2 — h4 Hi + 2——Vq +

dH4
dwx

dwx dwx
V3

Vo,
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the deformation AHi + BH2 T CH3 H4 is contained in the space T^QCOf222^. 
Therefore, the simple class ^>)2)2,3 can be reduced further to the form F — ±.xEy2 ± 
z2 ± wf.

Now assume that l > m,n,k and consider the germ ^,2,2,4 = ±(a? + cu2wf)2 ± 
(y + ^w2)2 ± (2; + 72WJ)2 + d4wj. Then, we obtain mod T*QCOf2,2,2,4 '■

A B
~a2w2 + —P2W2 + C^fw2 = 0, (5.13)

—A B
—CV2'W2 + y/52w2 = 0, (5.14)

2A-f2w2 -Cj32w2 = 0, (5.15)

2B'y2w2 - Ca2w2 = 0. (5.16)

These relations corresponds to hiji2) h3 and I14. Multiplying the equation (5.14) 
by —1 then adding the equations (5.13) we obtain

Aa2wf + C^2wl = 0. (5.17)

Adding the equations (5.13) and (5.14) we get

0 + Bfawl + = 0. (5.18)

We can put the coefficients of the relations (5.15),(5.16),(5.17) and (5.18) in the 
following matrix

/ «2 0 272 0 \

M - 0 @2 0 272

\ 72 72 -02 —tv2 y

Notice that the matrix M of second order terms has 3 rank when o;2/?2 + 27! ^ 0. 
Call the set of points in the space of coefficients o;2, /?2,72 given by the relations above 
and defined by the equation {a2/?2 + 27! = 0} - the dual cone . Consider now the 
generic case. That is the points (oi2,p2)'y2) with a2p2 + 27! 7^ 0.
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Lemma 5.1.6 The germ G — ±(# + Q^tOi +... )2 ± + +... )2 ^ (^ + 72^1 +
.. • )2-\-82,w\Jr... is simple and is equivalent to the either F — ±x2zLy2±(zFw2)2±wf 
or F = ±(:£ ± w2)2 ± (y =p w2)2 ± 22 ± wf. Here ... denotes terms of higher degrees.

Proof.

As the rank of the matrix M is 3, the four relations (5.15),(5.16),(5.17) and (5.18) 
yield that the space T*QCOat contains the second order terms Aw2, Bw2 and Cw2. 
Moreover, the relations

AS4WIV1 = 0, Bd4w'fV2 = 0, C64W1V3 = 0,

and
2a2'^iA + 2f32WiB 4- 2^2C + A&4w\ = 0

give the complete solutions for the respective homological equations. Now if the 
point P = (0:2,72?/?2) lies outside the dual cone, then P can be reduced to (0,0,1) 
which gives the first form. If the point P — (0:2,72? P2) lies inside the dual cone, then 
we can reduce P to (0, 0,1) which gives the other forms. The lemma is proven.

Assume now that (0*2, A2,72) belongs to to the dual cone cv2/?2 + 27! = 0.

Lemma 5.1.7 The linear span of the columns of the matrix M (the images of MD 
where D is a column vector) coincides with the tangent plane to the dual cone 
at the point (o^,/?2? 72)-

Proof. Take a curve t ^ (tv2 = a2(t), 02 = &(£), 72 = 72(i)) lying 011 t^e cone 
a202 + 27! = 0. The derivative equation takes the form

&2P2 + «2$2 + 27272 = 0. (*)

Take for example the column vector £> = (1,0, 0, 0)T. Then MD — (a2i 0,72)r — 
(o;2,/32,72). The vector MD satisfies the relation (*). This means that the columns 
of the matrix M span the tangent plane to the dual cone at (a2l #2,72)-
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Lemma 5.1.7 implies that the germ G = ±(x + a2wl -!-... )2 ± (?/ + +
... )2 ± (z + 72'wf 4- ... )2 + 62wf + ... is simple and is equivalent to the germ F = 
±{x + wl)2 ± y2 ±{z + w3)2 ± wf.

We sum up our observation geometrically. The classification of the germ G = 
±(x + a2wj + ... )2 ± (2/ + p2w^ + ... )2 ± (2; + + ... )2 + 52wf + ... with ^,2,2,4
being the principal part splits into the following classes

±x2 ±y2 ±(z + w2)2 ± z4,

±(x ± w2)2 ± (y =p w2)2 ±z2 ± wf,

±(x -h wf)2 ±y2 ±(z + wf)2 ± wf.

Following similar arguments we arrive increasing orders to the following classes 

1.3^: d= x2 ± y2 ± 22 ± wl where l > 3;

2. Wk,i '■ ± x2 A: y2 ± (z + wf)2 ± zl, l >

3. Qmii : ±{x± wf1)2 ± (y wf1)2 ±z2 ±w{, l>m>2\

4. : ± {x + w™)2 ± y2 ± (^ + w™)2 ±l > n> m,

which depends on natural values of m, n, k and k.

The theorem is proven.

The proof of the theorem yields the following

Proposition 5.1.8 The formulas of quasi cone versal deformations of the simple 
quasi cone classes are listed as follows:

1. V2 : ±:r2 ± y2 ± z2 + Aq + XiZ.

±x2±y2 ±zk + Y, A*A: > 3.
i=0

2. Vk :
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k-l
3. Ok : 4- y)2 ± z2 ± yk + }ix + 7^ + Z) ft > 3.

i=0
/c—1 m—1

Sk,m '• 4- yh)2 ±z2 ± ym + 72: 4- Z] Tixy1 + J2 m> k> 2.
^—0 j=0

5. yi : ± a:2 ±y2 ± z2 ±w[ + xw\ + Z ywi 4- Z) + Z ? where l > 3.
i=0 p=0 g=0

/c-1 ft-1 . fe-1 1-2
6. Wk,i : ±a;2=t^2±(^+t(;f)2±iy5+Z £1(4+Z 3/^14-Z ^i + Z wi5 where l > ft.

i=0 j;=0 (?=0

m—1 m—1 . m—1
7. Qm,i : ± (.t =t w™)2 ± (2/ =F w™)2 ± ± + Z + Z ywi + Z zwi +

i=0 j=0 p=Q
1-2Z auf, l > m>2.

m—1 m—1 , n—1

5. Vm,n,i : ± (# 4- ^r)2 ^ 'l/2 ± 4- w™)2 ± kiJ + Z ^1 + Z ywi + Z zwi +
i=0 j=0 p—0

1-2Z wf, l > n> m.
7=0



Chapter 6

Quasi flag singularites

In this short chapter we outline another useful type of similar non standard classifi
cations. Instead of hypersurfaces we can consider sets of nested smooth submanifolds 
called flags. We consider two easiest cases.

Consider the space Rn — {w = (x,y, z)}, where x = • • • ,2^-2) € Mn~2
and (y, z) G R2. Also, consider the flag W1 D P1 = {y — 0} D P2 = {y ^ z — 0} 
and call it a complete flag. Let W1 P2 = {y = z — 0} be a flag defined by a single 
stratum. It is called a non-complete flag.

Definition 6.0.1 Two function-germs /o,/i : (Rn,0) R are called pseudo com
plete flag (pseudo non-complete flag, respectively) equivalent if there exists a diffeo- 
morphism 0 : (R1^, 0) i—> (Rn, 0) such that /1 o 0 — /0 and if m is a critical point of 
/o and it belongs to the flag Pi D P2 (P2, respectively) then 0(m) also belongs to 
the flag Pi D P2 (P2, respectively) and vice versa.

Remark: Notice that the diffemorphism 0 does not need to preserve the flag but 
need to shift the critical points lying on components of the flag along the components.

Suppose we have a family ft of function germs which are pseudo-equivalent such 
that ft <=> P>t = /oP ^ [0,1], where P>t '■ Rn R72 is a family of smooth diffeomor- 
phisms. Then the derivative equation takes the form:

^ ft = dft 
dt dx

126
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and the components of the vector field v = X A-c + Y -F + Z A- satisfy the following 
condition: for pseudo complete flag equivalence:

X e CXiyiZtt , Y e {yCXtV>ZitRad{I}},

Z G {yCx,y,Z)t d" T R(id{iy};

and for pseudo non-complete flag equivalence:

X G Cx<XJiZtt , Y G {yGXtyiZtt 4- zCX'y'Zjt 4-

Z ^ {yCX)y>zJ + ZGXiy>Z)t + i7ud{/}},

where I = f

As usual we need to replace Rad{I} by the ideal I. Hence we get the improved 
definition:

Definition 6.0.2 Two function germs /0, /i : (Mn, 0) ^ M are called quasi complete 
flag (respectively, quasi non-complete flag) equivalent, if they are pseudo complete 
flag equivalent (respectively, pseudo non-complete flag) and there is a family ft of 
function germs which continuously depends on parameter t G [0,1] and a continuous 
piece-wise smooth family of diffeomorphisms 0* : En depending on parameter
t G [0,1] such that ft o Qt = f0iQ0 = id and:

1. For the complete flag case:

X G CXiyjZ>t) Y G {yCX)yiZ>t + /}, Z £ {yCx,y,z,t + zCx,y,ztt + f}- 

2. For non-complete flag case:

x G Cx,y,z,t) Y ^ {yCx,y,z,t + Z^x,y,z,t T Z G {yCx,y>Z,t +

The family Ot will be called admissible for the family ft.
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6.1 The classification of simple quasi flag singu
larities

The quasi complete flag singularities outside the flag A D P2 coincide with standard 
right ones. Hence, the classes Ak,Dk and Ek form the simple quasi complete flag 
classes in this case. If the function germ has a critical point on Pi — P2, then 
the quasi complete flag equivalence coincides with the quasi boundary equivalence. 
Hence, the simple quasi boundary classes Bk and Fkj form the simple quasi complete 
flag singularities.

Similarily, the classification of the critical points outside P2 with respect to quasi 
non-complete flag equivalence coincide with the classes Ak, Dk and Ek.

Thus, in what follows we shall consider the case when the critical point lies in the 
intersection of the spaces Pi and P2 and the case when the critical points lying on 
P2 to discuss the remaining quasi complete flag singularities and quasi non-complete 
flag singularities, respectively.

Let / : (Mn, 0) i—» K be a function germ with a critical point at the origin. Recall 
that the quasi complete flag tangent space takes the form:

for arbitrary smooth functions An Bj and Dj.

The quasi non-complete flag tangent space is given by the formula

for arbitrary smooth functions Aj, B:j and Dr
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Notice that the quasi corner tangent space with respect to the corner {yz = 0} 
is contained in the quasi complete (non-complete) flag tangent space.

Denote by f*(x) — fjv=ZK=0 , the restriction of the function / to the x coordinates 
subspace. Denote by r* the rank of the second differential d§/* at the origin and set 
c — n — 2 — 7'*. Let r be the rank of the second differential d^f and k = n — r the 
respective corank.

The quasi partially fixed tangent space is contained in the quasi complete (non- 
complete) flag tangent space. Hence, we use Lemmas on partially fixed equivalence 
to obtain prenomal forms up to quasi complete (non-complete) equivalence.

The following Lemma describes the main prenormal forms of quasi complete and 
non-complete flag singularities.

Lemma 6.1.1 1. Ifk~Q, then f is quasi complete(non-complete) flag equivalent
n—2

to ± y2 ± Z2.
i—1

n—2
2. If k = 1, then f is quasi complete(non-complete) flag equivalent to X] +

i=l
n—2

g(y, z), with rank dftg is i or to Y) ^^^.y2±z2-Pg{x\iy, z) where g £ M\ .

3. If k = 2, the f is quasi complete(non-complete) equivalent to the germ G\ = 
Yli=z + IhiV) z) T *r2, y, z) where g2 is non-degenerate quadratic form 
and g £ M%uX2!y>z , or G2 = XX2 ±x2i + tfriViz) + g&ulhz) where g2 is 
degenerate quadratic form of corank one and g £ yiZ, or G3 = Ya=i + 
g{y,z) where g £ M$>z.

Proof. The Lemma is proven using Lemmas 1.3.13 and 1.3.14.
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We start with classifying quasi complete flag singularities.

Lemma 6.1.2 If k > 2, then f is non-simple with respect to quasi complete flag 
equivalence.

Proof. As k > 2, Lemmas 1.3.13 and 1.3.14 yields that / is quasi complete flag 
equivalent to one of the following function germs:

1- -^i = ST/f+i + MV’z) + 2/> z) where h is non-degenerate
form, or

2. F2 = YTi=l + fziVy z) + f{xi,X2>..., Xk-u 4IL z) where h is degenerate form 
of corank 1, or

3. Fs = X)r=A-i ^’2, • • •, £*-2, y> z) where / G MluX2t_iXk_2iyiZ.

Consider the germ F^. The tangent space to the orbit at / is given as follows:

k—2
TQCFJ=Y,^-Ai+df

1 oxi ayi=i

yB\ + ^-D1 + ^d2 
ay oz

■+§f I zB2 + yB3 + §T3 + ~D
oz ay oz

The cubic terms in the tangent space are obtained from Y,i=i 
z^B2 and y^B5. These subspaces form together a & (ft—2)+3-dimensional subspace 
which is less than the dimension M — --2^fc+1)fc of all homogeneous cubic terms of 
the variables: aq, • • •, £*-2> V and z. Hence, the germ F3 is non-simple with respect 
to quasi complete flag equivalence.

The germ f2(y,z) + / in F2 can be written as f2{y>z) + / = ±(ay + bz)2 + 
f(xi,X2,--',Xk-i,y,z). The germ F2 is adjacent to the germ G — L(ay F bz -\- 
5xk~i)2 + f{xi,x2i..., Xk-i, y, z) for sufficiently small 5. By stabilization lemma, G 
is quasi complete flag equivalent to the G — ±a.i_i + /(aq, £2,..., xk-2, y} z). The 
germ G is non simple with respect to quasi complete flag equivalence.

The germ Fi can take the form = atj2 + bz2 + f(xi,x2,.. .,xk)y,z). The 
germ Fi is adjacent to the germ G = a(y 4- ^i^)2 + bz2 4- f(x1:x2,... ,xk,y, z) 
for sufficient!}'' small t>i. Stabilization lemma yields that G is quasi complete flag 
equivalent to the germ G — ±xk + bz2 + f{x1,x2y..., xk-i, y, z). If we repeat the
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previous argument as before, we see that the germ G is adjacent to the germ of the 
form H = ± xl-i + x2,..., X‘/c_2, z). The germ H is non simple.

I

Lemma 6.1.3 1. The function germ g(y,z) of corank 1 is quasi complete flag
equivalent to either the germ Tz2 + $0(2/), where $ G or to the germ 
±y2 + y&i{z) + $2(2), where e M2Z and d2 ^ Ml-

2. The function germ ±y2 ±z2 F g(xi,y, z) G is quasi complete flag equiv
alent to the germ: ±y2 ± z2 + yh^Xi) + zh^x^ + /i3(^i) where hi, h2 G M2X1 

and I13 G MX1.

Proof In fact, the reduction can be done by restricting the quasi flag complete 
tangent space to the subspace which coincides with the quasi corner tangent space 
with respect to the corner {yz — 0}. Hence, up to permutation between y and 
2, the function germ g(y,z) is quasi complete flag equivalent to either G(y,z) ~ 
±(z ± y)2 + d(y), where d G My or to the germ G = ±y2 + y$i(z) + d2(z) where 

G Ml and i92 G M^.

Now consider the quadratic form G2 = ±(z ± y)2 of the function germ G(y, z). 
Take the family Gt = ±(z ± ty)2, joining G2 and G0 = ±z2. The homological 
equation takes the form:

±2y(z ± ty) = ±2t(z ± ty){yB1 + (z± ty)D1} ± 2(z ± ty){zB2 + yB3 + (z ± ty)D2},

Equivalently, this can be written as:

±2y - ±2t{yB1 + (2 ± ty)D1} ± 2{z^2 + yB3 + (2 ± ty)D2}.

Thus, the homological equation can be solved by setting B1 = B2 — Di = D2 = 0 
and B$ — ±1. Hence, all Gt are quasi complete flag equivalent. Thus the germ G 
can be reduced further to the form G = ±z2 + <po(y).
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Theorem 6.1.4 A simple (with respect to quasi complete flag equivalence) function 
germ f : (Mn, 0) —> M with a critical point at the origin is quasi complete flag 
equivalent (up to addition with a quadratic form in some extra variables x) to the 
germ of one of the classes :

1. : ±z2±yk, k>2 h + l,

2. ¥k,m '■ ±(2/ zk)2 ±ym m > k,m > 3,k > 2 m + k,

3- : ±(y ± ± (z ± F()2 ± xf k> n> m m + n + k — l,

and therefore has corank 1 of the second differential. The orbit codimension in the 
space of germs is shown in the right column.

Remark: All germs with corank greater or equal 2 of the second differential are 
non-simple.

Proof of Theorem 6.1.4

The proof of the theorem is based on restricting the quasi flag complete tangent 
space to the quasi corner tangent subspace and Lemma 6.1.3. Thus, we get the 
classes:

1. Fi(y,z) = ±z2 ±yk, k > 2,

2. F2(y, z) = ±(y ± zk)2 ± 7/m m > h^m > 3, k > 2,

3- Fa(y, A Xi) = ±{y ± xf)2 ± (z ± xf)2 ± rrj, k>n> m.

The quasi complete flag tangent space to orbits at F2 is

TQCFf2 = [±2(2/ ± zk) ± my”1-1] {yBi + [±2(y ± zk) ± mym-1]B2 

+ [±.2kzk~l(y ± zk)]B^ + [±.2kzk~l{y ± zk)\ {zDi + yD2 

+ [±2(y ± zk) ± mym~1]D3 + [±2^-1('2/ ± zk)]D4} .

or equivalently

TQCFF2 = [±2(y ± zk) ± m2/m_1]{t/Ri + zkB2} + [±2kzk~1(y ± zk)]{yB3 + B4}.
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Notice that the space TQCFp2 coincides with the quasi corner tangent subspace at 
F2- Similarly, the space TQCFf.a coincides with the quasi corner tangent subspace 
at the same germ F3. Thus, the germs F\, T2 and _F3 form the list of simple quasi 
complete flag classes.

Proposition 6.1.5 The quasi complete flag miniversal deformations of the simple 
classes from the theorem can be chosen in the following form:

1. 18>k:±z2±yk + \lz + Y,tli{3iV\

2. F*,™ : ±(y ±zk + ^ A^)2 ± zm + o' /ijz*,

3. i,k ‘ ±(y±Xj1' 4- ES1 A^ti)2 + ±(z ± xf + e;Co wi)2 ± 4 + Eto

Proof. As the quasi complete flag tangent space to the classes Wk,m and co
incides with the quasi corner tangent subspace at the same germs, the result follows.

For the classes B*, let Ffly.z) = Fz2 ± yk. Then, the the quasi complete flag 
tangent space to the orbit at F\ takes the form:

TQCFFi = ±kyk-l{yBl + zB2} ± 2z{zB4 + yBA}.

Thus, clearly the monomials 1,2,2/, if/2,..., j/*-1 form a basis for the local algebra
cwitqcfFi.

We turn now to classifying quasi non-complete flag singularities.

Lemma 6.1.6 1. If k ~ 2 and f is quasi non-complete flag equivalent to one of
the following germs,

(a) F\ — THJ Fx2 -\-g2{y,z) Fg(xi,y,z),where g2 is a degenerate quadratic 
form of corank 1 and g G Mluy z, or

(h) = EE? ±4 + 92{y,z) -I- g{xi ,x2,y,z) where g2 is non-degenerate
quadratic form and g G MXUX2!ytZ,
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then f is non-simple.

2. If k> 3, then f is non simple.

Proof. Consider the germ F1 = £”r22 + foiy,*) 4-<?(ai,3/, 2) with g2 is a
degenerate quadratic form in y and z and g e Let G — g2{y, z)-\-g(xi,y, z).
Then, clearly the germ g2 can be reduced to ±i/2, up to permutation of y and z. Thus, 
The quasi non-complete flag tangent space to the orbit at G = zty2+g(xi, y, z) takes 
the form:

TQNF* = + + ^ + ^ + +

Comparing the dimension of cubic terms in xq and z in TQNFq with the dimen
sion of all homogeneous cubic terms, we see that germ is non-simple.

Let F2 — Jfd=3 +£2(3/, z) +g(xi, x2i y, z) with g2 is non-degenerate quadratic 
form in y and ^ and £ € M3xl!X2>y)Z. Set G = g2(y, z) + g(x1,x2, y, z). Then, G can be 
reduced to the form G = Ey2±z2Tg(xiyx2) yy z). The germ G is adjacent to the germ 
Hfxi, y, z) = ±y2 ± (z + 5x2)2 + g3{xi,x2i y, z), for sufficiently small 5. Stabilization 
Lemma yields that the germ H can be reduced to the form: H = ±y2±xl+h(xu y, z). 
Similar argument as the first part of the proof we see that H is non-simple.

Now, suppose that k > 3. Then, using Lemmas on partially fixed equivalence, 
the germ / is quasi non-complete flag equivalent to one of the following function 
germs:

Lx2 F g2(y, z) -I- g(xiy x2y... .Xf^y, z) where g2 is non-degenerate 
quadratic form and g e M3X1>X2...Xk>y>z, or

2. F2 = ±xf Fg2(yyz) Fg(xlyx2y...yxk_lyyyz) where g2 is a degenerate
quadratic form of corank 1 and g 6 A4Xi X2 Xk or

3. F3 = Yli=k~i ±x2i + 9(xi,x2y..., xk-2, U> z) where g G MlUX2>_tXk_2^tZ. 

Consider the germ F3. The tangent space to the orbit at 'g is given as follows:
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TQNF* = 2 g*+g {y^+^ +1^}
+fj + yBi +

If we compare the dimension of cubic terms in Xi,X2, • • 'Xk-2>y and 2 which 
belong to TQNFg with the dimension of all homogeneous cubic terms, we conclude 
that germ is non-simple.

The cubic terms in • •. Xk-z, y and ^ which belong to TQNF^ are obtained
from YiZi Jg-Aij y^B1,y^B2, z^BA and y^B5. These subspaces form together a 
k(k — 2) P 4-dimensional subspace which is less than the dimension M — ^+2^fe+1^ 
of all homogeneous cubic terms of the variables: Xi,x2i.. .,Xk-2,y and z. Hence 
cubic terms can not belong to finitely many orbits.

The germ F2 can be written in the form F2 = P(ayPbz)2Pf(xiix2,..., Xk-uy, z). 
The germ F2 is adjacent to the germ H = ±(ay+bz-\-5xk-i)2Pf(xu x2,..., Xk-i,y, z) 
, for sufficiently small 5. By stabilization lemma, the germ H is quasi non-complete 
flag equivalent to the germ ±a;!_1 + f(x\,x2)..., Xk-2} y, z) which is non simple by 
the previous argument.

Finally, the germ can be reduced to F3 = Py2Pz2Pf(xi} x2,, Xk, y,z). The 
germ Fs is adjacent to the germ H = ±(y 4- 5xk)2 ± z2 P f(xi,x2i..., x^y^ z) , for 
sufficiently small 8. The germ H is quasi non-complete flag equivalent to the germ 
H = Pxl±z2Pf(xi,x2,. .., Xk-ity, z). If we repeat the previous argument as before, 
we see that the germ Fs is adjacent to the germ Px2 Pxl_x P f(xi}x2)..., Xk-2} y, z) 
which is non simple.

Lemma 6.1.7 The germ G = Py2 P z2 P g(xi,y,z), where g E M.\uyiZ is quasi 
non-complete flag equivalent to the germ G — Py2 Pz2 P yhi(xi) + 2/?,2(^1) + lh(xi) 
where hi,h2 € M2XI and I13 E MzXl

Proof. The Lemma is proven by restricting the quasi non-complete flag tangent 
space to the quasi corner subspace. I
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Theorem 6.1.8 A simple (with respect to quasi non-complete flag equivalence) 
function f : (Mn, 0) M with a critical point at the origin is quasi non-complete 
flag equivalent to the germ of one of the classes (up to permutation of y and z, and 
stabilization in x),

I- 9(V> 9 € Ak :y2 + zk+1; ft > 1, Dk : z2y 4- j/*-1; ft > 4}
Eq : z3 + y4, E7 : z3 -L zy3, E8:z3 + y5,

2. Llm,n,k ■ E(y ± x?)2 E{z ± xf)2 ± a’l, ft > m > ft + 7n + n — 1.

Remarks:

1. The codimension of the classes y(y,z) is equal to the codimension of the 
standard Arnold’s singularities: Ak,Dk and Ek plus one.

2. The codimension of the classes is equal m + ft T 77 — 1.
Proof of Theorem 6.1.8

Lemmas 6.1.6,6.1.7, 6.1.1 and 6.1.7 yield that we need to consider the germs of 
the form Gi = g(y,z), with rank dig is 0 or 1 and G2 = ±y2±z2+yh1(xi) + zh2{xi) + 
h3(xi) where fti, h2 € Mlt and /i3 e to discuss simple quasi non-complete flag 
singularities.

Let ft : (M2,0) i—» (R, 0) be a function germ in the variables y and z. The tangent 
space to the orbit at the family ft is:

TQNFr‘ = dipA' + *A* + diA* + diA*
'+j( IyBi+zB2+Bd^Bs+ihiBi

Notice that TQNFjt coincides with the module |||, over MVtZ. This module 

is the standard tangent space with respect to right equivalence without constants 
terms. These terms does not affect on the classification of standard simple classes 
but makes difference in calculating the codimensions. Hence we get the simple classes 
Ak) Dk) Ee, E7> and E8.

Now consider the reduced germ which is obtained in Lemma 6.1.7. Again, if we 
restrict the quasi non-complete flag tangent space to the quasi corner subspace, then
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the classes: : ±(y ± x™)2 ± (z ± Xj)2 db a;*, with k > m > n form the simple
quasi non-complete classes in this case. In fact, the quasi non-complete flag tangent 
space of the classes coincides with the quasi corner tangent subspace. The
theorem is proven.

6.2 The caustics and bifurcation diagrams of sim
ple quasi complete flag singularities

The bifurcation diagrams of quasi complete flag singularities consists of three strata. 
The first stratum is the ordinary one given by the equations: ■§— — 0 and F — 0. The 
second stratum is a subset of the first one which satisfies an extra equation: y — 0. 
The third stratum is a subset of the second one and satisfies an extra equation: 
z = Q.

Similarly, the caustics of simple quasi flag complete singularities consist of three 
strata. The first one is the ordinary one. The second and third ones are the projec
tions to the reduced base of the deformation of the second and third strata of the 
bifurcation diagrams described above.

Proposition 6.2.1 • The first stratum of the bifurcation diagram (caustic) of any 
simple quasi flag complete singularity is a cylinder over the generalized swallowtail.

• In particular, the first stratum of the bifurcation diagram of the class Ez2 ± y3 
is the product of a cusp and a plane in M4. The second stratum is a smooth surface 
inside the first one. The third stratum is a line inside the second stratum. The second 
and third strata are tangent to the cuspidal edge.

• The first and second strata of the caustic of the class Ez2 db y3 are smooth 
tangent surfaces in M3 and their intersection is exactly the third component.

• The caustic of Ez2 E yk,k > 3 is a union of a cylinder over a generalized 
swallowtail and smooth hypersurafaces and (k — 2)-dimensional space. The second 
and third strata are tangent to the first one.
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• The caustic of the class zL(yLzk)2T:zm is a union of a cylinder over a generalized 
swallowtail and a generalized Whitney umbrella times a line and a (k + m — 3)- 
dimensional space.

• The caustic of the class L(y ± xf1)2 =t =h xf)2 ± x\ is a union of a cylinder 
over a generalized swallowtail and a generalized Whitney umbrella and intersection 
of two generalized Whitney umbrellas.

Proof. The proof is based on the proof of describing the bifurcation diagrams and 
caustics of simple quasi corner singularities. Mind that, we need to add an extra 
equation to one of the strata of the bifurcation diagrams ( or caustics) of simple 
quasi complete flag singularities. Thus, the proof for the first five statements are 
straightforward.

For the classes Mmtntk, consider the miniversal deformation

m-l n.-l k-2

F = ±(y ± x™ + ^2 ^ixi)2 + ±(-z ± xf + ^2Tjxi)2 ± a'f + ^pix[.
i=0 j=0 1=0

We will construct the third stratum of the caustics of F.

Let Pi(y, z>a'i, A) = y ± XT A HTJq1 ^xi, P2(y,z}x1}n) = z ± Pf -(- £”=0 ILX\ 
and Q — itccf + Pixv Thus, we get the dervatives = ±2P-1(y)zixi, A) — 0 
and = ±2p2(y, z^xi, p,) = 0. Hence, we obtain J^- = Q(xiiP) — 0. Therefore, 
the equations Pi(0, 0, rci, A) = 0, £2(0,0, x-ifp) = 0 and Q(xi>P) = 0 define the third 
component of the caustic which is an intersection of a cylinder over the generalized 
Whitney umbrella Wi — {Pi(0,0, cci, A) = 0, Q(a;i,/5) = 0}, and the generalized 
Whitney umbrella W2 ~ {P2(0,01x1,/^l) — 0,Q(xi,p) = 0}.



Chapter 7

Applications and invariants

7.1 Lagrangian projections with a border

We recall some standard notions on Lagrangian singularities [1]. All the standard 
materials in this chapter are from [2]. We srart with basic definitions.

Let M be a smooth manifold. At any point y € M, a A";-form cv is defined to be 
an alternating multilinear map

Q'p : TVM x • • • x TPM -> R,
s---------V--------- /

k

where TPM is the tanget space to M at p.

The wedge (or exterior) product of A:—form a and l- form /? is a (A: + /)—form 
denoted by cv A /?. If A; = i = 1, then « A /? is the 2-form whose value at a point p is 
the alternating bilinear form defined by

(a A 0)p(v, w) - ap{v)pp(w) - ap(w)PP(v),

for v,w £ TPM,

Assume that x‘i, x2,... xn are local coordiantes on M, then the k— form a takes 
the expression a = fidxi. Here I stands for a multi-index (A,?!2, • • • ,Ac) and 
dxj — dxh A dxi2 A • • • A dxik.

139
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If / is a 0-form, that is a smooth function, then we define df to be the 1—form

Suppose that a = is a ft-form and each component fj is a smooth
function, then we defin da to be (k + 1)— form

/

The operation d is called exterior differentaion.

Definition 7.1.1 A symplectic form u on an even dimensional manifold M2m is a 
closed differential 2-form which is non-degenerate (as a skew-symmetric bilinear form 
on the tangent space at each point). A manifold M equipped with a symplectic form 
is called symplectic.

The non-degeneracy condition means that for all p € M there does not exist 
non-zero v G TPM such that u(vtw) = 0 for all w G TPM.

The skew-symmetric means that for all p G M we have u)(vpw) = —uj(w,v) for 
all VyW E TPM. Recall that in odd dimensions skew-symmetric matrices are not 
invertible. Since w is a differential 2-form the skew-symmetric condition implies that 
M has even dimension. The closed condition means that the exterior derivative of 
u is identically zero.

Remarks:

1. In the above definition un is a volume form . This means that un = dx\ A 
dx2 A • • • A dx2n is an n-form.

2. If the form u is exact, lj — dA, the manifold M is called exact symplectic.

Example 1: The basic model of a symplectic space is the vector space

with the form
n

u — d\ — dp A dq.
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In these coordinates the form u is constant. The corresponding bilinear form on the 
tangent space at a point is given in coordinates (q,p) by the matrix

0 In \
In 0 )’

Example 2: The cotangent bundle T*Q with coordinates q in the base Q and p 
is its dual coordinates on the fibers of thw projection tt : T*Q •—> Q is a symplectic 
manifold. Its symplectic structure is dpi A dqi.

Definition 7.1,2 A diffeomorphism </? : M\ —■> M2 which sends the symplectic struc
ture W2 on M2 to the symplectic structure Ui on M\:

is called a symplectomorphism between (Mi, Wi) and (M2, W2)- When the manifolds 
coincide, a symplectomorphism preserves the symplectic structure. In par

ticular, it preserves the volume form u)n.

Definition 7.1.3 A submanifold L of a symplectic manifold M is called isotropic if 
the symplectic form induces the null form on it. That is ujl = 0.

Example 3: In the basic model example, the plane q — qo — const is isotropic, 
as u = d\ = dpi A dq0i = 0.

Definition 7.1.4 The isotropic submanifolds of the maximal possible dimension 
(equal to n, the half of the dimension of the symplectic manifold) are said to be 
Lagrangian.

Example 4: In example 1: The isotropic submanifold is Lagrangian.
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Example 5:. A family of functions F(x, A) depending on parameters (Ai,..., An) 
defines a Lagrangian submanifold L in the cotangent bundle T*Q (see example 2:) 
by standard Hormander formulas for generating families [1] :

provided that Morse non-degeneracy condition ( the matrix [q^qx. oTix'] non-
j i 'v

degenerate) holds. The condition guarantees L being a smooth manifold.

Definition 7.1.5 Two family-germs Fi(x,q), x G Rk> q eMT, i = 1,2, at the origin 
are called 77-equivalent if there exists a diffeomorphism T : (x, q) e-> (X(x, q), q) (i.e. 
preserving the fibration Uk x -> En) such that F2 = Fi o T.

Definition 7.1.6 Two family-germs F^x, q), x E Wk, q G i — 1,2, at the origin 
are called 77+-equivalent if there exists a diffeomorphism $ : (x, q) (X(x, q), Q(q)) 
and a smooth function of parameters 0(g) such that F2(x, q) = F1(X(x, q), Q(q)) + 
0(g).

Definition 7.1.7 The family ^(a;, y, q) = F(x, g) ± i/f ± ..., is called a stabi
lization of F.

Definition 7.1.8 Two family-germs are called stably 77-equivalent if they are 77- 
equivalent to appropriate stabilizations of the same family (in a lower number of 
variables).

Lemma 7.1.1 [1] Up to addition of a constant, any two generating families of the 
same germ L of a Lagrangian submanifold are stably 1Z-equivalent.

Definition 7.1.9 A fibre bundle tt : E2n Bn is said to be Lagrangian if the space 
E is equipped with a symplectic form and the fibres are Lagrangian submanifolds.
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Examples6: The cotangent bundle ir :T*N N, (p, q) q is Lagrangian.

Definition 7.1.10 Let \ L —> E2n be a Lagrangian embedding and p : E2n —» B 
the fibration. The product p o ip : L ■—> B is called a Lagrangian mapping (or 
Lagrangian projection).

Definition 7.1.11 The equivalence of Lagrangian mappings is defined up to fibre
preserving symplectomorphisms of the ambient symplectic space. So a Lagrange 
equivalence is a commutative diagram

Li E2r B

©i ©2 ©3

E2r B

where ii and i2 are embeddings , 02 is a symplectomorphism and 0i, ©3 are diffeo- 
morphisims.

Definition 7.1.12 The set of critical values

= {g € L|3p : (p,q) € L, rankd(p o ip)\{Viq) < ?}} 

form the caustic of the Lagrangian mapping po'ip \ L N.

Lemma 7,1.2 [1] Two germs of Lagrangian maps are Lagrangian equivalent if and 
only if the germs of their generating families are stably IZ+ equivalent.

Definition 7.1.13 A Lagrangian mapping is said to be Lagrangian stable if every 
nearby Lagrangian is Lagrange equivalent to it.
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Singularities of Lagrangian projections (mappings) are essentially the singularities 
of their generating families treated as families of functions depending on parameters 
and considered up to right equivalence depending on parameters and addition with 
functions in parameters. In particular, the caustic £(L) of Lagrangian submanifold 
L projection coincides with the stratum of the bifurcation diagram of the generating 
family F(xt q) which is the collection of parameter q values such that the restriction 
F(',q) has a non-Morse critical point.

Stability of Lagrangian projections with respect to symplectomorphisms preserv
ing the fibration structure corresponds to the versality of the generating family with 
respect to the 7Z+- equivalence group.

A pair (L, L) of a Lagrangian submanifold Ln C M and an (n — 1)-dimensional 
isotropic variety P C L is called a Lagrangian submanifold with a border P.

Projection tt restricted to L defines the Lagrange mapping p of the pair (L, P.) 
The caustic of a Lagrange projection with border is the union of the ordinary caustic 
of L (being the set of critical values of p) and the p image of the border P.

The Lagrange projections of two Lagrange submanifolds with borders (L*, Pj), i — 
1, 2 are equivalents some symplectomorphism of the ambient space M preserves the 
7r-bundle structure and sends one pair (Lj,Pi) to the other.

The notions of stability and simplicity of Lagrangian submanifolds with border 
with respect to Lagrange equivalence are straightforward.

Locally any Lagrangian submanifold of the cotangent bundle M can be deter
mined by the generating family of functions F(w, q) in variables w € Mn and param
eters q (satisfying Morse non-degeneracy conditions) according to standard formulas 
which is given in example 5.

Up to a Lagrange equivalence we may assume that in a vicinity of a base point 
the tangent space to L has regular projection to the fiber of tt and the coordinates 
p can be taken as coordinates w on the fibers of the source space of the generating 
family.

Generating family is defined up to TZ+ equivalence. So having two Lagrange equiv
alent pairs (L^P^) we can choose generating family for one of those in coordinates
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(p} q) and the generating family for the second pair in transformed coordinates P(p) 
so that the projection of Fi to p-coordinate snbspace coincide with the projection of 
F2 to the P(p)— coordinate subspace.

Assume that Fj are borders. Rename the coordinates p by w and q by A. Let 
g(w) — 0 be the equation of the border.

Now we get generating families Fi(w,X) for both submanifolds such that the 
critical points of Fi with respect to variables w at the set (p(u?) — 0} correspond to 
the Lagrangian border Fi.

Hence, Lagrangian equivalence of pairs (L;,F*), i — 1,2 gives rise to a 71+ 
equivalence of the generating families Fi which is a pseudo border equivalence and 
addition with a function in parameters.

Moreover the following holds

Proposition 7.1.3 Let (L^Ft), t € [0,1] be a family of equivalent pairs of La
grangian submanifolds with a border, then the respective generating families are quasi 
border equivalent up to addition of functions depending on the parameters.

Proof We shall prove the statement when F is the union of two regular components 
A, E which are mutually transversal in L.

Consider the family of Lagrange equivalences of Lt, joining L\ and L2. Construct 
a family of respective generating families ft{w, A) of Lt which all are TZ+ equivalent:

ft (wt(w, A), At(A)) - Mw, A) + 4q(A)

and the critical points subsets { §£- 
ifolds Lt.

— 0} correspond to the Lagrangian subman-

Notice that the generating families are pseudo equivalent since the critical points 
on the corner remain on the corner. Differentiating the previous equation by t 
provides

at §sH'‘+§AAt+*‘(A)>
where w - (x, y, zly... in_2).
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The components (re, y) of the vector field vanish at the critical points lying on 
the corner xy = 0. Since the subsets {x‘ = 0, and {y = 0, are regular (due 
to Morse non-degeneracy conditions), then by Hadamard lemma:

x = xA(w, A) + ^ A),

y = a) + X! A)

for some smooth functions A> A} Bi, Bi> This yields that all ft all are quasi corner + 
equivalent as required.

I

This result and the classification of simple quasi border singularities imply the 
following theorem

Theorem 7.1.4 1. A germ (T, F) is stable if and only if its arbitrary generat
ing family is versal with respect to quasi border equivalence and addition with 
functions in parameters.

2. Any stable and simple projection of a Lagrangian submanifold with a border is 
symplectically equivalent to the projection determined by the generating fam
ilies which are quasi border reduced-versal deformations of the simple quasi 
border classes. In particular, any stable and simple projection of a Lagrangian 
submanifold with a boundary is symplectically equivalent to the projection de
termined by one of the following generating families which are quasi- R+-versal 
deformations of the classes from the theorem 2.1.6.

• B2 : ±xj ± y2 A- Xyy.

• Bk : x\ ± yk + YlZl AijA ft > 3.

. Fv , ±{y ± xif ± x[ + Et? AiS* + £3to ^yxi, 2<k<l.

Proof. Suppose that the germ (Lo,Fo) is stable. Then for any germ (L, F) close 
(L0,r0), there is a Lagrange equivalence.

Assume we have a family (Lt, Ft) of deformations of (L0, r0), with t E [0,1]. Also 
assume that there is a family of diffeomorphism 0t : T*M.n —-> T*W'i which preserve 
Lagrange fibration and the sympletic form and maps Lt,rt to L0,r0.
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Consider families depending on t of respective generating families Gt(w, A) of 
Tt, rt with t € [0,1] and Go is a generating family of the pair Lq, r0. Thus,

Gt (wt(wj A), (A)) = Gq(w, A) + T^A)

and the critical points subsets — 0} correspond to the Lagrangian submani
folds Lt. By proposition 7.1.3, all Gt are quasi border + equivalent up to addition of 
a function in parameters. This implies , in particular, that G0 is versal with respect 
to quasi border equivalence.

By reversing the previous argument we prove the reciprocal claim.

The second part is a consequence of classifying the function germs with respect 
to quasi border equivalence. I

7.2 Algebraic invariants of simple quasi border 
classes

We start with a general construction which is useful in various settings of singularity 
theory. It is very basic, however we could not find it explicitly in the literature.

Given the germ at the origin of a smooth mapping g : (Mn,0) —> (Mn, 0), g : 
x Y(x)> consider the local algebra Q3)0 = C*/C*{yi(a;),... beinS tlie
factor space of the space of germs at the origin on the source space. It is (up to 
isomorphism) invariant under the right-left (and even contact) transformations of 
the mapping. It was used by J.Mather [25] in his classical papers to classify nice 
dimensions and stable map germs.

The subgroup of right-left diffeomorphisms of the target and source spaces pre
serving some distinguished subset B c (border) in the source space defines 
isomorphisms not only between the local algebras Qg^ but also between the ideals 
Ib in the algebras formed by the classes in Q5)0 of the germs of functions h(X) which 
vanish on B. The pair Ib) will be called local pair for a mapping g and a border 
B.
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Apply this construction to the Lagrangian mapping associated to a family of 
quasi border singularities.

Given a quasi border orbit of the germ f(w) with the border B, consider its versal 
deformation F(wJX) and the Lagrangian submanifold L given by the generating 
family F. Consider also the submanifold

L = (O, A) dF(w) A) 
dw

= 0}.

The Lagrangian projection of L is equivalent to the projection of L along ic-coordinate 
libers. Let

i? = {(w,A) 6 L : =0 weB}cl
aw

be its subset corresponding to the boundary.

Denote by Qf,B the local pair associated to (L, B).

Remark: In fact, the definitions imply that QjtB remains the same not only for 
different choices of versal deformation F but also for any deformations of / satisfying 
Morse non-degeneracy conditions and 7Z+ equivalent to each other. The validity of 
this claim is implied bj' the following. In fact what follows , the other definition of 
the pair Q/,b shows explicitely the claim.

The local pair can be defined equivalently as follows. Take the set of all functions 
on L given by

A r* / r &F(w, A) ^

Restricting to the set {A = Aq}, we get the local algebra

iO.._ A- -r, / r dF(W) A) , \ t /rdF(w,Xo),
V/,0 - 'ALn{A=A0} - C^A/{—^----, A - A0} - Cw/{-----—---- }.dw

The set of functions 'g on L which vanish on the border gives rise to the ideal Ib 
of the local algebra A^.

The proposition 7.1.3 implies that the local pair is the invariant of the border 
orbit.
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Proposition 7.2.1 If fa and f2 are quasi border equivalent, then their local pairs 
are isomorphic.

Proof. Suppose that fa and /2 are quasi border equivalent. Take Fi(w, A) and 
Fziw, A) as versa! deformations (with respect to quasi border equivalence) of fa and 
fa, respectively. These deformations are quasi border equivalent. This implies that 
the respective Lagrange projections of the two Lagrange submanifolds with borders 

and (L2j r2) (which are determined by the generating families of functions 
Fl(u;,A) and F2(w, A), respectively) are equivalent. The previous discussion and 
construction yield that the respective local pairs are isomorphic.

I

The classification of simple quasi border classes has a nice description in terms 
of associated local pairs.

Consider the local algebra QAk = Ct/{tk} - M{1, £, • • •, ^-1} of the standard Ak 
singularity which is isomorphic to the algebra of truncated polynomials in t of degree 
k ~ l. All ideals of QAk are principle and form a discrete family Is = PQa,.- Note 
that:

QAk 7> fa D fa D ••• D A_i.

The normal forms of simple classes yield the following

Proposition 7.2.2 The associated local pair of the simple quasi boundary singularity 
Bk is (Qn/.jA)- The associated local pair of the simple quasi boundary singularity 
Fktm is (QAm>h-) The associated local triple of the simple quasi corner singularity 
Ttm^k consisting of the local algebra and two ideals corresponding to two sides x = 
0, y = 0 of the comer is (QAk, fa, Im)- For n = 1 we get the triple oftFm)k, and for 
n — 1, m ~ 1 we get the triple of Bk-

Proof. Consider the quasi boundary singularity Bk : x\ + yk+l. Its versa! defor
mation is F(xu y)=x\ + yk+1 + for k>l. Firstly, we calculate the local
algebra Qf$'-

Qfp
x/(dF_ d£ 
,\dx1) dy

,A-A0j = 1}!
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where A0 are constants.
Clearly corresponds to the local algebra QAk- The set of elements of the 

local algebra Qi?q which vanish on the boundary y = 0 is the ideal R generated by 
y. Thus, the associated local pair of the simple quasi boundary singularity _#/. is 
QAk y R •

For the quasi boundary singularity Fk>m : (y -|- with m > k > 2.
Consider its versa! F — (y + xl{)2 + + YljZll-hV'A' Let T =

, A — A°}. Then, similar argument as above shows that

Qf,q = {l,xi,xl,...

which corresponds to Q/im. Notice that in this case we have

ty + a;J 0 mod X.

It follows that the set of elements which vanish on the boundary satisfies

xk = 0 mod X.

This gives the ideal R generated by xk. Hence, the associated local pair of the simple 
quasi boundary singularity Ffc>m is QAmyh-

For quasi corner singularities, start with Hm^k : (x + z^1)2 -1- {y -|- zR)2 + zk+l 
with k > m>n> 2. Let X = {f, fy, A - A0}. Then,

Qf,o — Cx,y,zi,\/X = Cx>y^/{x + zR, y + zR zk} = {1, Zi,zR ..., z^1}.

The corner xy — 0 is a union of two transversal boundaries a; = 0 and y — 0. 
The elements of Qf,o wihch vanish on the boundaries x = 0 and y — Q satisfy

zR = 0 mod X and PR = 0 mod Z,

respectively. They correspond to the ideals Im = {zR, zR+1^..., zk~1} and In = 
{zR z™*1,... yZ^-1}. Thus, the triple QAk,Im,In is associated to the simple quasi
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corner singularity Hm>n>k consisting of the local algebra and two ideals corresponding 
to two sides # — 0, 3/ = 0 of the corner.

For the singularity ^m|A : (x + ym)2 + yk+1 with k > m > 2, notice that Pm.ik 
can be written in an alternative form (x 4- ym)2 Tyk + (zi + y)2. Consider the ideal 
1 = {x + ymi ykiz1Vy}. It follows that the associated local triple of the simple quasi 
corner singularity is QAkJm, R.

The calculation of the local triple of the Bk is straightforward.

Remarks:

1. The proposition implies that all these classes are distinct.
2. Notice that all other local gradient algebras of isolated function singularities 

have continuous systems of principle ideals. For example D4- type local algebra 
Qd4 = Gx,y/{x2ty2} contains a projective line of ideals of functions being multiples 
of a fixed linear term ax + Py, where a, p eR.

3. Recall that the ideal structure of local algebras of simple function singular
ities A,D,E can be represented by the graph of the shape similar to the standard 
Dynkin diagram of the singularity. So the classification of local pairs with simple 
Lagrange projections for all Lagrangian boundary pairs is (even for non-simple ones) 
straightforward.

4. A homotopy of Lagrange equivalences of stable Lagrange mapping given by 
miniversal deformation of an isolated function singularity with itself induces the iden
tity isomorphism of the local algebra [37]. This is the consequence of the uniqueness 
of the analytic function representation by the class in the local gradient algebra. 
Therefore, simple quasi border singularities can occur only for A^-type local alge
bras.

5. For simple classes the codimension of quasi corner or quasi boundary singu
larity is equal to the sum of the dimension of local algebra with the codimensions 
of the ideals Ix=o and /y==0 in the space of all principle ideals of the local algebra. 
We conjecture that the formula remains true for arbitrarily quasi boundary or quasi 
corner class.
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7.3 Quasi-contact border equivalence

The contact equivalence is an important tool to classify the singularities of so called 
Legendrain mappings. For more details, see for example [1].

Definition 7.3.1 Let fo, fi '■ > M be smooth functions, then the two hyper
surfaces /o = 0 and /i — 0 in Mn are called pseudo border equivalent if they are 
diffeomorphic via a diffeomorphism which maps critical points of the first hypersur
face belonging to a distinguished border F to those of the second hypersurface also 
in the border F and vice versa.

The definition implies the existence of a diffeomorphisim Q : Wl Rn and a 
smooth function H € such that f\oQ = Hf0 and H(0) 0, and if a critical
point c of the function /0 belongs to the border F then 6(c) also belongs to F and 
vice versa, if c is a critical point of fi and belongs to F then 0-1(c) also belongs to 
F. The functions /o and fi are said to pseudo-contact border equivalent.

Recall that VRad(ft) denotes the set of vector held germs, each component of which 
belong to the radical of the gradient ideal I of the function ft and Vj denotes the 
ideal of the algebra of germs of vector fields, each component of which belongs to 
the gradient ideal I of the function /t.

Proposition 7.3.1
takes the form

The tangent space to the pseudo-cntact border orbit f : MT R

TCPf = fA + J2
i — i

df .
OWi

where AeCw and v = 6 Sr + VRad{ft).

Proof, The proof is the same as proof of proposition 1.2.2. I

Similar to pseudo border equivalence, we modify pseudo-contact equivalence re
lation to have better property with respect to parameter dependence replacing the 
radical Rad{^f} by the ideal {|^} itself in the definition of pseudo-contact border 
equivalence.
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Definition 7,3.2 Two functions /o,/i : ET1 —» IR are called quasi-contact border 
equivalent, if they are pseudo-contact border equivalent and there is a family of 
function germs ft which continuously depends on parameter t €E [0,1], a continuous 
piece-wise smooth family of diffeomorphisms 0t : IRn —> Mn depending on parameter 
t E [0,1] and a non-vanishing family Ht € Cw such that: Ht(ft o 0t) = /0 ; 6>0 = id, 
H0 = 1 and the vector field v generated by 0t on each segment of smoothness satisfies 
the inclusion

v (E Sp -j- Vj.

The previous definition implies that in particular the formula of quasi-contact 
boundary tangent space TCQBft (the boundary is Tb = = 0}) to the quasi
contact boundary orbits at an admissible deformations ft takes the form:

TCQBfl -^fAo+^t + g

for arbitrary function germs /ih Ai, k, AQ e Cw. Here Xi G M, y G 

Similar formulas can be obtained for other borders.

In all our simple quasi border classes from theorems stated before the singulari
ties are weighted homogeneous (however, the homogeneous coordinates are not the 
original coordinates). This fact implies the following

Proposition 7.3.2 The list of simple classes with respect to gmsz-contact border 
equivalence coincides with the simple quasi border classes.

Proof. We will prove the proposition for the quasi-contact boundary equivalence 
only as the arguments for other cases are similar. We prove that quasi-contact 
boundary tangent space of the simple and non-simple classes which are obtained in 
Theorem 2.1.6 space coincides with the quasi boundary tangent space of the same 
classes.

Recall that the quasi-contact boundary tangent space at the germ / : (M™, 0) —> M 
takes the form
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where Y = yBa + + E and H, Xu Ba,Bl,Bi€ C,„.
i=l

The classes Bk and the non-simple classes are quasi homogeneous. Hence, the 
tangent spaces of these classes with respect to quasi boundary and quasi-contact 
boundary coincides.

For the classes Fk>m : G = ±(y±xf)2 let w = yEx^. Then, G = ±?iv2±x™. 
Thus, the derivatives takes the form

dG dG
-p—— E2w and -^r-~ — ±2kwx\~~l EmxT”1. oy dx

As G is quasi homogeneous in the new coordinates w and x, we see that

wdG 
2 dy T—=

w dG x . dG 
2 dy ^ m dx\ ^2kvjx}[

or, equivalently
„ dG ,w kxk. x dG
G — "a-(t7 i ---- ) "I-----—•dy 2 m m dx\

Notice that Y = yB^ + wBi + B^Emx™-1 ± 2kwxk~l) = wB0 4- xkBi. Clearly, 
the term (y from G is contained in Y and hence the result follows.



Chapter 8

Basics of projections

8.1 Introduction

We start by revising the main definitions.
Let V C be the germ of zeros of smooth maping / : (R*, 0) —» (Mm), n > m.

Definition 8.1.1 [18]
V is called a complete intersection if codim V — in.

Definition 8.1.2 [18]The projection of a submanifold V from a bundle space E 
onto the base f? is a triple V —> E B, where the first arrow is the embedding and 
second arrow is the projection.

Definition 8.1.3 [18]Two projections Vi Ei —> i ~ 1,2 are equivalent if the 
following 3x2 diagram:

Id ^ E1 ^ Bi

U I'* -U
v2 ^ e2 ^ b2

commutes. Here 0, h and k are diffeomorphisms, iii2 are embeddings. 

Locally a bundle E B is isomorphic to the trivial bundle

Rn X IT -> IF : (x, y) ^ y.

155
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Instead of a submanifold V we can consider more general setting. Let V be a 
complete intersection. Recall that this means that V is diffeomorphic to an analytic 
variety. However, the variety V need not to be analytic [18]. The codimension of 
the germ V in E is equal to m and V is given by a system of m analytic equations:

V = {(.x,y) • fi = fz = ■ ■ • = fm = 0}.

This system is determined up to multiplication by a germ on E1 of a non degenerate 
m X m matrix M(x,y).

In this case the equivalence of given systems f — 0 and ^ = 0 of germs of 
projections from Rn x W onto W , (x}y) y means that there exists a local 
diffeomorphism of the form

h(x,y) - (X(x}y)}Y(y)),

for which h*g = Mf,

Let CXiy be the space of germs at zero of C00- function germs in variables x £ Mn 
and y £ ]RP. Let C™y be the space of germs of C00- mappings from Mn+?5 to 
defining embedding of complete intersections. Denote by 0/ the equivalence class of 
the variety / = 0.

Assume that ft = 0 is 1-parameter family of equivalent germs of projections 
where ft : Mn+P —> IR771, and /0 = /. This implies the existence of a 1-parameter 
family Mt(x,y) of m x m matrices and 1-paramter family of diffeomorphisms <f)t : 
Mn+P —> Rn+P of the form (f)t(x, y) = (Xt(x,;//), Yt(y)) with t £ [0,1] such that

ft = Mtf o (*)

where M0 = idm, 0O = (a, y), Xt(x, y) = (Xi(t, x, y),..., Xn(t, x, y)) and Yt(y) = 
, Yp(tt y)). If we differentiate (*) with respect to t, we obtain

dp Xr r j. I ii r f , dXi v dft , dYj \ .
^/t-+ + ^ —o^—J («)

i—1

where Mt =
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Let Vi(t,Xt,Yt) — anci y.[t:Yt) = Then , (**) can be written as

ft _ Mtft °<}>t + (f)tVj(ty xt,Yt) + faVjit, Yt) ) .9ft
dt‘

i=l
dx

Suptituting t = Q gives

dt ft
t=o i=l

fof + E §iNx’ v) + E 9f

j=i
dyj

Notice that v(0) = v(0) = 0. Denote by CXit,{%£-,..., the ideal generated 
^ It5 ‘ •J & over anc^ denote by Cy{ ..., the ideal generated by 

• • • > ^ over Cy. Then, the extended tangent space (or just the tangent space) 
TOf of the orbit 0/ of the projection of / 6 C^y is given by the formula:

TOf — Mf + C + ^ t

where M is m X m-matrix and its entries belongs to Cxv;/.

Let the map germ F : (Mn, 0) —>■ (Mp,0) be given in the local coordinates as 
follows:

U = (UuU2, . . . }Un) Z = (Z! = fi(u)}Z2 = /2W, . . . , Zp = fp(u)) .

Let F — {(u,z):zi — ... ,zp = fp(u)} C En x Rp be the graph of the
mapping F.

The classification of map germs with respect to right-left equivalence is equivalent 
to the classification of the projection germs P ^-> Mn x R?J N Mr. In fact,

Proposition 8.1.1 [26] The tangent space of the orbit of the projection ofT, coin
cides with tangent space of the orbit of right-left equivalence of the respective mapping 
/: (E-,0) -> (RPO); u»z = f(u).
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Proof. Let Mt be a family of p X p matrices and its entries belong to Cu>z. Let Pt 
be an one parameter family of systems defining the graphs Pp

Pt

( z1- fi(uR) \

\zp- fp(u} t) J

Let : (Rn x 0) —> (Rn x Wf 0) be a one parameter family of diffeomorphisms 
such that <I>0 = id and has the form (utz,t) (Ut(u,z), Zt(z)), where t 6 [0,1]. 
Consider, the family of equivalent projections:

Mt.(Pt o $t) - P0.

If we differentiate this relation with respect to t and then substitute £ = 0, we
get:

m
at U=o

f zx~ fi(u, 0) N /f a/i(u,o)
dui

3/i («,0)

M

{ %p ~ fpi'U) 0) j

i

dfn{u$)
\ dui

dfn (w,0)
Olt-fX

Zi(z) \

\ Zp(z) J
J

Ui(u,z) \

y z'j J

Here, U = ^[\t=o and M is p x p— matrix

Substitute z = f in the previous formula ,we get the tangent space of the orbit 
at / with respect to right-left equivalence:
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dPt 
dt |t=0

/ d/iKO)
dui

dMu,o)
dui

Mf) \

+

v zp(f))

d/i (^,0) \ 
dun

Ui(u) \

df„(u,0)
&Un \ Un (u) J

The last formula is the tangent space to the right left orbit at the mapping u h-> z = 
f(u,0) as required.

I

Let : (Rn, 0) 0); u = (ui,... ,un) ^ Zt ^ (Zt(1) (u),..., Zf(n) (u)) be an
one parameter family of diffeomorphisms and To = id. Let Tf1 : Z^\u),..., zj;n) (u) 1-4 
(zt ^\u)}..., be the inverse image of <Iv Let Vt = Zt — (zj;1^,..., Z^),
where Z^ = i — 1,... n. Let (aij) = (^~) be the matrix of the differential 
of dq. Let ^ = (^1,..., Ci) be an arbitrary vector field on Mn. Then,

Proposition 8.1.2 § (T* (O)|t=0 = -[Vo,£], where [, ] is the Lie bracket of vector 
fields.

Proof We want first to calculate Note that:

*:({) = E () £:■

t=i \i=l / 1

Differentiate the last equation with respect to t to get:

d_
dt^© = E

i=l
E

,m=l
du. [Z.{m) o ^r1! d

duf

where (a*,,-) =
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If we substitute £ = 0, in the last equation, we get:

d^W(0]|1=0 = E
i=l

E _7rl
dm0

(i) d
dui = -1^^

where

Note here that : o — id, if we differentiate this relation with respect to t,
we get:

Hence,

o o
O 'I’t""1 + 4>t O = 0.

•r'oK-^cp)!.

Also note that d^- — §i((iij) a dzQ a dzf(i) azC 
dt duj duj dt duj ' I

Remark: We need the detail of the previous two statements as it is necessary in 
our further considerations.

8.2 The classifications of singularities of projec
tions of surfaces

The classification of singularities of projections of a two-surface embedded into 
RP3 to a plane obtained by V.I.Arnold [7], O.Platonova [27], V.Goryunov [18] and 
O.Scherback [30] at the beginning of 80-th was a nice generalization of Whitney the
orem [1]. The surface is assumed to be generic, and centre of projection can vary in 
RP3.

Theorem 8.2.1 [2] For a generic surface, any projection from any point (outside 
the surface) is locally equivalent to a projection of one of the Ij. surfaces (z = f{x, y)) 
in the following list at zero by a pencil of lines parallel to the x-axis:
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P1 : f = x 
P3 ■ f ~ $3 + xy 
P5 : / = + xyz

P7 : / = a;4 ± x*y + xy, 
Pq \ f — x3 ± xy4,

P2'f = x2 

P4 : f — x3 ± xy2 
Pe ' f — x4 T xy 

P8 : f = x5 ± x3y 4- xy 
Pio-f = x4 + x2y + xy3, 

Pu'f = x5 + xy.

The hierarchy of germs of projection of a surface according to calculations of O.A. 
Platonova, V. Arnold and O.P.Shcherbak are as follows:

Pi P2 P3 <— Pe P&
T t T

Pa *- P7 Pu
t t

P5 <r- P10
T

P9

Later on, meeting the needs of several application in geometry and differential 
equations authors considered also projections of submanifolds with boundaries. In 
particular, singularities of projections of surfaces with boundaries were studied and 
classified by J.Bruce P.Giblin [15], V.Goryimovin [19]in 80-th and F.Tari [32] in 90- 
th. They considered the classifications of singularities when a generic surface in three 
space with a boundary is projected to a plane along a parallel beam of rays.

Let Cx>y>z be the space of germs at zero of C00- function germs in variables 
(x,y,z) 6 M3. Let be the space of germs of C00- mappings from R3 to R2.
Consider the projection tt : (x, y, z) ^ (y, z). Suppose that the surface P is embedded 
in R3 and is given by the equation F — {gi(x,y,z) = 0}. Also, assume that its 
boundary is given by the equation B = {#i(£, y, z) = g2{x, y, z) — 0}. Denote by G

the pair G = \ ^ ) the germ at zero of the surface P with its boundary B.
\ 92

The classification of the pairs G was considered for example in [19] up to dift'eo- 
morphisms of R3 of the form

h : {x,y,z) ^ {h1{x,y,z),h2{y,z),h3(y,z))
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fibered over M2 and the transformations (gi, #2) |-> (agi, bgi + cg2), where a,b,cE 
Ca,^, More precisly,

Definition 8.2.1 [19] The projection of two pairs G = 

are equivalent if there exists a diffeomorphism of the form

91
92

and F — fi
/2

h: {x,xj}z) 1 ^ {hi{x,y,z),h2{y,z)Ji3(y,z))

and a matrix

where where a,b,cE CX)1J with a(0)c(0) 7^ 0 such that G = MF o h.

The tangent space of the orbit of the projection of the pair G is given by the 
formula:

Tc 'x,y,z + Cy,z

d<Ji dgi 1 

dy ' dz l 
9(12 d(J2 f 5 
dy ^ dz J

Remark: We will use similar definition later.

The normal forms of the projection of the pair G = (gi,g2) where gi is a smooth 
surface and given as a graph z = f(x,y) ( so r/! ^ 2 - /(:/;, y)) is given as follows 
[15, 19]:

f = x,g2^x\ f = x2 + xy, g2 = x; f = x3 + xy, g2 = x\ 

f - ±rr6 + x4 + xy, g2 = x; f = ±xy2 + a'2, g2 = x\ f = x2 + t/x, g2 = x\ 

f - xy2 + x2y + ax3 + a’4, g2 - a’; / - x2, g2 = y + a*3; / = x2, g2=y + x5;

f = xy + ax3 ± x5, g2 — y E x2.



Chapter 9

Quasi projections of hypersurfaces

9.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we classify simple singularities of projections of hypersurfaces up to 
a special equivalence relation [38] which is more rough than the standard one which 
was discussed in the previous chapter.

We give here the complete proofs of the theorems stated in that paper as some 
proofs are outlined there . On the other hand, our methods and results in the next 
chapters are based on the constructions and results of the paper.

Consider the trivial bundle Mn x (%, y) i—» y.

Definition 9.1.1 Given a variety C IRC x Rp, a point b e V is called critical if 
the fiber through b is not transversal to V at 6. In particular, b can be a singular 
point of V.

Definition 9.1.2 Two varieties Vi and Vz embedded in M7Z x IRC are called pseudo
equivalent if there is a diffeomorphism 0 : IRC x IRC —> IRC x IRC such that Vi — 
the set of critical points of V2 is mapped onto the set of critical points of Vi, and the 
differential of 0 at any critical point maps the direction of the projection to that at 
the image of the point.

Obviously, this is an equivalence relation. We will denote by Pv the equivalence 
class of a germ V and call it the pseudo-orbit of V.

163
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For simplicity, we consider only the case of analytic hypersurface V — {(x>y) : 
f(x,y) — 0} given by a single equation / — 0. Also, we assume that the fibers are 
one dimensional x E M, n — 1.

Denote by TPf the tangent space at V = {(£,?/) : f(x,y) — 0} (or just at /) 
to the orbit Py. Denote by Rad(J/) the ideal consisting of function germs h(x,y) 
whose certain power hm belongs to the ideal Jf generated by || and /. Denote 
by IRad(J/) the module over the algebra CXiy of function germs g such that the 
derivative || € Rad( J/). Denote by IJf the integral of the ideal Jf consisting of 
all function germs h such that ^ £ Jf - Clearly, the functions in Cy which do not 
depend on x are in IJf for any germ /. Denote by fx the partial derivative of / with 
respect to x (i.e fx =

In fact below, we replace the algebraic notion of the radical by the geometric one 
(similar to the idea which was introduced in chapter 1), assuming that / and g are 
diffeomorphic to analytic maps.

Differentiating upon parameter all deformations within the pseudo-orbit of a given 
germ / we obtain the tangent space TPf at / to the orbit Pv.

Proposition 9.1.1 The tangent space TPf of the pseudo orbit Py at f is given by 
the formula

n—1
TPf = Af + fxX + Yf«Y

i—1

where A, A e and Yi € IRad(Jf).

n—l
Proof Lemma 8.1.2 yields that the vector field v = + Yl Viiff > the flow of

i=l
which preserves the chosen direction e — along a trajectory 7 of a point satisfies 
the relation [v, e] = he with some factor h. The decomposition of this relation is

This means that the derivatives with respect to x of the components Vi of the 
vector field corresponding to the coordinates yi,i ~ 1,..., n “ 1, vanish at the points
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of 7. In the analytic case this means that these derivatives belong to the radical of 
the ideal defining the critical locus. This proves the proposition.

Unfortunately, this relation does not satisfy the properties of a geometrical sub
group of equivalences in J. Damon sense [16] ( see Example 1: in chapter 1). In 
particular, the versality theorem can fail. To avoid this difficulty we use a subspace 
of the tangent space, which behaves regularly when the function / depends on extra 
parameters. Namely take the following sub-module

TQ/ = Af + fIX + 'jrfy,Y(cTPf, (*)

i=l

where A,Xe CXfy and Yi € IJf, as the set of admissible infinitesimal deformations 
of a function. Hence, we introduce the respective notion Q/ of the class of a quasi 
equivalence relation.

Definition 9.1.3 Two hypersurfaces Vi = {/1 = 0}, V2 = {f^ = 0} are called quasi
equivalent if there is a family of diffeomorphisms 0t : Mn —> Mn continuously and 
piece-wise smoothly depending on parameter /; 6 [1,2] and a family ht of continuous 
piece-wise smooth non-vanishing functions such that ft = ht(f2°0t), O2 is the identity 
mapping, /i2 = 1, and for any t G [1,2] the components of the vector field V — 
takes the form:

X € cxiy and Yi <E jcift/) + (a^x, y)ft + y))dx^ ,

where a,;, bi £ CriVi/. The family of functions ft being the homotopy between /1 
and /2 is called admissible.

Remarks:

1. It is obvious that the quasi-equivalence of two functions implies their pseudo 
equivalence.
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2. The hypersurfaces which are O-equivalent (and belong to one connected com
ponent of the orbit) are quasi equivalent, since the functions from Cy belong to IJf 
for any /.

3. Similarly to the remarks on page 54, it is easy to see that the versality theorem 
holds for the quasi equivalence. As usual, a miniversal deformation of the germ of a 
hypersurface V = {f(xt y) = 0} is a family of hypersurfaces determined by a family 
of functions that is a sum of an organizing center f(x}y) and a linear combination 
of functions whose classes form a basis over K. of the quotient space CXjy/TQf. .

4. The definitions imply that quasi-equivalent hypersurfaces have diffeomorphic 
sets S of critical points. Moreover, the Thom-Boardman-type stratification of the 
critical locus E is preserved. Let Sj C E be the subset of points s at which the 
critical set is tangent to the direction Jk In other words, the direction belongs to 
the tangent cone to E at s. Define by induction subsets E* c Sj_i consisting of points 
at which is tangent to E,-_i. All of them are preserved by the quasi-equivalence.

5. Assuming that the critical distinguished point remains at the origin for any 
value of the parameter deformation, we can apply only admissible vector fields which 
vanish at the origin. In a number of cases, this allows us to show the jets of quasi
orbits of some order coincide with the jets of standard O-orbits. For example, if all 
components of the singularity germ belong to the cube of the maximal ideal, then 
the terms which are in the quasi-orbit but not in the ordinary orbit belong to the 
forth power of the maximal ideal. So in this case the 3-jet of the standard orbit 
coincide with the 3-jet of quasi-orbit.

9.2 Basic techniques: Spectral sequence method

In what follows, we use mainly Moser homotopy method which was explained in 
chapter 1, standard spectral sequence method [1] and sometimes our modification, 
given in Lemma 1.3.5 in chapter 1.

We describe the standard technique here briefly.

Assume we have an A-equivalence relation. Here A stands either for right-left 
equivalence or some quasi-equivalence described above. Let the space TAg be the
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tangent space to the orbit at a germ g. Here we consider formal power series. Let 
a function <7 = </o + #1 4- ... be the decomposition of y into its quasi-homogeneous 
of degrees TV, Af + 1,.... Then, any power series with the principal part t/o can be 
reduced to the form #0 + S Ci6i with respect to A-equivalence relation, where the e* 
form the part of a monomial basis of CX)y/TAgo, of degrees greater than the degree 
of go.

9.3 Prenormal forms of quasi projection classes

In many cases we can find an appropriate prenormal form of a germ.

Consider the trivial bundle M1 X —> Kp : (xt y) 1—> y. Consider the tangent
space to the quasi projection orbit at /, given by the formula

71—1

TQ^Af + fvX + YfvF (*)

where A, X € C^y, and Y* G IJf.

Proposition 9.3.1 The module TQf given by the previous formula can be equiva
lently written as

n—i

TQf = fCx,v + fteC^y + fv,{I0J,} c TPf (**)
i = l

or
n—l

TQf = fC,,y + fXCX,y + UlhJf} C TPf, (* * *)
i=l

where IqJ/ and I\Jf are submodules of functions h(xty) such that hx(x>y) belongs 
to the principal ideal generated only by f or fX) respectively.

Proof. Applying integration by parts, we see that
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Thus,

Similarly,

{fa + fxb)dx = f adx +

/ fj)dz = fb-

fx(b-

fbxdx.

adx dx.

Hence,

J{fa + fxb)dx = fb + j f{a — bx)dx.

These formulas provide the required identities. Here a and b are smooth functions.

Lemma 9,3.2 If<&t{xyy) is an admissible deformation of functions for quasi projec
tion and {xty) j/), lt(j/)) is a family of diffeomorphisms ofRn that preserve
the fibration {x,y),0 ^/, 0, then Gt{z}y) = <$>t {Xt{x,y),Yt{y)) is also admissible
deformation.

Proof. The fact that the deformation Tt(X, Y) is admissible means that

d${XtY)
dt = $t{XiY)D{XiYit) +

d^t{X,Y) 71—1

OX *+£
i=l dY AifYU)

+ I {b^yj) d<h(x, Y) 
dX

+ $t(X,Y)Ci(X,Y,t))dx\,

with some smooth functions Ai^Bi^Ci, and X.

The matrix is invertible,7^ 0 and ^ ^ The functions
Yi depend only on ;</; and t. Hence the decomposition can be written in the form:
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&&(X{x,y),Y(y)) = Y(y))D{x, y, t) + —y^’x
dt dx

+ $t(X(x,y),Y{y))Ci(x,y,t)dx)

t)
a^(X(xy</)>yQ/))

dx

with some smooth functions X, A(, Bi, C{ and Di. This means that the family Gt is 
admissible.

Lemma 9.3.3 If Gt{x>y) is an admissible family, then for an arbitrary function 
H(t,x,y) the family Gt(x/y) = Gt(x,y) + H (^)2 is also admissible and Gt is 
quasi equivalent to Gt for each value oft.

Proof The fact that Gt(x,y) is admissible means that:

TQdi = GtA(x, y) + ^X(x, y) + YJ 9Gl
i=l dyi

&i(y) +
dGt
dx

Ci(x, y)dx

with some smooth functions A,X, Bi(y) and C*. 
Note that:

dG1 = dG1 m (dGif , g92Gt dGt
dx dx dx \ dx ) dx2 dx

dGt
dx

Kxix^j).

Also, note that:

dCh^dGf dH {dGt 
dy dy + dy \ dx + 2H d2Gt dGt 

dxdy dx
dGt , dGt

dx Kzfay)-
2
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Hence, TQq^ takes the form:

11—1
TQSt = GtA{x, y) + ^X(x,!/) + E ^ Bi{y) + 9Gt n , v . —y)dx

This space coincides with the tangent space to the orbit at Gt. Hence, Gt is also 
admissible.

Lemma 9.3.4 (Stabilization) If the second derivative fxx ^ 0, then the germ 
y) is quasi projection equivalent to x2 + f(y)- For quasi projection equivalent 

germs f, the respective reduced germs f are quasi equivalent.

Proof We apply the standard O-equivalence. As fxx ^ 0, then the germ /, in fact, 
is a deformation of Ai singularity in x and with parameters y. Thus,

f{%, V) = x2 + <p{;x, y) where /(x, 0) = fQ(x) = x2.

The germ /0 has a miniversal deformation of the form F(x, A) = x2 + A. Hence, 
any deformation of /0, can be induced from F and has the form : / — x2 + A(<y).

Now, suppose that ft{x,y) is admissible deformation of functions with Qr 0, 
then ft can be reduced to the form / = x2 4- Xt{y). By lemma (9.3.2), the family 
Xt(y) is admissible. Hence all At are quasi equivalent.

Let H be a germ of regular hypersurface at a critical point of the projection. Up 
to a permutation of indices of y coordinates and up to a multiplication by a non 
vanishing factor the equation of V takes the form

f(*, y) = 4(4 y) + z
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where y = (yu ..., yn-2), z = yn-i and g e

The following lemma relates the tangent space TQf with that of the derivative
fx = 9x-

Lemma 9.3.5 Let {TQf}x be the set of the derivatives with respect to x of germs 
from TQf then

TQU C {TQf}x c TQfx + fCXty.

Remark. Restrict the germs from the modules, mentioned in the statement of 
this lemma, to the hypersurface V (that is make the substitution yn_i — —g{x^y)). 
We get the nature inclusions of these tangent spaces into the modules over the algebra 
of functions in x and y related to the projections of hypersurfaces in Mn_1 :

TQg, C {TQg}x C TQg, + gCxS.

Proof. A function germ h{x^y) G TQf if it admits a decomposition

n—l / nX
h = fa + fxb + ^2 fy, \p + J (*)

with some smooth functions a,b £ CX)V and e* G Cy, i — 1,...,?^ — 1. The 
differentiation of the equation (*) with respect to x yields

hx
/ px \ _

f&xF fxQ> + fxbx + fxxb + E fxiji \ J ^xei(^XJ fyifx6i fxen~l,

or equivalently

n 2 re—2 / nX \
hx — {yn-i-\-g)ax+g(en-iPa~\-bxJrfyiei)Pgxb+gVi [Ci(y,yn^i) + / geidx) ,

j_l »=! k Jo /

where g ^ gx- The factors yn-i T 9>9-> and gx are independent functions; hence 
the right hand side of the last decomposition represents an arbitrary function from
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TQg + fCX)y. Setting yn-i = we get the required inclusions in the space of
germs in x^y and consequently in the space of germs in x. y. Note that, Hadamard 
Lemma yields that Ci{y, y) = Ci(y, 0)PyCi(y, y). Let V" - yci(y, y), then % =

Corollary 9.3,6 ^sswrae that the yerm y is quasi projection simple in the space of 
projections of hypersurfaces in Rn-1. In other words, a neighborhood ofg consists of 
finitely many quasi-orbits. Then f is quasi-simple.

Proof. Indeed, a neighborhood of a regular germ / is the space of primitives of 
functions close to 'y. Due to the left inclusion of the lemma, an admissible deformation 
of the derivatives produces an admissible deformation of the primitives. I

Assign some positive weights «o>a'n_i to the variables x, j/i,...,yn-i-

Definition 9.3.1 A system of weights cq is called adopted if the derivative of any 
weighted homogeneous germ / of degree d along any vector field that preserve the 
direction ^ and vanish at a distinguished point has degree > d

Lemma 9.3.7 Let ft,0 be an admissible deformation of function germs. Let the 
basic points be at the origin for any t. Let a be an adopted system of weights. Then 
the non zero terms of ft of the lowest a-degree are equivalent with respect to the 
standard projection.

Proof. Take the lowest order terms of ft. The order does not depend on t. Take 
the lowest order terms in the decomposition

h = afF fxb + fyt + Jq fxddxj , (*).

Notice that the integral terms that do not belong to the tangent space of the quasi 
equivalence can not enter because of higher degree. Hence the weighted homogeneous
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lowest order terms on the right-hand side of (*) belong to the O-tangent space, which 
proves the lemma.

Corollary 9.3.8 Under the conditions of Lemma 9.3.7, assume that a-lowest part 
/o of f is “ parabolic, ” that is the space of weighted homogeneous deformations of fo 
contains a continuous family of O-orbits. Then, f is not quasi simple.

9.4 Classification of simple classes

The classification of simple classes in low dimensions is given in the following theo
rems.

Theorem 9.4.1 If n = 2 the list of simple classes is the same as for standard O- 
group of foliation preserving diffeomorphisms of the plane acting on the germs of 
curves.

Ak: f = xk+1 +2/; & = 0,1,...

Bk: f ^x2±yk, Ck\ f = xy + xk, A: = 2,3,...,

F4: f = x3 + y2.

Proof of Theorem 9.4.1

We start with O-classifications. We will use the spectral sequence method. Let 
f(x, y) = apx + azy + Wx2 + b2'xy + b^y2 + .... Then, we distinguish the following 
cases:

• If |£(0) 7^ 0, then consider the principal part /0 = x. Clearly, / is equivalent 
to /o = £ as the tangent space coincides with the space of all germs. Note that the 
germ / can be written as equivalent to Aq \ g = x + y.

• If !£(0) = 0 but §^(0) 7^ 0, then consider the principal part fo — y. The tangent 
space contains all germs which divisible by y. Hence, the germ / is equivalent to
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f = y + <p e Ml. Suppose that, tp(x) = akXk + ak+1xk+1 + , with
oc/t 7^ 0 and k > 2. Consider the germ f0 = y + akxk. Then, the tangent space to the 
orbit at /0 is

TQf0 = (y + akxk)a(x, y) + x^bix, y) + c(y).

Hence, / after normalization otk is equivalent to Ak-\ : g(x, y) ~ y F xky k >2.

• If §^(0) ~ = 0 and §^v(0) ^ 0, then Lemma (9.3.4) yields that / is equivalent
to / = x2 4- ip{y) with ^y) G M\. Let = $kyk + $k+\yk*x F ... with ^ ^ 0 
and k > 2. Consider the principal part /0 = x? F SklJk. Then, the tangent space to 
the orbit at /o is

TQjo = {;x2 F pkyk)a{x, y) F xb{x, y) F y^cty).

Hence, / is equivalent to , after normalization fik) Bk : g = x2 F y}\ k > 2.

• |£(0) = §£ = ^f(O) = 0 but £^(0) ^ 0, then consider the principal part 
fo — xy. The tangent space to the orbit at f0 takes the form:

TQfo = xyA(x, y) F yB{x, y) + xD{y).

Hence, / is equivalent to f — xy F <p(x) with <p(x) G Ml. Let <p(x) = akxk F 
ak+ixk+1 + ... with oik ^ 0 and k> 3. Consider the main part /0 = xy + cxkxk. The 
tangent space to the orbit at / has the form

TQ7o = (xy F akxk)a(x, y) F (y F ka^^bix, y) F xc(y).

If we substitute mod TQjq\ y = —kakxk~l in xy F akxk = 0, we get: xk = 0. 
Hence, xy = 0 and y = 0. Thus, after normalization (dk the germ f is equivalent to 
Ck : g = xy F xk, k > 3.

• If if(0) = = 0(°) = = °> but 0(0) ^ 0, then consider the

principal part /0 = y2. The quotient space C[x,y]/TQfo is generated by yhi(x) and 
li2(x). Hence, / is equivalent to / = y2Fyh1(x)Fh2(x) with hi G M\ and h2 G Ml. 
Let hi — a2x2 + asx3 + ... and h2 = b2x3 + b^x4 + ....
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Suppose that &2 ^ 0 and consider the main part /o = Then, the tangent
space to the orbit at / takes the form:

TQf0 = (y2 + a3.T3)A(^, y) + x2B(x, y) + yC{y).

We have mod TQj^. x2B = 0. Hence, y2 = 0. Thus, The quotient space C[o;, y]/TQjQ 
is generated by 1, x, y and xy. Hence, the germ / is equivalent, after normalization 
tt3, to F4 : # = y2 + x5.

Other germs are adjacent either to the class G with zero 2-jet or to the class 
F* : f{xi y) =y2 + y(a2x2 + a3x3 + ...) + + hx5 + ....

In the first case consider the 3-jet which is the lowest quasi homogeneous part 
/3 = ttiX'3 + (X2'X2y + (i3xy2 + ^'l/3- Then, the tangent space with respect to the 
standard O-prejection at /3 takes the form:

TQf,3 — f3A(xi y) + (3dix2 + 2d2xy + (i3y2)B(x, y) + (a2x2 2d3xy F 3diy2)C(y).

or equivalently,

TQh = (3diX2 + 2d2xy F a3y2)B(x,y) F {d2x2 + 2d3xy F 3aiy2)C(y), 

as f3 is quasi homogeneous.

The cubic terms are obtained from the tangent space if B — aoxFboy and C — Coy 
where do, bo No e ®L Hence, the the dimension of the subgroup of linear transforma
tions with an eigenvector along the x-axis which is generated by B and (7 is 3 which 
is less than the dimension 4 of the 3-jets of the functions from the class G. Hence, 
the class G is non-simple with respect to the standard O-equivalence equivalence. 
By lemma, 9.3.7, the class G remains non-simple with respect to quasi projection 
equivalence as the lowest quasi homogeneous part is non-simple with respect to the 
standard O-equivalence.

In the second case, consider the lowest quasi homogeneous part: /4 — y2Fa2x2yF 
54a?4, with quasi degree 1 with respect of weight of x being ~ and weight of y being
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Then, the tangent space at takes the form:

TQU = (2a2xy + 464a;3)^(a;, y) 4- (2t/ + a2x2)C(y).

The quasi homogeneous part is obtained from the tangent space if B — cyqX and 
C — 'joy where cxo}Po & M. Hence, the the dimension of the subgroup of the linear 
transformations with an eigenvectors and which is generated by B and (7 is 2 
which is less than the dimension 3 of the quasi homogeneous part /4 of the functions 
from the class Fq, Hence, the class F& is non-simple with respect to the standard O- 
projection equivalence. So, Lemma 9.3.7 yields that the class G remains non-simple 
with respect to quasi projection equivalence as the lowest quasi homogeneous part 
is non-simple with respect to the standard O-equivalence.

Thus, the classes Ak~u -E4, Ck and F4 are the only simple quasi projection classes. 
The theorem is proven.

Theorem 9.4.2 Forn = 3 the list of simple quasi projection of regular hypersurfaces 
singularities consists of

Ak:f = xk+1 + yrx Py2, k > 0,

Bk: f = x3 + y^x + y2, k>2,

Ck: f = xk+1 + irV +2/2, k> 2,

F4 : / = a;4 + yfx + y2.

The list of simple quasi projections of singular hypersurfaces is as follows:

= 6,7, 8 : / = a:2 + £/(2/i,2/2)

where g is one of the standard simple A, D, E function germ in y\

Al* \ f = x3 + y!X + yl\

A(k) : / = x3 + yk;x + yj + 2/|, k> 2.
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Proof of Theorem 9.4.2

• In the case of regular hypersurfaces, the result follows from Lemmas 9.3.2, 
9.3.5 and 9.3.7. Thus, the integration of simple classes of Theorem 9.4.1 gives simple 
classes for n — 3.

Ak • f = + yix + y2, k >0,

Bk '■ f = + yi& + y2i k >2,

Ck ‘ f — xk+1 + x2yi T 2/2) k >2,

F4 : f = x* + y*x + 2/2.

These classes are nonequivalent due to multiplicity reasons. The remaining classes 
after differentiation contain the germs of functions in the plane that either have zero 
2-jets or have degree > 1 with respect to adopted weights I and | for x and 2/, 
respectively. Lemmas 9.3.5, 9.3.7 and the proof of the previous theorem yields that 
these classes are non-simple in this case.

For singular hypersurfaces, we start with the O-classifications, using Lemma 9.3.2, 
we distinguish the following cases:

• If a germ / is a deformation of Ai singularity in x with parameters 2/1 and 
2/2, then Lemma 9.3.4 yields that / is O-equivalent to the germ: f = x2 Y <7(3/1,2/2). 

Hence, we need to classify the germs 0(3/1,3/2). The tangent space to the orbit at y 
coincides with the tangent space with respect to standard right equivalence. Thus, 
the germ g belongs to one of the classes Ak, Dk or Es% 5 = 6, 7, 8. Thus, the following 
classes

Aki Dl, s = 6,7,8 : / — a;2 + 0(2/1,2/2)

where g is one of the standard simple Ak, Dk> Es function germ in (2/1,2/2); remain 
simple with respect to quasi equivalence.

All other germs are adjacent to the nonsimple class

J10’9 = ylYy^Yaylyl, with 4a3 + 27 0.
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The class is quasi homogeneous with respect to the adopted weights 2 for yi and 
1 for i/2- By lemma 9.3.7, the class Ji0 remains nonsimple with respect to quasi 
equivalence.

• If a germ / is a deformation of A2 singularity in x with parameters yi and 
y2. That is f(x}yi}y2) - x3 + yy{xyy1,y2) and /(re,0,0) = f0{x) — x3. Then, the 
germ f0(x) has a miniversal deformation <I»(a;, A0, Ai) = x3 4- Ai.r + A0. Hence, any 
deformation is induced from <5 and has the form:

/(£> 2/i, 2/2) = x3 + hi (yi, y2)x + h2 (2/1, y2) with e Mm ,y2 and h2 G .

Let hi{yuy2) - + a2y2 + biy\ + b2yiy2 + b$yl + ....

Up to permutations between yi and y2, suppose that cq 7^ 0, then / can be 
reduced to the form / = x3 -\-aryrx -f h(yhy2) where h € Assume that
h(yi, y2) — Ci2/i+C22/iJ/2+C32/2 + * • • andc3 7^ 0. Consider the main quasi homogeneous 
part: /0 = x3 + aiijiX + c3i/|. Then, the tangent space at /0 takes the form:

TQIq — {x3 FaiyixFczyDAix, yuy2)-P{3x2jraiyi)B(x,xji,y2)+xC{yi,y2)Jrij2D(yi,y2).

Then, we obtain mod TQjq :

_3
Vi ^ —x2} (9.1)

Q>i

This relation yields that

C,,sl,yJTQfa K CXiJT*Qh

where T'Qk = (~2ri;3 + c3yl)A(x, y2) + xC(x2, y2) + '1J2 D(:r2, j/2).
Thus, after normalization of ai and c3, / becomes equivalent to the germ Fi = 

x3 + yix + yl

Next, suppose that cq = a,2 = 0 and h2 is non-degenerate function, then / can be 
reduced to the form: f = x3 A xH(yi)y2) + yf + y% where H G M2J1)y2. Consider the 
main quasi homogeneous part: f0 — x3 -|- CkXy^ + yf T yl where k > 2. The tangent 
space at /0 contains all deformation of the form xHt(y\,y2). To prove this claim,
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consider the tangent space at /o

TQfo = (x3 + ckxy$ + yl + yl)A(x, ylt y2) + (Sx2 + cty^Bix, y1} y2)

+ {2y! + kCkXyi~1)C{yliy2)Py2D(yi)y2).

Let A — Ckyi and B = yf + yl- Then the the function f0 = x3 P Ax + B is quasi 
homogeneous with respect to weights wx = ^ A = ^ and B — 1. Thus, we can write 
/o = Ix^- P ~Ax P B. Thus, we obtain mod TQjq

(9-2)

Multiplying the equation (9.2) by £ we get

px2 + Bx = 0. (9.3)
o

Substituting x2 = ^yl in the equation (9.3) we obtain

-^yiA + Bx = 0. (9.4)

Also, we have

x[kckyk ^ + 22/! = 0,

and
3/2 = 0.

(9.5)

(9.6)

Now all terms in xHt(yi,y2) belong to TQ^} using the relations (9.2), (9.4), (9.5) 
and (9.6). Hence, we conclude that / is equivalent f — x3 P xy^ P y2 P y\.

Other germs are adjacent to a germ of the form:

/ = ax3 + byix + cyiy2 P dy\ P v?(3/i» 3/2)
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of quasi degree > 1 with respect to the weights of x and y2 being | and yi being |. 
Let /0 = ax’3 4- byiX 4- cyiy2 4- dy^- Then, the tangent space at /0 takes the form:

TQfo - (3ax2 4- %i)£(x, j/i, y2) 4- {bx 4- cy2)C(yu y2) + (cyi + 3dyl)D(y1}y2).

The terms of /0 are obtained from ii B = (3x, C = ayt and D — ^yy2 where 
/?, o:,7 G Hence the dimension of the subgroup of the linear transformation gen
erated by B, C and D is 3 which is less than the dimension of the quasi homogeneous 
part /0. Thus, the germ / is non-simple with respect to the standard O-equivalence. 
Lemma 9.3.7 yields that the germ / is also non-simple with respect to quasi equiva
lence.

• The deformation of A3 (or of Ak, k > 3) are adjacent to

f = x4P y!X2 4- y2x + <p(y1)y2) with <p e M2yi^

Consider the lowest quasi homogeneous part g — axA + byiX2 cy2x + dyj with 
respect to the weights wx = wyi = | and wy2 = §. Take the tangent space at g:

TQg = (4ax3 + 2bylx + cy2)B(x, yu y2) + {bx2 + 2dy1)C{yu y2) + xD{yu y2).

The dimension of the subgroup of the linear transformation generated by i? == fix, 
C = ayi and D — ,yy2 where /?, cr, 7 € M is 3 which is less than the dimension of 
g. Thus, the germ / is non-simple with respect to the standard O-equivalence. By 
Lemma (9.3.7), we conclude that the germ / is also non-simple with respect to quasi 
equivalence. This finishes the proof of the theorem.

9.5 Quasi vf projection

In [36], another example of non-stanard equivalence in the projection theory was 
introduced. It is called pseudo and quasi vf equivalences.

Let v be a non-singular field in the space where a function or a complete inter
section is defined.
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Definition 9.5.1 Two functions fi : Mn —» = 1, 2 are called pseudo vf-equivalent
if there is a diffeomorphism 0 : such that /2 = o 0 and if m is a critical
point of /2 then the linear part of 0 at m maps the direction of the vector field v to 
the direction of v at the image 0(m).

Denote by Pvf the equivalence class of a germ f and call it the pseudo-vf-orbit 
of /.

This equivalence takes an intermediate place between the standard right-equivalence 
and the right action of fibration preserving diffeomorphisms 9 : Rn —> 0*v — hv,
for some non-zero factor h : Mn —> M.

One of the possible applications of vf singularities is the classification of vertical 
vector fields on Lagrangian submanifolds. The setting is as follows: Critical points 
of a function depending on parameters define Lagrangian submanifold. Vector field 
defines the flow of right-equivalences, which defines a family of Lagrange equivalences 
(without changing parameters). Therefore vectors of the vector fields evaluated at the 
critical points of the function define a vector field on Lagrange manifold which is along 
the fibers of Lagrange projection to the base (parameter space). The singularities of 
these vector fields are of interest in variational problems with constraints.

We shall consider the simplest case of non-singular vector field v — where 
x E R, Kn — {(;/;, y)} and y £ Rn_1. Notice that the difteomorphisims 0 which 
preserve the fibration tt : (:r, y) i-» y takes the form 6 : (x, y) (X(;r,;(/), Y(;</)).

Denote by Jv the ideal generated by the derivatives of the function /.

Differentiating upon parameter all deformations within the pseudo-u/-orbit of a 
given germ /, we obtain the tangent space TPVf at / to the orbit Pvf.

Proposition 9.5.1 The tangent space TPvf is given by the formula

n—1

TPv/ = fxX + J2f„Y<,
i=l

where X £ Cx>y and Yi E IRad(Jv)-
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Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of proposition 9.1.1.

As in the previous construction of quasi projection to get better properties with 
respect to parameter dependence, take the following sub-module

n—1
TQVf = f:eX + J2 fyji C TPvf, (*)

i“i

where X E Cx>y and € /Ja? cis the set of admissible infinitesimal deformations of 
a function, and introduce the respective notion Qvf of the class of quasi equivalence 
relation which is finer than the pseudo-equivalence class.

Definition 9.5.2 Two functions /i,/2 : (Rn,0) -+ R are called quasi-vf -equivalent 
if there is a family of function germs ft which continuously depends on parameters 
t E [1,2] and a continuous piece-wise smooth family of diffeomorphisms (f . : —> Mn 
depends on parameters t E [1,2], such that: ftoQt = fu $1 = id and the components 
of the vector field generated by 0 are of the form:

( & ^+dx
XGCXi„ yi,Yi e jc.fe) + f

where bij E Cx>y and Ci E Cv

The classification of simple quasi vf projection is given as follows.

Theorem 9.5.2 The simple quasi vf projection classes of function germs are given 
by the following list:

1. Aq \ f = x,

2. A, DfE \ f = x2 + f{y), where f(y)~ is a standard simple singularity class 
Aki Dk,Ek>

3. C2-. f = xy{ ± 2/| • • ■ ± yl_u
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4. Fn+i : f = x3 ±yl - ■ ■ ± yn—i *

Remarks:

1. The fencing non simple classes are F : x4 -\- ax2yl ± j/J • ■ • ± and C :
xyi + aj/f ± 2/| • • ■ ± Vn—i ’

2. The adjacency of the classes of low codimension in the plane (a;, y) £ R2 is 
shown in the table:

Aq <— A% *— A2 • • •

T
C2 <- Fn+i F

3. The contact quasi vf projection classification coincides with the right one. 
This is because all classes given in the theorem are weighted homogeneous.

Proof of Theorem 9.5.2

If the function germ / is non-singular then we obtain xEy2 • - • E y2-!- Suppose 
that the germ / is singular and consider the two jet of /, restricted to the subspace 
y = Q. If J2{f) contains ax2 then the function is quasi ^/-equivalent to the germ 
F = ■Jzx2-\-y(y). Two functions of these type are quasi vf - equivalent if the respective 
germs g(y) are right equivalent. If J2{f) contains xg(y) term (where g(y) is linear 
in y) then the function germ is quasi ^/-equivalent to G — xyi + g{y) where g £ 
M22 yn-i- The germ G is quasi ^/-equivalent to the simple germ F — xyi iyf • • • ± 
y2_i. Finally, the function germ / with zero two jet and has the form / = crx3jrg(y) 
is quasi 'C/-equivalent to the simple germ x3±y2 * • • Other germs are adjacent
to non-simple classes with respect to quasi ^/-equivalence relation.



Chapter 10

Quasi projection with boundaries

10.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we classify simple singularities of projections to a plane of surfaces 
embedded into three-space and equipped with a boundary. We will use two special 
equivalence relations which are more rough than the standard one and similar to 
quasi projection of hypersurfaces. They are called quasi strong and quasi weak 
equivalence relations. We shall classify the simple quasi strong singularities only.

Consider the space M” — {(x,y) : x € R,y e SC"1} and the trivial bundle 
structure defined by the projection (x, y) t-*y. So the fibres here are one-dimensional.

Again for simplicity, we will consider the analytic case. So, let V — {(x/y) : 
f{x>y) == 0} be an analytic hypersurface given by a single equation. Let B — 
{{x>y) '■ f{x->y) — g(x,y) ~ 0} be its distinguished boundary which is subvariety in 
V of codimension 1. Then, the pair {V,B) is called a hypersurface with boundary. 
Denote by G = (/, g) the pair of the equations which define the hypersurface V with 
the boundary B.

184
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Figure 10.1: Strong quasi projection with boundary .

10.2 The strong equivalence relation

Definition 10.2.1 Two hypersurfaces with boundaries G\

(

h
9i

and (jt2

are called pseudo-strong equivalent if there is a diffeomorphism 0 :
92 j
such that:

m__. iron

1. Gi = MG2 0 0, where M — \ ], where a,b,c <E Chwith a(0)c(0) 7^ 0.
\b cj

2. The set of critical points of the projection of V2 is mapped by 6 onto the set of 
critical points of the projection of Vj.

3. The differential of 0 at any critical point maps the direction of the projection 
to that of the image of the point.

Remark: We call this equivalence strong because we preserve the direction at 
all critical points of the projection.

Differentiating all deformations within the pseudo-strong-orbit of a given pair
/
9

f TPSf \

V TPS<, J

J with respect to a parameter, we get the tangent space TPSq —

to the pseudo-strong-orbit PSg at the pair G.
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Proposition 10.2.1

TPSq —

The tangent space TPSq is given by the formula

( TPS, 

v TPS',

/ . re—1
+ fa-X T

i=l
i fB-\- gC + gxX +
\ i=l

\

/
where A^B^C^X E CXty,Yi G IRad(Jf).

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of proposition 9.1.1.

Again, this equivalence relation does not satisfy the properties of a geometrical 
subgroup of equivalences in the Damon sense [16]. So, as before we use a subspace of 
TPSq that behaves regularly when the pair G depends on extra parameters. Namely, 
take the submodule

TQSg
= / TQSf

V TQSg

re—1
fA + fxx+-EfViYi. \

i=l re—1 C TPSg,
i fB + gC + QxX+Y^QyiYi- .

\ i=l /

where A, B,C,X G Cx>yi if G IJf.

Definition 10.2.2 Two hypersurfaces with boundaries Gi = I

(

h
9i

and Gb =

92
are called QS-equivalent if there exists a family of diffeomorphisms 9t :

En —> continuously and piecewise smoothly depending on parameter t G [1,2]
and a family of matrices

ut 0 \
bt ct

where at^h^Ct G at(0)ct(0) ^ 0 ,M2 = h and #2 = id and a family of pairs
Gt = ( ^ j , with t G [1,2], such that: For any t G [1,2] we have Gt — MtG2 o $t 

\ 9t J
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and the vector field V = (X,Yi) generated by 0t is of the following form: X e CX)lJ 
and Yi € IJft.

We start with the case of the regular hypersurface V = {(a;, yt 2:) G M3 : f(x, y} z) = 
f{x, y) + z = 0}. Let the boundary be I? = {(a;, y, 2:) G M3 : f(x, y, z) = g(x, y, z) — 
0} and the natural projection be (x,y,z) i-» {y,z). The classification of QS- simple 
classes is carried out in the following order. At first, we classify the surfaces with 
respect to quasi projection equivalence. Hence, we get the simple classes listed in 
the theorem 9.4.2. Secondly, we classify the boundary B for each class obtained in 
the first step. This means that we need to calculate the stationary algebra of the 
admissible vector fields

T T r .9 . d . d
w-xdi + % + zd~z’

the flow of which provides a quasi equivalence of the surface V with itself. Then, we 
classify the orbits of its action on the equations g(x, y) —0 ol the boundary modulo 
the equation of the surface.

Definition 10.2.3 The vector field W is called stationary with respect to quasi 
projection of the surface V, if the diffeomorphism generated by W preserves the 
surface V and the direction of projection at the critical pints of the projection.

The stationary vector field W which is tangent to V satisfies

H(x, y, z)(f(xy y) + z) + fx% + fvy + z — 0, (10.1)

for some function H. Its components %, y and z satisfy: x G CXiy and 2), i G IJf. It 
follows that the components y and i have the forms

X

y = Y0(y}z) + J ((f(x,y) + z)h1(x,yiz) +fxfay^fayyZ^dx, (10.2)

0

x

z = Z0{yiz)-\- / {{f(x,y) + z)hz(x,y,z) + fx(x,y)h4(x,y,z))dx,

0

(10.3)
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for some smooth functions y0) /h) * — 1, • • •} 4.

Denote by W = x(x,y,-f{x,y))-^ + £0, :y, “/0,2/))|; the projection of the 
vector field W to the x,y coordinate plane. Denote its components by X,Y.

Differentiation of (10.1) with respect to x provides the proof of the following:

Lemma 10.2.2 Vector field W is stationary if and only if W is tangent to the 
critical point locus, that is,

y)fx + fxxX 4- fxyY — 0, 

for some function A, and the component Y has the form

X

Y^Yfiy)-^ J fx(x, y)h(x, y)dx, (10.4)
o

with some smooth functions Y\, h.

Proof. Differentiate (10.1) with respect to x and get

(Hx 4- hs + fvhi)(f(x, y) -\- z) T fx{xx 4- LT 4- Im 4- /y/^2) + fxxX 4- fxyil — 0.

The relation (10.2) and integration by parts imply

a:

y = Yoiy, z) 4- Th(x, y, z)(f(x, y) + z) + J fx(h2 - hi (x, y, z)) dx,
0

with some smooth function h\. Restricting the last formulas to the surface V we get 
the required relations. Note that for the second relation, we get:

a;

y = Yo(y, -f{x, y)) + J fx(h2 - hi (x, y, -fix, y)) dx.
0

H’Adamard Lemma yields that Yo(y, —f{x, y) can be written as follows: Yo(y} —f(x, y)) 
Yo(y, 0)YfY1{y, /). The second summand belongs to fQx fxN(x, y)dx as /)) =
§j{fYi(y, f).fx, due to the chain rule.
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Obviously the converse is also true.

Lemma 10.2.2 implies the following:

Lemma 10.2.3 The stationary algebra is given by the following formulas:

1. For Ak: f — -\~yx + z, k> 0;

X = £ [xS(y) + E(x} y)x2 - M(x, y)(y + a*)] ; ,10 5x
Y - yS{y) + + (/c + l)y]E(x, y) + \x2(y + xk)Ex(x, y),

where S(y),E(x,y)i M(x,y) are arbitrary function germs and ^ — Ex.

2. For Bk: f = “X'3 4- xyk + z, k >2,

X = \xS(v) + \E(.x>v)yk~lx2 ~ N(x,y)(x2 + yk);

y = yS(y) + \x(x2 + 3yk)E(x, y) + ^x2(x2 + yk)Ex{x, y),

where S(y)iE(xJ y)iM(xi y) are arbitrary functions and = Ex.

3. For Ck-‘ f = + x2y -h z, k>2,

X = ~-L-xs(y) + N(xk + xy) + x3Q(x, y) + xAQx(x, y)\

Y = yS(tj)+x[2xk+(k+l)xy]Q{x, y)px2[4:xk-\-(kP3)xy}Qx{x} ij)+x3(xk+xy)Qxx{x, y),

where S(y), Q(x,y), M{x,y) are arbitrary functions and ^ = Qx, — Qxx.

4. For Fa: / — x4 4- y2x + z ,

X = —2N(x, y)(y2 + x3) + ^xS(y) + ^x2VE(x, y);

y = yS(y) + jtx''3 + 4yA)E(x, y) + l(;2f.i;3 + y2)Bx(x, y),

where S(y))E(x, y), M(x, y) are arbitrary functions.
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Proof.

1. In the case of Ak : f = + xy, k > 2: the derivative equation takes the
form:

A(x, y){y + xk) + kxk~lx + 2/ = 0,
£

where y — SQ{;y) + /('</ + xk)a(x, y)dx. 
o

By integration by parts, the last formula can be written as

y = £0(2/) + (xk 4- y)xb - xk+lE, (10.6)

X

with some functions E(x, y), So(y) and adx — xb, f kxkbdx = xk+1E.
0

Setting x = y — 0 we get So(0) — 0- Hence So(y) — yS(y) for a smooth function 
S(y). Hence, the derivative equation can be written in the form

A{xk + 2/) + kx^x + yS{y) — xk+1E = 0, 

where A — A-\- xb. This formula can be rewritten as:

x^lkx + xA - x2E] + y[S(y) + A] = 0.

This yields to the existence of a smooth function M(x, y) such that

kx + xA — x2E = —My, (10-7)

and
S(y) P A = Mxk~1. (10.8)

If we substitute A , from the equation (10.8), into the equation (10.7), we get:

x = -^-M(y T xk) T —xS(y) + —x2E.

X

Now differentiating the relation / kxkbdx — xk+1E with respect to x gives 6 =
0

^E 4- lxEx. Hence, if we substitute b in the equation (10.6), we obtain
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y = yS(y) + ^ + (k + i)y]E + + xh)Ex,

as required.

2. In the case ol Bk \ f = \xz + ykx) /c > 2 , the derivative equation takes the 
form:

A(x2 + yk) + 2xx + kyk~ly = 0,
X

where y — Sq(ij) + /(:/;2 -|- yk)a(x, y)dx. By integration by parts, the y component 
o

of the stationary algebra can be written as follows:

i) = SQ{y) + (x2 + yk)xb(x, y) - x3E{x, y), (10.9)

X

with some functions b(xiy) and E(x,y) and Jq adx = xb. f 2x2b(x, y)dx — x3E.
o

Thus the stationary algebra can be written as:

A(x2 + yk) + 2xx + kyk~1 (So(y) + (x2 + yk)xb(x, y) — x3E(x, y)) = 0, 

or equivalently

A(x2 + yk) 4- 2xx + kyk 1 (So(y) — x3E(x, y)) =0, 

where A — A-h xb(x, y). This formula can be rewritten as:

2x[x + ~Ax - ^y-1#] + y^lyA + kSoiy)] - 0.

This tells us that there exists a smooth function M(x,y) such that:

1 ~ k
x + - Ax — ~x2yk~1E = My10-1 (10.10)

and
yA -f kSo(y) = —2xA4. (10.11)
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If we set a; — y = 0 in the equation (10.11), we see that ^(O) = 0. This means 
that So(y) = yS(y). Thus we can write the the equation (10.11) as:

A T kS(y) + 2xM = 0,

which is equivalent to the existence of a smooth function N(x>y) such that:

A + kS (y) = 2xN,

and

M - -yN.

Substituting A and M in the equation (10.10) gives the x component of the 
stationary algebra as follows:

i = -N (x2 + yk) + ^xS(y) + ^yk~1x2E.

X

If we differentiate /2x2b{xyy)dx — x3E with respect x, we get: b = %E + ^Ext 
o

where ^ = Ex. Thus:

i) - ySQ{y) + ^x(x2 + 3yk)E + ^x2(x2 + yk)Ex.

3. For the singularity C : f — ]^xk+1 + l>x2y, k >2 , the derivative equation 
has the form:

A(xk + xy) + (kx^1 + y)x Txy = 0,
X

where y = S^y) + /(xk Jrxy)a{x, y)dx. By integration by parts, the y component 
o

can be written as

y = SQ(y) + (xk + xy)xb(xiy) (kxk—l + y)xb(x, y)dxt
o
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where xh = /Qx adx. Integration by parts again gives

y = S0(y) + (xk + - (kxk 1 4- j/)a;2^ + xk+1Q,
X

with smooth functions E(x, y) and Q(x, y) and the relations f xbdx = x2E and
o

/ k(k — l)xkEdx = xk+1Q. 
o

Thus the stationary algebra takes the form:

A(xk + xy) + (kxk 1 + y)x + x[SQ{y) + (xk + xy)xb — (kxk 1 + y^x^E + xk+^Q\ = 0. 

Equivalently, this formula can be written as:

A(xk + xy) + x(kxk 1 y) T x [^(y) ~ (kxk~1 + y)x2E + == 0,

with A = A + x2b. We get the following equivalent formula

(x-xA)(kxk 1-{-y)JrX k-1
Ay + So(y) — x2(kxk 1 + y)E + xk+1Q 0.

Hence, there is a smooth function M(x,y) such that:

x + \xA = xM, (10.12)
K

and

\ ~
—r—Ay + S0{y) - x2{kxk-' + y)E + xk+1Q = -(kx^1 + y)M. (10.13)

If we set £ = ?/ = 0 in the equation (10.13), then we get So(0) — 0. Hence So(y) ~ 
yS(y). Thus

k-1
k

A + S(y) - x2E + M + a?*-1 [~kx2E + x2Q + kM] = 0.

This implies to the existence of a smooth function N(x}y) such that:
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——A + S(y) — x2E + M = xk lN,

and
-kx2E + x2Q + &M = -yJV.

If we substitute ^4 and M from the last two equations in (10.12), we get:

± = —LjVOr* + xy) + j^—xSiy) + x3E - T^—-x3Q.
K — 1 ft — 1 ft — 1

Now, we want to write the components of the vector field in terms of Q only.
X

Differentiate f xbdx — x2E with respect to x, we obtain : 6 = 2J51 + xEx. Similarly, 
o

differentiate f k(k — l)xkEdx = xk+1Q with respect to x, we obtain: 
o

k +1 1 dQ
E=m=i)Q+w^)xQ*’ where ^=Q*-

Differentiate E = + k(k-i)xQx with respect to x, we get:

1 d2Q
Ex = k(k^Tj^ + 2^x + X(^xx^ where Qxx = •

Hence, the function b can be written as:

^ = k(k — 1) + (/c + 4)xQx 4- x2Qxx] .

Substitute the functions E and b in the formulas of x and y, we get:

x = + xy^+ k^ixS + k(k-if3Q + k(k-i)xiQ:c'

and

.2 ,3
y = ^5(^)+1) l2xk+{k-hl)xy]Q+ [4xk+{k+3)xy]Qx+k^_ jj(xk+xy)Q..

For simplicity, set = N and k^_^Q = Q. Hence we get:
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x — N4- xy) + ——ja;5o + x^Q + x^QX}

and

y = yS(y) + x(2xk + (/c + T)xy)Q + x2(4xk + (k + T)xy)Qx 4- xz(xk 4- xy)Qxx.

4. For the singularity F^ \ f — ^xA + y2x> we have:

A(x3 Ty2) T 3x2x + 2yy — 0,
a;

where y — So(y) 4- /(a^3 4- y2)ci{x, y)dx. The y component can be represented as 
o

y = S(y) + (re3 + y2)xb(x, y) - x4E>

X

with an arbitrary function germ E, xb = f^adx and / 3x3b(x,y)dx — x4E.
o

Thus, the stationary algebra takes the form:

A(x3 4- y2) 4- 3re2rc + 2y [5o(?/) + (re3 4- y2)xb — re4!?] = 0.

This is equivalent to

A (re3 4- 't/2) 4" 3re2:e + 2y [Sq {y) — x4 E~\ = 0, 

where A — A + 2yxb, or equivalently

3re2[re + ^Are - ^yE] 4- 2y[SQ(y) + ^Ay] = 0.

This leads to the existence of a smooth function M(re,iy), such that:

re 4- ^Are — ^-x2yE = 2yM (10.14)
o o

and
So(y) + \Ay = —3x2M. (10.15)
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If we set x = y = Q, in the equation (10.15), we get 5o(0) = 0. Thus So(y) = yS(y). 
Hence, we have:

y[S(y) + —A] + Sx2 M = 0.

This means that there is a smooth function N(x, y), such that: S(y)P^A = Sx2N 
and M — —yN. Substitute A and M from the last two equations in (10.14), we get:

x = —2N(y2 + s3) + lxS(v) + ^x2yE.

X

Now, differentiate / 3x3bdx = x4E with respect to a:, we get: b = + \xEx.

Thus y component becomes:

V = yS{y) + 7^x(x3 + 4y2)E + + y2)Ex.

l

The classification of simple quasi strong classes is given in the following theorem.

Theorem 10.2.4 The list of simple quasi projections of regular surfaces with bound
aries in three space consists of the following normal forms of the projections (x, y, z) i—> 
{y, z) of the germs at the origin of the graphs V of the functions z = f(x, y) and the 
boundaries g(xiy) = 0:

1. For Ak : f = -jpfi%k+1 + yx, k > 0, the boundaries are the Arnold’s simple 
boundary (with respect to the w ^ 3 boundary classes of curves g(w,x) = 0, where 
the coordinate w — y xk vanish at the critical set of the projection of the surface:
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w + xk 1
t
xw 4- xw + xk

x2 ± wn

2. For Bk f = \xz + ykx) k >3,
• If k is odd

xTy

T
y + £2

• If k is even 

x 4- y
T
y + x2

<— x + y2 x Tyk 1

*- y

^x-Ty2 . ^r—xPy^-1

y

X w Tx2
t
a;2 ± w2

T
a.'2 4- w3

r
X2 dz W4

w + a3
T
aw 4- a3

T
a3 4- w2 

a2 4- w5
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3. For Ck : f = + x2yf k>2,

x-\-y ^ x + y2

t
yPx2

4. And for F4 : f = xA + y2x, there are only four simple classes

x Fy *— y F x2 y F x3

t
x

Remarks:

1. For B2 , there are no simple boundary classes. So if the surface can be 
modified, then simple pairs correspond only to Ak classes.

2. Notice that, in the Ak case using u — ypxk instead of y reduces the stationary 
algebra to the algebra of the vector fields with the components:

and x as in (10.5). This is a subalgebra of vector fields tangent to the boundary
«. = 0. So to get the simple classes list we need to consider the splitting of standard
boundary orbits into quasi-boundary ones.

Proof of Theorem 10.2.4

Knowing the stationary algebra the respective classifications are obtained by 
standard Arnold’s spectral sequence method together with appropriate preliminary 
transformations.

We shall deal with semiquasi homogeneous function germs of the form g = go Fg} 
with the principal quasi homogeneous part g0 and ^ is a function germ of higher 
quasi degree, having the form

g(x, y) = axx F a2y + hx2 + b2xy + b3y2 F ....
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We consider successively all possible main quasi homogeneous parts of g ordered by 
increasing weights.

The quasi tangent space to the orbit at g takes the form:

where C is an arbitrary function. The components of stationary algebra (XtY) 
are described in Lemma 10.2.3.

The At; case:

1) If ai 7^ 0, then we may suppose that the main principal part is g0 = x. Thus,

TQSgo = xA(x, y) + ^x2E(x, y) + ^ (y + xk).

We obtain mod TQSgo: x = 0 and y + xk = 0. The last equation is equivalent to 
y = 0. So, the local algebra CXty/TQSgQ is generated by the unit only. Hence, any 
function germ with the principal part gQ = x is equivalent to g = x.

2) If Ui = 0 and a2 ^ 0, then let g0 = y. Thus,

TQSgo = yMx^y) + yS{y) + (k + l)y] E{x,y) + -a;2(a;* + y)Ex(x)y).

We have mod TQSgQ: y = 0 and .t/c+1 = 0. Hence, any function with principal 
part gQ = y can be reduced to the form

g^y + X2x2 + A3rr3 + ■ • • + Xkxk.

Now, we may suppose that the principal part of the function germ gisgo — y+XiX* 
where 2 < i < k and A; ^ 0 is the lowest non-zero element. Then,
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Thus, we obtain mod TQSg0:

y = —\tx (10.16)

(10.17)

and
?'A-

(y + ~Y^)S(y) = o. (10.18)

If we substitute y from the equation (10.16) into the equation (10.17), we get:

iXi (k + l)Ai
1 k Xl+1 + TXk+1 E +

ft

If Ai ^ 1 when i = k, then the equation (10.19) yields that xi+l = 0 and a;/c+1 = 0. 
By multiplying the equation (10.16) by y then by x we see that xy = 0 and y2 = 0, 
respectively.

If i /f , then the equations (10.16) and (10.18) yield that xl = 0 and y = 0 . 
Thus, we conclude that g is equivalent to y T x\ 2 < i < k.

Note that if i = k then g is non-simple. Also, note that yTxi ^ y Ex'1 + xk. Set 
w = y + xk where the coordinate w vanish at the critical set of the projection of the 
surface, then the class y + x* + xk is right equivalent to the class w + x\

Thus, up to this stage, we get the following adjacencies:

,2
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3) If (Ji — a.2 — 0 but bi ^ 0, then we may consider go = x2. Thus

TQSgo = x2A(x, y) + 2x + **) + \x2E(x, y) + i*S(j/)

Thus, we get mod TQSgoJ x2 = 0 and xy = 0. Hence, the local algebra CXfy/TQSgo = 
H(y). It follows that g is equivalent to g — x2 + h(y) where h E A42.

Now consider 'go = x2 T pit/ where i > 2 and Pi ^ 0 is the lowest non-zero element 
of the function h. Then

TQSgo - (x2 + piif)A{x, y) + 2x + lx^E(x, y) + ixS(y)

+ ipiV 1 1 yS(y) + + (k + l)y)E(x, y) + ~x2(xk + y)Ex{x) y)

We have mod TQSgo,

^■2 = -Pd, (10.20)

xy + xk+1 = 0, (10.21)

yX3 + t-pxyi-l(xk + (k + l)j/)l E + ~-x2yi~i(xk + y)Ex = 0,
rv K rG

(10.22)

and
IxtSW + i&y'SW^O. (10.23)

The equation (10.21) can be written as

xy + x2 ■ xk~1 = 0. (10.24)

If we substitute x2 from the equation (10.20) into the equation (10.24) we get 
xy(l — piy^x1*-2) = 0. This yields that xy = 0. Note that if k — i + l, then we 
require that $ ^ 1. However, i > 2. Hence, we get that .x'3 = 0 and yl+1 = 0.

If i then the equations (10.20) and (10.23) yield that x2 = 0 and y1 = 0.
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Hence, g is equivalent to x2 ±y\i> 2. Note that if & = 2, then i = 1 but i > 2.

Notice also that x2 iky1 x2 ± (y + xk)\ Set w — y -k xk, then right equivalence 
reduces the germ x2 ± (j/ + xky to x2 ± w*.

The adjacencies of the classes in this case as follows:

w + X2 <— X2 dh w2 X2 + 'in3 e- • • • x2 ± wn . . .

4) If tti ~ tt2 = 6i = 0 but &2 7^ 0, then we may consider y0 — xy. Thus,

TQSgo = xyA(x}y) T y

1

—^{y + xk) + —x2E(x> y) + —xS(y)

+ x yS(y) + ^x{xk + {k-k l)y)E(x, y) + -x2(xk + y)Ex(xi y)

Thus, We obtain mod TQSgo: xy = 0, y2 = 0 and xk+2 — 0. Hence, g is equivalent 
to y — xy + cvsX^ + • ■ ■ +

Now we may suppose that <?o — ocy + 0:^^ where 3 < « < /c + 1 and a:* ^ 0 is the 
lowest non-zero term. Then,

TQSgo

+ x

We have mod TQSgo:

(xy + aixl)A(x, y) + (y-k iaa1 J) 

1

V\y + xk) ~k ^x2E(x,y) +

yS(y) + j;x(xk + (/c + l)2/)£7 -1- -x2(xk + z/)

xy = -Q'ii:1, (10.25)

[ia;2(z/ + zo:^ x) + + (A; + l)z/)]i? + 4- z/)-^® = 0> (10.26)

y2 + yxk + idiyx1 1 + ictiXk+t 1 = 0, (10.27)
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and
k + 1
—j~xy +

ICXj

k AS{y) = 0. (10.28)

If we substitute xy from the equation (10.25) into the equation (10.26), we get:

(i k 2)aj^i+l ^ }^xk+2 E + i0,A:+3 _
k k E* = 0. (10.29)

The relation (10.29) yields that xi+1 = 0, if z ^ /c+ l(and ^=4 1 when i = kJrl). 
If we multiply the equation (10.25) by x and then by y, we get x2y = 0 and xy2 = 0, 
respectively.

Substitute xy from the equation (10.25) into the equation (10.27) to get:

y2 + (z - IJcufa;^*"1 - ia2x2i~2 = 0. (10.30)

The relation (10.30) yields that y2 = 0 as x1^"1 = 0 and x2i~2 = 0. Now if
z ^ A: + 1, then the equations (10.25) and (10.30) yield that xy = 0 and x* = 0.
Hence, g is equivalent to xy + xl where 3 < z < /c + 1. Note that xy 4- x* can be
written in the form xw + x\ where w = y + xk+1.

Also, note that if i = h -(-1, then xy + ctiX1 is non-simple.

The family Fa = ax2 Ew2 + x3 + xy yields to the following adjacency

x2 i w2 <— xw + x3.

On the other hand, the family Gt — bw 4- xw T x1 gives the following adjacency

w + xl xw 4- xl> where 3 < z < A; — 1.

5) If ai — — 6i — 62 — 0 but 63 7^ 0, then we may consider go = y2. Thus,

TQSgo = y2A(x, y)+2y yS(y) + ^(a:* + (/c + l)y)E(xt y) + ia:2(^ 4- y)Ex(x, y)

We have mod TQSgo: y2 = 0 and yxkJrl = 0. Hence, g is equivalent to 

g = y2 T foyx2 4 • • • 4 /3kyxk + h(x), h e M3X.
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Now suppose that g = y2 + fyyxl H-------h akyxk + aiX1 where 2 < j < k ,
i > 3. Assume that a:i =4 0 and consider Tjq — y2 + tt3.x'3. Then, the tangent space at 
9o is

TQS-m - fe2 + a3X'3)J4(xsj/) + 36l3^[M(^!,)('j/ + ;C'!) + ^'2iJ(;c, y) + ^%S(y)

T y S/S(y) + + (k + l)j/)£ + I®2 (a;* + y)Ex(x,y)

Then, we obtain mod TQSg0 :

y2 + a^x3 = 0, (10.31)

ijx2 + xk+2 ~ 0, (10.32)

^ £ + (p3*+i + f^-V2x)B + (ij/a;t+2 + = 0,

and

(10.33)

i*'3%) + y2S'(2/)=0. (10.34)

If we substitute y2 from the equation (10.31) and yx2 from the equation (10.32) 
into the equation, we get xA = 0 for /c > 2 and a;3 ^ 0 for A; = 1. Hence, y3 and
yx2 = 0. However, the equations (10.31) and (10.34) yield that y2 ee 0 and x3 = 0. 
Thus, we conclude that g is equivalent to G — y2 +x3. Right equivalence yields that 
G can be reduced to the form w2 + re3, where w = y T xk.

Notice that the family Fa = axw + w2 + x3 provides the adjacency xw + x3 <— 
x3 T w2. On the other hand, the family

Ft = (x cos t + w sin t)3 + (-x* sin t + 'u; cos ^)2

gives the the adjacency x2 + w3 <— x3 + w2.

Consider now the quasi homogeneous function If = y2 + [f2yx2 +- crx4 with respect 
weights wx = ^ and wy — Then, comparing the dimension of H with the dimension
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of the quasi homogeneous functions of quasi degree 1 with respect weights, given 
above, in the tangent space at H yields that y is non-simple.

The Bu case:

Let g{x, y) = dix + a2y + bix2 + b2xy + hy2 + ....

1) If ui 7^ 0 and «2 7^ 0, then we may consider </o ^ + cn/. Thus,

TQSs„ = (x + ay)A + j 'V(;c2 + ,/) + Cs(y) +

+ a js/Sfo) + lx(x2 + 3yk)E+ ^(x2 + yk)Ex \ .

Then, we obtain mod TQSgo:

x = ~ayy (10.35)

a;2 Pyk = 0, (10.36)

and

!~xS(y) + ayS(y) = 0. (10.37)

If we substitute x from the equation (10.35) into the equation (10.36), we see 
that y2 = 0. Hence, xy ^0 and x2 = 0.

If /c 7^ 2, then the equations (10.35) and (10.37) yield that x = 0 and j/ = 0. 
Hence, we conclude that: y is equivalent to x + y.

If k — 2, then y & x + ay.

2) If ai 7^ 0 and <22 — 0, then we may suppose that go = x. Then

TQSm = xA + N(x2 + ■/) + ^xS(y) + ^xV^E.

We have mod Tgo: x = 0 and yk = 0. Hence g is equivalent to (? = rt; + a2y2 + 
asy3 H- - - - - +a*_i2/A_1.
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Now suppose that Qq = x + a%y\ with ^ 0 is the lowest non-zero term and 
2 <i <k — 1. Then,

TQS~m = (x + + ^(x2 + yk) + ^xS{y) + ^V1®}

+ iOiy'-1 jj/Sfo) + ix(x2 + Zyk)E + ^x2(x2 +

Thus, we get mod TQSg0:

x = -CLiy1, (10.38)

x2 Byk (10.39)

^xS(y) + ia^S^y) = 0. (10.40)

If we substitute x from the equation (10.38) into the equation (10.39), we get 
y2' = 0 and yk =0. Hence x2 = 0 and xyi = 0. Also, ii k ^ 2i, then the equations 
(10.38) and (10.40) yield that £ ^ 0 and y1 = 0. Hence, 'g is equivalent to x + y% 
where 2 < i < k — 1 and k ^ 2i. Thus, we get the following adjacencies

xTy ^ x + y2 ^ <r- xB y^1.

11 k — 2i, then we obtain the following adjacencies

x + y<r-x-\-y2*—+ 2/2"1.

3) If ai — 0 and <12 ^ 0, then we may suppose that go = y.

TQSm =yA + yS(y) + \x(x2 + 3yk)E + ±x2(x2 + yk)Et.

Then clearly,: ty = 0 and x2, = 0 mod TQSgo . Hence, g is equivalent to p — 
y + ax2. Now consider the tangent space to the orbit g,
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TQSg — (y + ax2)Ap2axl^N(x2+yk) T^xS{y)+ ^x2yk 1j5'| 
+ + ^x(x2 + 3yk)E + ^x2(x2 + '/)^|.

Then, we obtain mod TQSg-.

y = -ax2, (10.41)

£3 + xyk = 0, (10.42)

and

akx2S(y) + yS{y) = 0. (10.43)

If we substitute y from the equation (10.41) into the equation (10.42), then we 
see that x3 = 0. Hence, = 0 and y2 = 0. The equations (10.41) and (10.43) yield 
that x2 = 0 and y = 0. Hence the class y is simple and y is equivalent to y + x2.

4) If ai — a2 — 0, then similar calculation as before shows that any function 
y(x,y) with first jet Jo(^) being zero is non-simple.

The Ck case:

Let y(x, y) — a^x + azy + bix2 + ...

1) If ai 7^ 0, then we may suppose that p0 = x. Thus,

TQSg0 = xA(x, y) + N(xt y)(xk + xy) + j~-jxS(y) 4- x3Q(x, y) + x*Qx{x, y).

Clearly Cx>y/TQSgQ = Cy. Therefore, the germ y is equivalent to y ^ x + h(y). 
where h G A4y.

Now, assume that h = cm2/m + Ti(y) where h G M™+1 and cm 0 is the lowest 
degree monomial in h. Consider g0 — x + cmym- Thus,
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TQSg0 = (x + cmym)A(xi y) + (xk + xy)N(x, y) + -j^-jxS(y) + x3Q(x} y) + x4Qx 

+ Cmy™'1 {yS(y) + x[2xk + (A; + l)xy]Q(x, y) 4- + (fc + 3)xy]Qx(x, y)

4" x (x' 4" xy')Qxx(xyy')'^ .

Thus, we obtain mod TQSg0:

X = "Cmym, (10.44)

xk + xy = 0y (10.45)

and
k _ ^xS(y) + mcTnyrnS(y) = 0. (10.46)

Substitute x from the equation (10.44) into the equation (10.45), then we get:

(-cm)kymt - cmym+1 = 0. (10.47)

We distinguish, the following cases:

i.If m 7^ 1 and k^2y then TQSg0 contains ykm and ym+1. Multiply the equation
(10.44) by y and then by x, we see that TQSg0 contains also xy and x2y respectively.

ii. If m — 1 and k = 2, then y2 belongs to TQSg0 if cm ^ 1. Hence, TQSg0 
contains also xy and x2.

The equations (10.44) and (10.46) yield that, TQSg0 contains ym and if A; ^ 2 
and m 7^ 1. Hence, the germ g is equivalent to x Tym- If /c = 2 and m = 1, then g 
is equivalent to the non simple germ x + ay2.

2) If tti — 0 but 0,2 7^ 0, then we may suppose that go = y. Thus,

TQSgo — yA(x, y)JryS{y)-Px[2xk-\r{kJ-T)xy\Q(xy y)-{-x2[4:xk+{k-\-3)xy]Qx+x3(xk+xy)Q

Hence, we obtain mod TQSgo: y = 0 and xk+1 = 0. Therefore, the germ g is 
equivalent to'g — y ot2X2 4- ot^x3 H-------h otkXk.
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Now, consider g0 = y + aiX\ with o;i 7^ 0 the lowest non-zero term and 2 <i <k. 
Thus,

TQSg0 = (y + aix%)A(x) y) + iaux* 1 j (xk + xy)N(xi y) + -^-^xS(y) 4- 55/) +

+ + x[2xk + (k + I)xy]Q(xi y) + x2[^ P{kP 3)xy]Qx 4- ^(a;* + xy)Qxx.

We have mod TQSga:

y = (10.48)

(io;i^+2 4- 2a;A+1 + (/c 4 l)^2i/) Q+(^oi^+3 4- 4a;ft+2 + (fe 4- 3)a;3j/) Qx+(xk+3Tx4y)Qxx = 0,
(10.49)

and

?Yy •
j-^x'SW + ySW^O. (10.50)

If we substitute y from the equation (10.48) in the equation (10.50), then we see 
that a;*"1'1 = 0 and x%+2 = 0 and oii 7^ 1 when i = k — 1. Hence, x2y = 0 and y2 — 0.

If i 7^ — 1, then the equations (10.48) and (10.50) yield that y = 0 and x't = 0.
Multiply the equation (10.48) by x and then substitute y from the equation (10.50) 
in the new relation, we see that ~ 0, if £ /c — 1.

Therefore, we conclude that g is equivalent to y P xl where 2 < i < k ~ 2. The 
adjacencies between the classes is given as follows:

<— x + yn...

y + xk~'2

x + y <— x + y2

T
y Px2 <— ...
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The F4 case:

Let g(xi y) — a\X + tt22/ + ...

1) If ai ^ 0 and a2 0, then we may consider gQ — x + ay. Thus, 

TQSm = (x + ay)A + N(x3 T y2) 4- ^xS(y) + ^x2yE

+ « jy'S'fe) + + ty2)E + ^(a:3 + t/2)^ j •

Hence, we obtain mod TQSgo:

x = —ay, (10.51)

x3S(y) + y2S(y) = 0, (10.52)

and
2—x + ay = 0. (10.53)
O

If we substitute x from the equation (10.51) into the equation (10.52) we see that 
y2 = 0 and x3 = 0. This yields that xy = 0 and x2 = 0. Now, the equations (10.51) 
and (10.53) yield that £ ^ 0 and y = 0. Hence, after normalization a we conclude 
that g is equivalent to x J-y.

2) If a2 — 0 but ai 7^ 0, then we may suppose that </0 = x. Thus,

Tm =xA + N(x3 + y2) + ^xS{y) + ^x2yE.

Clearly, the tangent space contains x and y2. Hence, g is equivalent to x.

3) If tti = 0 but 0.2 7^ 0, then we may suppose that g® = y. Thus,

TQSgo = yA + yS{y) + ^(x3 + Ay2)E + jr2(£3 + 'J/2)^.

We have mode TQSgo: y = 0 and x^ = 0. Hence, g is equivalent to Tj = 
y + a2a:2 + a^x3.

Now, consider §0=2/ + diX*, where ^ 7^ 0, ^ = 2,3. Then,
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TQSg0 = (y + aiX^Aix, y) + iotiX% 1 y)(xs + y2) + ^xS(y) + ^x2yE(x, y) 

+ js/Sfo) + + iy2)E(x,y) + ix2(a-3 + y2)Ex(x,y)|.

If we substiute y = in the local algebra CX!y/TQSg0, we see that

Cx>y/TQSdo ^ CjTQSg^RiCXiP-1}

where

f QS~ = ictix*-1 {N(x)(x3 + a2x2i) + ^xStf) + ^p-x2+iE(x)
1 3 3

+ ^yS(x%) + + 4:y2)E(x) + ia;2(n'3 + Aa2x2t)Ex(x)^ .

Hence, go is equivalent to y + x\

4) If the function has zero first jet Jq(p), then similar calculations as in the 
previous cases show that y is non-simple.

Thus, the complete list of simple classes is described in the following diagram

x + y <- y + x2 y + x3
t
x

10.3 The weak equivalence relation

Even more rough equivalence relation which may help to understand some invariants 
of the singularities of quasi-projections with boundaries is defined in this section. 
However we outline here only the details of the definition, no classification results 
are given.
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Definition 10.3.1 Two hypersurfaces with boundariesGi = ( ‘^1 ] and G2 =
\ffij

f f2\
I are called pseudo-weak equivalent if there exists a diffeomorphism 0 : lKn —>\y*J

Mn such that:

1. Gi — MG2 o 0, where M = l a ^ V where a,b,c £ Cxy with a(0)c(0) 7^ 0.\b CJ
2. The differential of 9 preserves the direction of the projection only at boundary 

points which are also critical points of the projection of Vi.

Remarks:

1. We call this equivalence weak because we preserve the direction at critical 
points of the projection which belongs to the boundary only.

2. Denote by G 

ary B.

f
9

the pair which define the the variety V with the bound-

3. Denote by Jq the ideal generated by /, <y and .

4. Denote by Rad(JG) the ideal consisting of function germs h(x, y) whose certain 
power hm belongs to the ideal JG.

5. Denote by IRad(JG) the module of function germs g such that || € Rad(JG)-

6. Denote by IJg the integral of the ideal Jq] it consists of all functions germs h 
such that ^ £ JG- To be explicit

IJG = {A + J\fB + gC+ ^D)dx : A € Cj,, B,C,D £ C^J.

Proposition 10.3.1 The tangent space TPWq is given by the formula

TPW = ( TPWf \ = ( fA + LX + Efi1 fyji \ ° V TPW, ) \ fB + gC + gr,X + £117 gm 7 J
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x -------- -----

Figure 10.2: Weak Quasi Projection with boundary . 

where A, B}C,X e C^, Yi e IRad(JG).

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of proposition 9.1.1. I

The improved definition is given as follows:

Definition 10.3.2 Two hypersurfaces with boundaries G\

( h '

h
9\

and G2

92
are called QW-equivalent if there exists a family of diffeomorphisms 6t :

Rn —> IRn continuously and piecewise smoothly depending on parameter t G [1,2] 
and a family of matrices

<2* 0 \
Mt =

where at,bt>Ct <E ttt(0)c>(0) ^ 0 ^2 = h aild 02 = id and a family of pairs
Gt — \ ^ ) , with t G [1,2], such that: For any t G [1,2] we have Gt = MtG2 0 Bt

\ gt J
and the vector field V — (X, Yi) generated by 0t is of the following form: X G Cx_y 
and Yi G IJot-



Chapter 11

Quasi projection of graphs of 
mappings

In this chapter we classify simple classes of quasi projection of graphs of two different 
type of mappings. The idea is similar to the one discussed in chapter 9.

11.1 Quasi projection of graphs of parametrized 
plane curve germs

Assume that (C, 0) C M2 is a germ of a curve in the plane. There are two ap
proaches: either consider its defining equation f = 0 where / : (1R2,0) —> M or its 
parameterization 7 : (M,0) -> ^ (tj = Standard Arnold
singularities Ak, Dk) Es; s = 6,7,8 describe the simple classifications of the curves 
/ = 0 [1], J.W.Bruce, T.J, Gaffney [14], L.Rudolph [28] and V. Arnold [4] con
sidered the classifications of simple singularities of parameterization curves up to A 
equivalence relation [14, 4].

We will consider a parameterized curve 7 : (M, 0) (R2,0);£ i-> (y = a(t),z —

Consider its graph = {(£, yt z)\y = a{t\ z = (5(t)} C M x M2. Consider the 
projection tt : (t, y, z) i-» (yy z).

Definition 11.1.1 Two graphs — 1,2 corresponding to the parameterized 
curves 7* : £ 1—> (y = oii(t)yz = /?$(£)) are called pseudo equivalent, if there ex-

214
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ists a diffeomorphism © : (M x K2,0) —» (R x R2, 0) such that 0(fii) = 02 and the 
differential of © preserve the direction of the projection tt at the critical points of 
the projection.

Let Pq be an equivalence class of the germ Q, and call it a pseudo orbit of 0. If 
we differentiate all deformations of 0 upon a parameter, we get the tangent space 
TPci.

Proposition 11.1.1 The tangent space of the orbit Pq at 7 is given as follows:

TPn =
d-^m

where the components Y and Z satisfy

and A G Ct

dY_ dZ_ 
dt ’ dt G Rad y ~ Q'(t), z — p(t),

da(t) dp(t)

Proof. Let the vector field V = T|f + + Z-i^ be phase flow generated by the
diffeomorphism © : (t,y,z) 1—> (T, Y, Z). Then © preserve the direction Jr along a 
trajectory if the following is satisfied: [V, with some factor c. This gives

~ 0 and ~ = 0. From the definition we want this properties hold only at the 
critical points of the projection. This means that:

dY az
dt ’ dt G Rad y - «(£), 2 -/?(£),

da(t) dfift) 
dt ’ dt

Remark: Integrating by parts gives :

Hi = f\v ~ a)A(t)dt = fo - a) f A(t)dt - f A(t))dt.

Restricting to the curve by substituting y — aft) gives
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Hi T ;( * atj4dt’

with tA = Jg A(t)dt . Similarly we can deduce that:

yields that:

where B E Ct.

hh — f (z — j3)Bdt, 
Jo

n2=
Jo dt

As usual the radical behaves badly when the ideal depends on parameters. So 
the previous definitions can be improved by replacing the radical by the ideal itself.

Definition 11.1.2 Two graphs z = 15 2 of the parameterized curves —
(Xi,z = /3i),i = 1,2 are called quasi equivalent if there exists a family of parameterized 
curves — {(t,y>z) : y = a£, z — 0£} which continuously depends on parameters 
£ G [1,2] and a family of diffeomorphisms ©e : (t,y,z) ^ (Te,Y£,Z£) continuously 
and piecewise smooth depending on parameter £ G [1,2] such that 0e(fii) = 0£ 
where Oi = id and the components Y and Z of the vector field generated by 0£ 
satisfy the following:

dYe 0Z£ fda£(t) d&(t)} 
dt y dt { dt ’ dt J '

The classification of simple quasi projection classes is given in the following the
orem.

Theorem 11.1.2 Any simple projection of a graph of parametrized curve 7 : £ i-» 
{a{t),(3{t)), with respect to quasi equivalence is equivalent to the graph of the curve 
T : t 1 > (±tk,0) for some k > 1. The remaining germs form a subset of infinite 
codimension in the space of germs.
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Proof of Theorem 11,1.2

Let 7 : i i-> (a(t) = aktk + ak+1tk+1 + ..., j3(t) = bsts + ba+1ts+1 + ...).
Up to permutation between a and /?, suppose that A; < <s (if A: — s, then by left

transformation, 7 can be reduced to the form

7 : t — ait1 4- + ..., @(t) = bsts + 6s+it5+1 + ...) ,

with l < s.)
By right equivalence 7 can be reduced to the form:

71 : A ^ (ai(t) = ±t*, AW - bar + 6s+iAs+1 + ...).

Take the family, 7, : t k* (a6W = ±tki (Pe{t) = e(6sAs + 6s+i£s+1 + ...)), with 
e £ [0,1]. Then, the respective homological equation is

( 0 \ / ±ktk-1A \ / y \

\ bsts + bs+its+1 F ... J y ^(sbgt8-1 + (5 + l)bs+its + ... )^4 ) ^ y Z J '

Note here that:

y — y(o:E,/?e) + f [±ktk ^+ e(sbsts ^ + (a1 + l)&S4-itsl?2)l dt.
Jo

Hence:

Y — Y(ct:£, A) + tkC\ + c(bsts + ... )C2.

Similarly, we see that:

Z = Z{pLe^ /?<:) + + e(6sAs + ... )Cf4.,

for some functions A, Ci, C2, U3 and C4 G Q.
Thus, the homological equation is solvable for e = 0 by setting : A = C\ = C2 = 

CA = Y(ae, A) - Z(a€, A) = 0 and C3 = 6sAs-fc + 6s+iAs+1-/;....
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For e G (0,1], by setting: A = C1 = C2 = Cs = Y(a„&) - Z{ae, &) - 0 and

C — ^s+1^ •

e(bs + bs+it + ...)

The theorem is proven.

Remark: We get the same results if the direction of the projection is preserved 
on the whole space curve. In this case:

DY dZ
dt' dt G Y dt ^ dt )'

Thus, similarly to the proof of the previous theorem we see that:

Z = [ [EkCBi + e(sbsts + (5 + l)bs+1ts+1)} dt.
Jo

Hence:
z = Z(ae, 0t) + tk+1Bi + e(bsf+1 + ... )B2.

Similarly:
Y — F'fCKe, /?e) + + eipst8^ + . . . )i?4.

for some functions A, and B^ € Cf. Therefore, the homological equation
is solvable for e = 0 by setting: A — B^ — B2 = BA = Y{ae)pe) = Z{ae,f3e) — 0 and 
B\ — bsts~k~l + 6s+its+:l-A:“1.... Note her that s > k + 1.

For e G (0,1], set: Z(a6if3£) = a0/?e and A = B1 B2 = B3 = B4 — Y(ae,pe) = 
0. Hence, the homological equation is solvable by taking: a0 ^ ^ such that a0e = 1.
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11.2 Quasi projections of graph mappings germs

Consider a germ of C^-smooth mapping F : (R2j0) —» (R2,0); (u}v) i-» (2 = 
f{u,v),w = g(u,v)). Let P = {(u,v,z,w) : z = f(u,v),w — g{u,v)} C R2 x R2 be 
the graph of the mapping F and consider the projection tt : (u, v, z, w) (z, w).

Definition 11.2.1 Two projections of graphs P;,? = 1,2 which correspond to the
mappings F* : (R2,0) -*• (R2,0); (u,v) i-> (z = fi(u,v),w = g{(u,v)), i = 1,2 are
called quasi equivalent if there exists a diffeomorphism T : (R2 x R2) (R2 x R2),
such that <I>(Pi) = P2 and the differential of $ preserve the direction of the projection 
only at the points which lie on the graph.

Remark: The difference between standard A— classification of mappings and 
quasi classification of mappings is in the multiple points sets. Assume that two points 
mi and wh on the graph lie on the same fibre and therefore they are mapped to the 
same image. Then, this property persist for the A— equivalent mappings. However, 
this is not the case for quasi projection equivalence as the points nil and m2 might 
be mapped to different fibres and hence they are mapped to different images. The 
quasi equivalence only preserves the direction field of the projection at all points of 
the graph.

Some possible applications are pointed out in the conclusion chapter.

Denote by Qr the equivalence class of a germ F and call it a pseudo orbit of F. 
If we differentiate all deformations of F upon a parameter, we get the tangent space
TQr-

Proposition 11.2.1 The tangent space TQp is given by the formula

where
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dW df dg , 9W 
du~a2du+^du and dv

df o ^9
Q--- Vov ov

for arbitrary smooth functions cti,pi and U:V £ CltiV.

Proof Let

: K4 —> (% V, Z, w) l-» (Ut{Ui V, Z> w), Vt(u, V, Z, W), Zt(u, V, Z> W), Wt(u, V, ZyW))

be a family of diffeomorphisms. Let a\ = ^ and Ci2 ~ be the basis of vector space 
M2. Then the family of differentials preserve the directions of the projection if 
the following relations are satisfied:

<I>£ (ai) = Xi(t)ai + A2(0tt2)

and

— A3(i)ai + A4(£)&2.

Differentiate these relations with respect to t and substitute £ = 0, we get (re
spectively):

[V, q,i ] — Aiai + A2O2,

and
[K 0^2] = AiOa + A402-

Here V — + + These relations are equivalent to (respec
tively) :

fdUd dV d 0Z d dW d \ Ty du du du dv^~ du dz du dw J iai 2a2>
and

_(dU d dV d dZ d dW d \ ~
ch; do dv dv ^ dv dz^~ dv dw J 3(11 + 4tt2’

Hence we see that: fr^ = = QZ = QZ- — 0.
OIL OU OV OV
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From the definition, this means that these derivatives belong to the radical of the 
set defining the graph F. This means that

dz aw oz dw _ ,, „ , ,
Rad {z -f(u’v)’w -g{u’ •

Notice that Rad {z — f(u> v),w — g(u, v)} = {z — f(u, v),w — g(u} v)} 
Let |§ = (z - f)a + (w - y)(3, with a,/3 G CUtV)Z)W.

By H’Adamard Lemma we can always write

Z = Zo(u,v) + (z-f)ai + (w-g)l3i+i) where ip € {z — f,w — g]2 (*).

Differentiation (*) with respect to u then restricting to the surface by setting 
z = f{u,v) and w — g(utv) gives ^ — |£o;i — On the other hand, we
have H — 0. Hence, we obtain ^ ISA- Similar arguments yield that
szo = !lLa + Sea
dv dvLtl ^ dv^1'

The same conclusions hold for W.

The classification of simple quasi projection classes is given in the following the
orems.

Theorem 11.2.2 If the mapping F : (R2,0) —» (E2,0) is of corank 1 and the graph 
of f is simple with respect to quasi projection then the projection of the graph of F 
is quasi equivalent to the graph of one of the following mappings: G : (M2,0) —^ 
(R2,0); {u,v) i—> (g,v) where g is listed as follows:

Ak :; g — yk+1 + UV] k >0,

Sk : g = + ukw, k>2,

Ck: g = vk+1 -1- V2U] k > 2,

F4 : g ^ v4 + u2v.
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Remark: Notice that this list coincides with the list in theorem 9.4.2 of simple 
quasi projections singularities of regular surfaces embedded into three space.

Proof of Theorem 11.2.2.

It is enough to notice that the tangent space at F with respect to quasi projec
tion along two dimensional fibre coincide with tangent space with respect to quasi 
projection along one dimensional fibre.

By standard right equivalence one can reduce the mapping F : («, v) i—» (2 = 
f(%v),w = g(u,v)) to the form F : {u,v) i-» (2 = f*(u,v)}w = v).

Consider the deformations Ft : (rq v) 1-* (z = ft(u, v),w — v) of the mapping F, 
Then, the tangent space at Ft with quasi projection along two dimensional fibre is 
given as follows:

( -d-W j f h^z-ft{u,v)) + hv{w-v) \ / a-£;A+?§-B V f \
V 0 / \ h3(z-ft(u,v)) + h4(w-v) J \ -B ) )’

where hi, h2, hs, fu € Cu>VjWiZ and Z(similarly W) takes the forms:

du ~ ai(z ~ ft (n>+ a^(w ~ v) and = «3(2 — ft(u> ^)) + cla(w — v). 

By integration by parts, this is equivalent to:

Z =

and

ru Qp

I v, w, z)dupc1(zi w)Pai(u, v, w> z)(z-f*(u, 'e))+AK v, w, z)(w-v),

(11.1)

Z — v2A2(u> v, z, w) -I- C2(z) w) + a2(u, v, w, z)(z — ft(u, v)) + fiziu, z)(w — v).

(11.2)

Restrict the equation (11.2) tow = v and differentiate it with respect to u to get:
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8Z_
du - v, z) + «2(u; V, z){z - /;('«, v)) + v, z). (11.3)

Similarly, restrict the equation (11.1) to w — v and differentiate it with respect 
to u to get:

dZ dft r / \ df*~
~du ~ a~duA^LL) V'> ^ a3(u’ u> ~ ft (u>v)) + v> zf

The equation 11.4 is equivalent to: 

dZ df* ~

The intersection of the relations 11.4 and 11.6 yields that:

dZ df? ~ _
__ = —~a5{u, v, z) + aA{u, v, z)(z - f(u, v)).

Restrict the last equation to 2: = / to get:

dZ Oft ~ ,
— = —A,(u,v,z).

Similar argument shows that:

(11.4)

(11.5)

(11.6)

(11.7)

dw dft
B5(u,v,z).du du

Now the second row of the homological equation after restricting z 
w = v gives:

B = W.

(11.8) 

ft and

Thus the first row of the homological equation takes the form:

9f‘ - 9^-A(u,v,z) + Mw + Z
dt du dv

where = sJLB^u,Vtz) and |f =dZ _ df:
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The last tangent space coincides with the tangent space of the quasi-projection of 
the regular surfaces z — — 0 to (z, v = 'a;)-plane. Hence the list of simple classes in
this case is the same list of the simple quasi-projection classifications of the regular 
surfaces z — = 0 to (z, w;)-plane in this case which was considered before. The
theorem is proven.

Moreover,

Theorem 11.2.3 If the mapping F : (R2,0) -» (E2,0) is of corank 2, and the 
projection of the graph is simple with respect to quasi projection. Then, the projection 
of the graph of F is quasi projection equivalent to the graph of the following mappings:

G : (w, v) i-> fa2 ± v2, uv).

Proof of Theorem 11.2.3.

The table of adjacencies of the second jets of the mapping F : (u,v) ^ (z — 
f(u,v),w = g(u,v)) up to right-left equivalence of corank 2 is given as follows:

I : (u2 ± v2, uv) <- II : (uv, u2) <- III : (u2 ± v2, 0) V : (u2, 0) <-IV : (0, 0). 

Consider separately these cases.

The case (I):

Let F : (u,v) ^ (z = u2 =h v2 + f*(u,v),w = uv + g*(u,v)) where f*,g* e Mzuv. 
By standard right equivalence, one can reduce F to the form:

F : (u, v) i > (z = u2 i v2), w = uv g(u, v)) where 7j £ v.

Take the deformation:

Ft : (u,v) ^ (z = u2 ±v2,w =uv + fg(u,v}), where tG[0,1).

We want to show that all Ft are quasi equivalent.
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The homological equation takes the form:

0
-g(u, v)

2uA + 2vB
(v + t§-)A + (u + mB +

W

where
dZ dW dg.

dZ dW f . t9g..ai»’a^e {v’(,t + tsuh-

Consider the first row of the homological equation and solve it for A and B. 
Thus, we have

2uA + 2vB + Z = 0.

Solve this equation first at £ = 0. In this case Z (and W) takes the form:

Z — /ii(ti) + h2(v) + u2v2hs(u, v) + h^^u2 i u2,wu), (11.9)

where hi G AdJ,/i2 G AA^hs G CUtV and /14 G Note that if hi G A42 g then
hi C hi(u) + h2(v) + u2v2Ii3(u,v). Hence, the equation (11.9) takes the form:

2uA T 2vB -h hi(u) + Ji2(v) + u2v2h^(u)v) + no + a\uv + ± v2) — 0,

or equivalently,

u[2A + hi(u) + uv2hz(u, v) P aiv F (I2U] + v[2B -I- /i2(u) ± a2v\ + ao — 0-

where hi G AN2, h2 G Ad2 and a0) ai, tt2 G M.

This yields that:

A — vC(u, v) + hi(u) + uv2113(11, v) T aiv + a2U, B — —uC(u, v) + h2(v) ± a2u,

and tt0 = 0.
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Thus, the second row of the homological equation takes the form:

v) = vAPuB + W,

where A and B as above and W takes the form:

W = hi{u) + /&2(u) 4- u2v2ii3(u, v) + «o + &iuv + d2(u2 ± v2),

Here hi £ A4ft, fi2 £ A'fy, £ CU}V and do, € M.

Hence, clearly the homological equation is solvable at t — 0. In fact similar 
arguments solve the homological equation for any t £ [0,1].

The case (II) is non-simple. Suppose that H : (u, v) i-» (uv, ~ + g(u, v)) with 
ff £ A4u,v Assume that gt with t £ [0,1] consists of quasi-equivalent projections. 
Then the homological equation takes the form:

( ° ^ = vA + uB \ f Z \

\-W )~\ (2« + UM + (If)B ) + {w )

Solving the following relations for Z

^- = a1v + 01(u+^) and +

we see that Z = Ci(uv, + yt(u,v)). Similarly, we get W — C2(uv, ^ + gt(u,v)).

Notice that H’Adamard Lemma leads that

■ u2 tP
Z = Ci(0} 0) + uvP-iiuv, — + gt(u, v)) + (y + v))P2(uv, — + gt(u} v)).

Solve the first row of the homological equation for A and B. We get

A — uK(ut v) — uPi — v2<g2 and B — —vK — —P2,
2

U)V •for arbitrary function K G A4
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Let g 2 "L Le the lowest quasi homogenous part of gt. Computations 
shows that the second row of the tangent space does not contain the term vu2. This 
means that the mapping H is non-simple with respect to quasi projection.

The case (III) is also is non-simple as it is adjacent to the case (II). However, 
we give detailed arguments with different approach. In fact, let F : (u,v) (z = 
u2 ± v2tw = g) where g e M^v. Consider the third jet of the mapping F. Let 

— ^i'w3 + a^ttv2 + a^u2v 4- a4'u3. The homological equation takes the form:

0 uA + vB
dJ3(g)^-a + s^b

+ z
w

where f. € W, Saru3 + uvuv2 + 2a3u2v} and f, f: e {'U2,2a2uv2 + asu2v + 3a4U3}.

Let Z = ail3 + c2u2v + c3uv2 + c4v3. Then, = 3cin2 + 2c2uv + c3v2. On the 
other hand, we have §§ — u2ai + (Saitt3 + (I2UV2 + 2a3u2v)a2- Comparing the last 
two equations, we see that : 3ci ~ ai, a2 = c2 — c3 = 0.

Similarly, ~ c2u2 + 2c3uv + Sqvj2, On the other hand, we have ^ = v2Pi + 
(2q,2UV + a3u v + 30,4V3)P2. Comparing the last two equations, we see that :

3C4 — Pi, P2 — c2 = C3 = 0.

Thus, Z C\U3 + c2v3. Similarly, W — c3u3 + C4V3. Hence, the first row of the 
homological equations becomes:

uA + vB -\- ciu3 + C2?;3 = 0.

If we solve the previous equation for A and B, we get:

A — vd(u,v) C1U2 and B — —ud{u,v) — c^n2, where d € Qu,v 

The cubic terms in the second row of the tangent space are obtained from:

du dv -udo and c3u3 + c4v3, where do G M,
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which form a subspace of dimension 3. Hence, cubic terms can not belong to finitely 
many orbit.

Other cases are adjacent to the non-simple case (III). The theorem is proven.



Chapter 12 

Conclusion

Here we recall the main results of the thesis with some final comments.

In chapters 2-6 we have classified simple singularities with respect to quasi border 
and quasi flag equivalences. There are much more simple classes than for the standard 
equivalence.

The classification theorems of simple classes are the following

Theorem: A simple quasi boundary singularity class on the boundary (y = 0) 
is a class of a stabilizations of one of the following germs!

1. Bk : ±x\±yk) k>2 fc,

2. Fkim : ±('i/ ± x^)2 ± #5*, 2 < k <m & + m - 1.

Theorem: Let the germ / : (Rn, 0) —» M, be simple with respect to the quasi 
corner equivalence. Then the following is true:

• If f2 is a non-degenerate form, then / is quasi corner equivalent to Morse func
tion B2 : ±x2 ±y2+ X)2 ±zf,

i=l

• If /b is degenerate form of corank 1 then / is stably quasi corner equivalent to 
one of the following simple classes:

1. Bm: ±(x±y)2 ±ymt m > 3, m + V

229
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2. fkim : ±(x ± ykf ±ym, m> k> 2 , k + m\

3. Hm,n,k ■ L:(x ± z^)2 ± {y ± Zi)2 ± where k > n> m, > 2 m + n + k — l.

Theorem: Let / : (Mn, 0) —^ M, be simple with respect to the quasi cusp equiv
alence. Then, either /2 is a non-degenerate form and / is quasi cusp equivalent to

n—2
C2 : ±x2 ±y2 + J2 ±zf or f2 is degenerate form of corank 1 and / is stably quasi

i=l
cusp equivalent to one of the following simple classes:

1. £* : ±#2 ±2/fe, k>3] k + 1.

2. Aik : Ly2 ± xk, k > 3, when s — 3; k-\-2.

3. A4s : Py2 + x3, when s > 4; 5.

4- ^2,2,3 ’ ^L(x±Zi)2 A: (y±z2)2 ±z3, when <5 > 3; 7.

5- Afm,2,k ; ± z?)2 ±(y ± zf)2 ±zk, k > m > 2, when s = 3; m + A; + 3.

Theorem: Let / : (Mn, 0) —^ IR, be simple with respect to the quasi cone equiva
lence. Then, either /2 is a non-degenerate form and hence / is quasi cone equivalent

n—3
to V2 : Ax2 ± y2 ± -|- ^2 Aiwf or /2 is degenerate form of corank 1 and hence / is

i=l
stably quasi cone equivalent to one of the following simple classes (up to a possible 
permutation of x, y coordinates and up to the addition with a quadratic form in
some extra, variables):

1. n : ± x2 ± y2 ± zk, k>3; k.

2. Om : ±z2 ± (x — y)2 ± ym, m > 3; m Hh 2.

3. Sk,m : z2 P (x ± yk)2 ± v/m, m> k> 2; k + m + 1.

4. Nr- ±. x2 ±. y2 L z2 ± wl, l > 3; 4/ — 4.

5. mti : dt x2 L y2 L (z P wk)2 L zl, / > k; 3k + l — 1.

6. Qm,l : ±(x±wTl)2±(ypWit)2±z2±w[, l > m> 2; 3'nipl — 1,
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7. Vm>n,i: ±(x + w^)2 ±y2 ±(z-\-w^)2 Ewi, l > n > m; 2m + n + /-l.

Theorem: A simple (with respect to quasi complete flag equivalence) function 
germ / : (Mn, 0) M with a critical point at the origin is quasi complete flag 
equivalent (up to addition with a quadratic form in some extra variables x) either 
to the germ of one of the classes :

1. Mk :±z2±yk) k >2 & + 1,

2. ¥k)m : ±(y ± zk) ±ym m> k,m>3}k>2 m + kt

3. IKm)n|A! : ±(y ± x™)2 ±(z± x™)2 ± k>n>m m + n + k — 1, 

and therefore has corank 1 of the second differential.

Theorem: A simple (with respect to quasi non-complete flag equivalence) 
function / : (Rn, 0) M with a critical point at the origin is quasi non-complete 
flag equivalent to the germ of one of the classes (up to permutation y and z, and 
stabilization in x),

1- 9(V, *); 9 £ Ak : y2 + zk+1-k >1, Dk : z2y + j/*-1; jfe > 4,
Eg • z3 + y4, Ef.zZ + zt/, Es-.sP + y*,

2- : ±(2/ ± X™)2 ±(z± Xi)2 ±xkik> m > n.

In all theorem, the orbit codimension in the space of germs is shown in the right 
column.

The main application of these classes is the classification of simple and stable 
projections of Lagrangian submanifolds with borders. Explictly,

Theorem: A germ L, P is stable if and only if its arbitrary generating fam
ily is versa! with respect to quasi border equivalence and addition with functions 
in parameters. Any stable and simple projection of Lagrangian submanifold with 
a bolder is symplectically equivalent to the projection determined by the generat
ing families which are quasi border reduced-versal deformations of the simple quasi 
border classes.
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Also, we have found algebraic invariant of the border orbit in terms of local pairs 
consists of local algebra and ideal in it.

Proposition: If fi and /2 are quasi border equivalent, then their local pairs are 
isomorphic.

The classification of simple quasi border singularities has nice description in terms 
of associated local pairs. In particular, the normal forms of simple classes yield the 
following

Proposition: The associated local pair of the simple quasi boundary singularity 
Bk is QAk, h- The associated local pair of the simple quasi boundary singularity Fmjz 
is Q/ifc> An* The associated local triple of the simple quasi corner singularity Tim^k 
consisting of the local algebra and two ideals corresponding to two sides ir — 0, y = 0 
of the corner is /n, Im. For n = 1 we get the triple of , and for n — 1, m = 1 
we get the triple of Bk.

In contrast to the standard classes, quasi bifurcation diagrams and caustics for 
simple classes consist of several components. The formulas of versal deformations 
provide the explicit description of the bifurcation diagrams and caustics of quasi 
boundary, quasi corner and quasi complete flag singularities. They are described as 
follows.

Proposition:

1. The bifurcation diagram of B2 in (Ao, Ai)-plane is a smooth curve and a distin
guished point on it. The bifurcation diagram of B% C M3 is a cuspidal cylinder and 
a line in it which is tangent to the ridge. In general, the hypersurface component 
of the bifurcation diagram for Bk series is a product of generalized swallow tail 
and a line. The second component is the maximal smooth submanifold passing 
through the vertex of the generalized swallow tail times a line.

2. The _E?3 caustic is the union of two tangent lines, for B^ this is a seimicubic cylinder 
and a plane (the configuration is isomorphic to the discriminant of the standard 
C3 boundary singularity).

3. The caustic of ^2,2 is the union of Whitney umbrella which is the second compo
nent, and a smooth tangent surface which is the caustic of the A2 singularity.
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4. The caustic of singularity Bk is a union of cylinder over generalized swallow tail 
(with one-dimensional generator) and a smooth hypersurface having smooth k—3- 
dimensional intersection with the first component.

5. The caustic of Fkti singularity is a union of a cylinder over a generalized swal
low tail of type Ai and an image of Morin stable mapping (generalized Whitney 
umbrella) being the set of common zeros of two polynomials of degree l and k.

Proposition:

1. The bifurcation diagram of B2 is a smooth surfaces with two transversal lines 
in it . The first component of the bifurcation diagram of B3 is a product of a 
cusp and a plane in M4. Two other components are smooth surfaces inside the 
first one. They are tangent to the cuspidal ridge.

All three components of the caustic of B3 are smooth pairwise tangent surfaces 
in 3-space.

2. The caustic of Bk is a union of a cylinder over a generalized swallow tail and 
two smooth hypersurfaces tangent to the first component.

3. The caustic of Fk is a union of a cylinder over a generalized swallow tail, a 
smooth hypersurface and a generalized Whitney umbrella multiplied by a line. 
In particular, the caustics of is union of two smooth hypersurface in M4 
and Whitney umbrella multiplied by a line.

4. The caustic of TCkim,n is a union of a cylinder over a generalized swallow tail 
and two generalized Whitney umbrellas of respective dimensions.

Proposition:

1. The first component of the bifurcation diagram (caustics) of any simple quasi 
flag complete singularity is a cylinder over the generalized swallowtail.

2. In particulai, the first component of the bifurcation diagram of the class iz2 i 
2/3 is product of a cusp and a plane in M4. The second component is a smooth 
surface inside the first one. The third component is a line inside the second
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component. The second and third components are tangent to the cuspidal 
edge.

3. The first and second components of the class zkz2 ± ?/3 are smooth tangent 
surfaces in M3 and their intersection is exactly.

4. The caustics of ±22 ± 2/*, A: > 3 is a union of a cylinder over a generalized 
swallowtail and smooth hypersurafaces and k — 2-dimnestional space. The 
second and third components are tangent to the first one.

5. The caustics of the class A:(y ± zk)2 ± zm is a union of a cylinder over a 
generalized swallowtail and a generalized Whitney umbrella times a line and a 
(k-L m — 3)- dimensional space.

6. The caustics of the class ±('</±x,j1')2± (zExi)2is a union of a cylinder over 
a generalized swallowtail and a generalized Whitney umbrella and intersection 
of two generalized Whitney umbrellas.

Besides being wavefronts and caustics of Lagrange submanifold projections with 
borders, these objects appear as bifurcation diagrams of function depending on pa
rameters in various problems with inequality constraints.

The further study of similar non-standard equivalence relation and its comparison 
with standard one will give extra information on the nature of singularity classes in 
various optimization problems and problems in variations theory with constraints, 
on the adjacencies of respective singularity classes and on their invariants

In chapters 9-11, we have dealt with a different equivalence relation in projectionn 
theory. It is non-standard relation and called quasi projection. The pseudo and 
quasi equivalences of two hypersurafes implies the existences of diffeomorphis which 
transfer one hypersuraces to the other one and also posses the following properties: 
it preserves the tangency of the vector field or preserve the direction of the vector 
belonging to the hypersurafes.

In addition to the equivalence relation which was described in [38], we have 
introduced and classified two different types in this diecrion.
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Firstly, we classified simple singularities of projections to a plane of surfaces 
embedded into three-space and equipped with a boundary. The classification result 
is stated in the following theorem:

Theorem: The list of simple quasi projections of regular surfaces with bound
aries in three space consists of the following normal forms of the projections (x,y, z) i—> 
(y, z) of the germs at the origin of the graphs V of the functions z — /(rc, y) and the 
boundaries g(x,y) = 0:

1. For Ak : f — £rp[£‘/c+1 + yx> k > 0y the boundaries are the Arnold’s simple 
boundary (with respect to the a; — 0 boundary classes of curves g(w, x) = 0, where 
the coordinate w = y xk vanish at the critical set of the projection of the surface:

w + xk~l
t
XW + Xk~1 e- XW 4- X

X2 ± wn

2. For Bk: f = ^x3 + ykxt k>3,
• If & is odd

x + y x + y2 4- ... <- x + y1*-1
T
y + x2 «- y

w -r &

T
X2 ± wz

T
X2 + w3

T
X2 ± w4

W -t- X

T
xw + a;3
T
x3 -1- w2

x2 + w5

• If /c is even
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3. ForC, = k>2,

x + y xT y2 . *- x + yn...
T
y 4" X2 <—■ , . . i— y -j_ %k—2

4. And for Fi{ \ f — x4 + y2x, there are only four simple classes

xTy <- y-\-x2 ^ yTx3

t
x

Finally, we classified simple classes of quasi projection of graphs of two different 
type of mappings:

X. Quasi projections of graphs of parameterized plane curve germs.

Theorem: Any simple projection of a graph of parametrized curve 7 : £ i—» 
(o:(£),/?(£)), with respect to quasi equivalence is equivalent to the graph of the curve 
7 : £ 1-^ (±£*,0) for some A: > 1. The remaining germs form a subset of infinite 
codimension in the space of germs.

2. Quasi projections of graph mappings germs F : (E2,0) —> (R2, 0).

Theorem: If the mapping F : (R2,0) -> (R2,0) is of corank 1 and the graph 
of / is simple with respect to quasi projection then the projection of the graph of 
F is quasi equivalent to the graph of one of the following mappings: G : (R2, 0) —» 
(R2, 0); (n, v) (tq g) where g is listed as follows:

Ak : g = vk+l + uv; k>0,

Bk : g =^v3 T ukv; k>2,

Ck : g - vk+1 -j- V2U- k>2

Fa '■ g = v4 T u2v.
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If the mapping F : (M2,0) —► (IR2,0) is of corank 2, and the projection of the 
graph is simple with respect to quasi projection. Then, the projection of the graph 
of F is quasi projection equivalent to the graph of of the following mappings:

G : (u} v) h-j- (u2 ± v2, uv).

One of the interesting application for quasi projection equivalence relation is used 
in partial differential equations (PDE) with boundary value problems.

Consider the characteristics method solving the simplest Cauchy problem for 
first order linear PDE: J2ai(x)§^: — 0; where u(x) is unknown function with x € IKn 
and ai(x) are given functions. The problem includes the boundary hypersurface 
#9 C Rn and the boundary values U\s = U0. Generically the characteristic vector 
field v = ai-g^ is tangent to S at some points which are called characteristic. Outside 
the set K of characteristic points , the problem has a unique local solution. So the 
geometry of the set K is essential feature of the problem. If we rectify the vector 
field getting say then the problem to classify K is exactly to find critical points 
of the projection of S along parallel rays.

Our pseudo (or quasi) equivalence preserves critical locus and is even better than 
the standard one. The main difference with standard one is that the pseudo ( or 
quasi) equivalence does not preserve the sets of points in the same fibre (multiple 
singular points on one fibre can go to different fibres).

Similarly in many other complicated PDE boundary value problems, mainly in 
continuum mechanics, the generalisation of Neumann boundary condition is used. 
The derivative of the unknown function is taken along a given vector field ( for 
Neumann this is normals to the boundary surface). Again, the locus of the points on 
the surface where the vector field is not transversal to the surface is of importance.

The further research which goes beyond the present thesis might be related to the 
interesting question on the topology of the bifurcation diagrams of the given classes 
and to the applications of our classification of projections to the above mentioned 
boundary value problems.
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